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From the Desk of the

Editor-in-Chief

“Amity Business Review”, our renowned bi-annual Refereed Journal since 1998, has been the proud
possession of Amity Business School in carrying forward our legacy towards greater academic excellence,
along with creating an intellectual pool from vast areas of Business Management. This sixteenth issue, in
particular, is carrying an exceptional historic background. With the Blessings of Hon'ble Founder President
Dr. Ashok K. Chauhan, we are presenting it in a new format, but the foundation stone of ABR was laid down
largely because of unparalleled efforts of our Dean-FMS, Dr. Sanjay Srivastava, who had been the Editor-inChief during these years and has brought ABR to the broader horizons.
Change is constant in both our professional and our private lives but organizational change normally involves
some threat, real or perceived. For any given change, people can occupy a wide range of roles that will
strongly influence their perceptions of the change and their reactions to it. There are no quick fixes. Solving
these issues requires a response targeted to the needs of organization. It is easy to change the things that
nobody cares about. It becomes difficult when you start to change the things that people do care about or when
they start to care about the things that you are changing. For over three decades, academicians, managers, and
consultants, are realizing that transforming organizations is difficult, have dissected the subject. They have
spoken above leaders who communicate vision and walk the talk in order to make change succeed. They've
exhorted companies to launch campaigns that appeal to people's hearts and minds. What's missing, we
believe, is a focus on the not-so-cosmetic aspects of change management: the hard factors, i.e. companies are
able to measure them in direct or indirect ways, companies can easily communicate their importance, both
within and outside organizations, and perhaps most important, businesses are capable of influencing those
elements quickly.
Today, one of the major emphasis to handle change management crisis is to create effective leaders with the
Right Attitude and Personal Integrity. I believe that integrity is a result of relentless pursuit of honesty at all
times. Real integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that nobody's going to know whether you did it or not.
We can say that there is an attitude towards integrity. Any fact facing us is not as important as our attitude
toward it, for that determines our success or failure. It is very important to generate a good attitude along with
integrity, a good heart, as much as possible. It will bring happiness to self and others both in the short term and
long term.
At the heart of Leadership is caring, else leadership has no purpose. Leadership requires a connection between
leaders and their constituents over matters, in the simplest sense, of the heart. It is personal and it is
interpersonal. Encouraging the heart is the leadership practice that connects us with one another. In creating
social capital, leaders encourage the heart so that people will want to be with and for one another. Hence,
change starts from here when each of us wants to know that what we are doing matters and we do it with a
positive attitude and Integrity.
I wish that the unswerving integrity be your watchword at all times to come. I am hopeful that you will enjoy
reading the articles. Looking forward to your valued response.

Sanjeev Bansal
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A Study of Opinion Leadership among Owners
of High End Smartphone Products in India
and the Desired Action Points for the Marketers
SOMNATH CHAKRABARTI
IIM, Kashipur

This study extends the international research that has
studied opinion giving in computer mediated
environment to India to derive a comprehensive
understanding of opinion leadership phenomenon in high
end smart phone category specifically in the context of
Apple iPhone. It has attempted to develop a comparative
understanding between opinion leaders and non opinion
leaders given that research has found that substantial
differences exist between the two groups. The key
contribution of the paper lies in providing a
comprehensive picture about initial sources of awareness
building for smart phone products. Usage of various
sources of initial information (both impersonal and
interpersonal) like peers (users), advertisements in the
electronic and print media and mobile related websites and
forums has been analyzed. In addition, this study has
attempted to understand the importance of innovative
product features that influence decision making of opinion
leaders. Subsequent to the owner survey, a focus group
with 14 young enthusiasts of the category (who are all
owners of high end smartphones) has been conducted to
understand some of the key focus areas and action points
for marketers required to address the Indian high end
smart phone market properly in terms of product and
promotion strategies. The scope of the focus group is
synergistic with the scope of the owner survey conducted
for this research.
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INTRODUCTION
Opinion Leadership
Tellis et al. (2004) identify opinion leadership as one
of the dimensions of consumer innovativeness.
Opinion leaders are product specialists who provide
other consumers with information about a particular
product class. A consumer opinion leader is defined
as a person who informally influences the attitudes
or behaviors of others by means of product related
conversation, referred to as "word-of-mouth (WOM)
communication" (Stern and Gould, 1988). Opinion
leaders provide advice or information about
products and services in a perceptibly more credible
and persuasive manner than either mass advertising
or a firm's personal sales force (Stern and Gould,
1988).
Though opinion leadership has been defined in
many ways, the concept is consistently associated
with influence (Rogers and Cartano, 1962; Flynn et
al., 1996; Rogers, 2003) or with information sharing
(King and Summers, 1970) or with both (Engel et al.,
1990). Rogers and Cartano (1962) define opinion
leaders as “individuals who exert an unequal
amount of influence on the decisions of others …
those individuals from whom others seek advice and
information” (p.435). Flynn et al. (1996) indicate, “it
is their influence that is important and central to the
theory of opinion leadership.” Rogers (2003) defines
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opinion leadership as the “degree to which an
individual is able informally to influence other
individuals' attitudes or overt behavior in a desired
way with relative frequency” (p. 300). As opinion
leaders do not represent commercial interests, their
opinions in a category are considered more reliable
than those directly coming from marketers
operating in the relevant product category (Rogers,
2003). The opinion leadership phenomenon is
especially prominent in high involvement categories
and the role of opinion leaders in new product
introduction requires some understanding. The
major innovation incorporated in the design of high
end smart phone products has contributed
significantly to their success in some international
markets. The top brands in the highest end of smart
phone product category in India are Samsung
Galaxy S II, Apple iPhone 4, Blackberry Bold 9900,
HTC Incredible S and Sony Ericsson Xperia Arc
among others. 1 In view of the same, there is a need to
study the innovative features of some of the high end
smart phone products in India which will be done in
due course in this paper.

MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY AND
THE RESEARCH GAP
Role of Opinion Leadership in Adoption of
Consumer Electronics and Computers
Contextual factors such as one's social environment
generally have significant impact on technology
adoption and usage behaviors (Lewis et al., 2003;
Magni et al., 2008; Tripathi and Siddiqui, 2008). In
Wang et al. (2008), among the ten product categories
analyzed in Chinese market, cellular phone was
chosen as one of the new and innovative product
categories. Hence, there may be a need to study the
influence of opinion leadership in the category in an
emerging country like India.
Lyons and Henderson (2005) study investigates the
characteristics of opinion leaders within the
computer mediated environment, analyses the
differences between online opinion leaders and
online non opinion leaders and examines the
implications of opinion leadership theory for e
commerce. Shoham and Ruvio (2008) study seeks to
extend the product context of previous examinations
of opinion seeking and opinion leadership to a new
product domain (computers and software).

Role of Opinion Leaders in New Product
Introduction
Opinion leaders are a key group for marketers to
target in the sense that they are critical to the
diffusion of product information (Rogers, 1995).
They influence others directly by providing advice
and verbal direction for search, purchase and use
(Flynn et al., 1996). Opinion leaders are important to
the success of new products because their influence
is interpersonal, informal and verbal. Opinion
leadership has been a central construct in studies of
new product diffusion models (Shoham and Ruvio,
2008). The following section discusses the
hypothesis development in Indian context for high
end smart phone product users by applying the
relevant learning from computer and other relevant
areas to this area as opinion leadership construct has
been found to have potential in explaining adoption
behavior in the categories related to computers
internationally.

Indian telecom industry is growing at a high pace
and may provide a worthwhile base to study the
opinion leadership phenomenon. The growth in
telecom industry is happening primarily because of
the explosive growth witnessed by the wireless
segment. At the end of 2003, the total telephone
subscriber base in India was around 70.5 million
(with a tele density of 7.0) out of which mobile phone
subscriber base was 28.2 million and fixed line
subscriber base was 42.0 million.2 The number of
total subscriber base (wireless+wireline) in India has
reached 965.52 million at the end of June 2012 with
the overall teledensity of 79.58. It comprises of wire
line subscription of 31.43 million and wireless
subscription (GSM, CDMA and FWP) of 934.09
million.3 There has been increased availability of
smart phone brands in India in last few years. In
2
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view of the same, there is a need to have detailed
understanding about the role of opinion leadership
in smart phone category given the presence of large
number of technology enthusiasts and high level of
word of mouth activity in the category. Given that
high end smart phone category is moderately high in
terms of consumer involvement level; it may be
worthwhile to study the perception of opinion
leaders and non opinion leaders about relevant
aspects of the adoption of the category. However,
research gap exists and there is little research
published in major academic journals about high
end smart phone purchase and usage behaviors of
Indian customers.

(together accounting for 47.22% of user's overall
satisfaction). A similar study has been done by Han
et al. (2004) who have studied the relationship
between multiple features and user's satisfaction
employing user testing method.

DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES
Initial Sources of Product Related
Information
Opinion leaders are influential and play central role
in the interpersonal communication networks of
their social system. Opinion leaders are new product
adopters who transmit product information and
usage experience to their peer group (Baumgarten,
1975). Two step flow of communication (multistep
flow theory of mass communication) is a study of
social influences that states that media effects are
indirectly established through the personal
influence of opinion leaders. It says that most people
form their opinions based on opinion leaders that
influence the media. Two step flow of
communication model hypothesizes that ideas flow
from mass media to opinion leaders and from them
to a wider population i.e. mass media information is
channeled to the “masses” through opinion
leadership (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955). People with
maximum access to media and having a more
knowledgeable understanding of media content
diffuse the content to others.

The following section discusses relevant review of
extant literature in opinion leadership which may
provide the necessary theoretical framework to
study the adoption of mobile phone related services
by customers for development of hypotheses for this
research. In this context, the comparison of opinion
leaders and non opinion leaders may be useful here
given that Summers (1970) has found that
substantial differences exist between opinion
leaders and non opinion leaders on a variety of
attitudinal and communication measures among
others. Also, in addition to the discussed personal
influence and interpersonal communication aspect,
there is a need to study the importance of design
features in adoption of mobile phone related
services.

Shoham and Ruvio (2008) indicate that opinion
seekers rely more on expert advice from opinion
leaders. Keynes (1973) highlights that late majority
(with little opinion leadership) interact with peers
who are mainly early or late majority. Also, for
laggards (with little if any opinion leadership),
neighbors, friends and relatives with similar values
are main information source. Hence, non opinion
leaders probably are looking for advice from their
peer groups in more cases compared to opinion
leaders especially during the initial stages of product
introduction. Hence, this study has hypothesized
that:

Importance of Design Features in Adoption
of Mobile Phone Related Services
Ling et al. (2007) have investigated the relationships
among the design features of the cell phone and have
identified the most important design features. They
have also studied the relationship between these
features and the user's overall satisfaction
employing user's preference data. In the study, 20
design features have resulted in nine design factors.
The study while doing multiple regression has used
user's overall satisfaction as the dependent variable
and the nine cell phone design factors extracted in
factor analysis as the independent variables. The
result has provided five important design factors
Amity Business Review
Vol. 14, No. 1, January - June, 2013
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opinion leaders seek information from peers (users)
for a new high end smart phone product for initial
product related information

opinion leadership is positively related to interest in
and knowledge about a product category as
evidenced by knowledge of a new version of Internet
Explorer (software operating systems) among
others.

Opinion leaders are heavy consumers of the mass
media (Summers, 1970; Rogers, 1983). Reynolds and
Darden (1971) indicate that opinion leaders are more
exposed to relevant mass media. Goldsmith and
Hofacker (1991) focus on innovativeness and include
opinion leadership in two studies. They document
that opinion leadership is related positively to media
usage including readership of magazines. Shoham
and Ruvio (2008) indicate opinion leaders use a
variety of sources including category specific
newspapers and magazines. Stocking (1992)
highlights that adopters in the early and late
majority category (with moderate or little opinion
leadership) are much more influenced by other
people than by publications. Stocking (1992)
highlights that early adopters, are often, the opinion
leaders in the group. Innovators and early adopters
display moderate to high level of opinion leadership
and moderate to high level of usage of mass and
category specific media whereas late majority and
laggards have little or no opinion leadership and less
usage of mass media (Keynes, 1973).

Schiffman and Kanuk (2007) highlight that “opinion
leader tends to have greater exposure to media
specifically relevant to his or her area of interest than
the nonleader” (p.510). Hence, it may be deduced
that many of these opinion leaders use product
related websites for acquiring knowledge and
sometimes possibly for sharing it also. As opinion
leaders use a variety of sources including category
specific newspapers and magazines (Shoham and
Ruvio 2008); logically, it can be extended that
opinion leaders will also look for information from
dedicated mobile related websites and forums for
more technical details but the non opinion leaders
are unlikely to look for too much technical details
from these sites in the initial stages of gathering
product related information. This conceptualization
is more in line with the theoretical relationship
between product involvement, product knowledge
and opinion leadership.
Accordingly, the hypothesis can be

Accordingly, it is hypothesized that:

H 1C: Higher proportion of opinion leaders
compared to non opinion leaders seek information
from mobile related website and forums for a new
high end smart phone product for initial product
related information

H 1B: Higher proportion of opinion leaders than non
opinion leaders seek information from
advertisements in electronics and print media for a
new high end smart phone product for initial
product related information

Perception about Innovative Attributes

Lyons and Henderson (2005) study results indicate
that the internet opinion leaders possess higher level
of computer skills and possess higher levels of selfperceived knowledge about the internet than non
opinion leaders. Internet opinion leaders
demonstrate higher level of involvement with
internet than non leaders. Opinion leaders log online
more often and spend more time on the internet with
each of their sessions. Internet opinion leaders are
likely to surf the internet just to see what is there and
explore unfamiliar websites simply out of curiosity
(exploratory tendencies). All this contributes to
developing product knowledge and experience with
this medium. Shoham and Ruvio (2008) results show

Opinion leaders tend to be competent or expert
technically vis-à-vis being able to use new high-tech
products (Summers, 1970; Rogers, 1983; Hazeldine
and Miles 2010). It is widely believed that product
category knowledge and interest (Reynolds and
Darden, 1971) are the basic prerequisites for a person
to become an opinion leader in a category.
In the Hazeldine and Miles (2010) study, a
dynamically continuous innovation of graphic user
interface (GUI) computer software (examples of
which include smart phone touch screens) has been
examined. Specifically, the role of communicative
4
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adopters (who are both innovator/early adopter
and opinion leader), adopters and opinion leaders
are found to be important to marketers of new GUI
computer software. Also, it may be noted that
consumers' need for stimulation may be achieved by
acquisition and consumption of new products.
Empirical research highlights that need for
stimulation is positively associated with consumer
innovativeness (Joachimsthaler and Lastovicka,
1984; Venkatesan, 1973). Also, new products may
often serve as stimuli or sources of excitement to
consumers as they introduce new and unique
benefits, features, functions and looks. Further,
Eighmey and McCord (1998) suggest that people can
derive pleasure simply from the act of exploring the
computer mediated environment.

Hence, it has remained niche in India and there is a
need to understand the relevant customer
perception issues about the product.
This study involves primary data collected from a
sample size of 84 owners of Apple iPhone in Delhi
NCR area through systematic sampling method. The
structured questionnaire by judgment has been
directed to the social system of educated, modern
youth segment and data has been collected primarily
in front of large consumer electronics outlets in select
Delhi and Ghaziabad shopping areas by
interviewing every fifth person after the initial
person interviewed on the interviewing dates.
Questionnaires have been given to people if they are
in the 19-28 age groups, if they have completed at
least Class XII and if they have owned an Apple
iPhone (all these verbally confirmed before giving
questionnaire to the respondents). This is so given
that youth is the growth driver of telecom industry in
India and hence the iPhone as a high end, techno rich
gadget is expected to have takers among the youth.
The data has been analyzed through statistical
software SPSS 16.0 for Windows. The research
questionnaire administered to the sample has been
enclosed in the appendix. Based on a focus group
with 14 young, knowledgeable enthusiasts of the
category (who are all owners of high end
smartphones) conducted in the middle of 2012
subsequent to the administration of the owner
survey questionnaire, the paper highlights some of
the key focus areas and action points on product and
promotion issues required from Apple to address
the Indian high end smart phone market. The focus
group is synergistic and complementary to the
survey of the owners given that the survey of the
owners addresses product and promotion issues.

Accordingly, it is hypothesized that:
Hypothesis 2: Opinion leaders have more positive
perception about innovative features in a new high
end smart phone product compared to non opinion
leaders
The following section discusses the methodology of
the owner survey including the operationalization of
key variables in line with the developed hypotheses
in this study.

RESEARCH DESIGN
Sampling Method
Within high end smart phones, it may be important
to note that Apple iPhone has generated some
excitement among consumers. Apple has created
buzz about the product and much of the hype has
been created through word of mouth marketing.
Specifically, research gap exists in understanding
consumer buying behavior of products like Apple
iPhone in India which was launched in August 2008
in India. Apple has established a unique reputation
in the consumer electronics industry through its
expertise in product development and marketing
and it has consistently achieved excellence in
innovation in computer industry. Also, there is a
research need given that Apple iPhone, though a
very successful product globally, has faced several
problems in some parts of the globe and in India.4
Amity Business Review
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Domain Specific Opinion Leadership Scale
Flynn et al. (1996) domain specific opinion
leadership scale has been used for measuring the
respective construct (scale adapted for the category
provided in the appendix). In six item opinion
leadership scale, three positive worded (items 1, 3
and 5) and three negatively worded items (items 2, 4
and 6) are there.
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Variables and Statistical Measures Used in
Hypothesis Testing

The following section discusses the results of the
study including details about hypotheses testing.

This research has attempted to understand the
importance of some of the main channels of
communication between the marketer and
customers (through impersonal sources) as well as
word of mouth communication among customers
(through interpersonal sources) pertaining to
Hypotheses 1A, 1B and 1C. These have been tested
using the methods for testing for the difference
between two population proportions using z test
with α=0.05. The null hypothesis is that the
difference between two population proportions is
equal to zero (indicating they are equal). Here, the
samples are independent random samples and the
true population proportions are estimated based on
sample proportions.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Reliability of the Domain Specific Opinion
Leadership Scale
The internal consistency reliability of the scale has
been evaluated through Cronbach alpha. The
opinion leadership scale has been found to possess
Cronbach alpha (on 6 variables, 84 cases) value of
0.938. The scale has been found to be unidimensional
with 78.5% of total variance being explained by the
single factor. The factor loadings are 0.873, 0.943,
0.566, 0.957, 0.985 and 0.924 respectively. KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy value
is 0.634. The Chi-Square value is 854.781, df value of
15 and significance value of <.001 in Bartlett's test of
sphericity.

The research has attempted to evaluate the
perception of respondents regarding five important
features of Apple iPhone namely storage space,
application store, physical appearance, multi touch
screen user interface and post purchase service
(identification of important features based on an
initial focus group involving 12 techno savvy young
respondents). These features include some of the key
innovative features pertaining to hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 2 has been tested using a hypothesis
about the difference between the means of two
normally distributed populations when the
population variances are unknown. It is done using t
test with α=0.05.

Cutoff Used for Opinion Leadership
Ratings
Research indicates domain specific innovativeness
scale may be used to classify target audience into
innovator or noninnovator groups (Goldsmith and
Flynn, 1992). Goldsmith and Flynn (1992) have used
average rating of 3.5 and above, Beaudoin et al.
(1998) and Goldsmith et al. (1999) have used 4.0 and
above and Phau and Lo (2004) have used 3.667 and
above as the cut off point for identification of
innovators and followers (out of maximum possible
average rating of 5 in the 1-5 scale). In line with the
mentioned review in related area of consumer
innovativeness and in accordance with the
distribution of opinion leadership data in this study,
people with scores of 3.667 and above on the opinion
leadership scale have been designated as the opinion
leaders in this category and the rest have been
classified as non opinion leaders.

Respondent Profile
The profile of the respondents is given as below in
table 1.
Table 1: Respondent Profile
Variable

Number of Respondents

% of Total Respondents

19-21

24

29

22-25

36

43

26-28

24

29

Age

The average opinion leadership ratings have varied
in the range of 2.667-5.0 (on a 1-5 scale) with a mean
of 3.693, median of 3.7 and standard deviation of
0.813. There are 51 opinion leaders with mean
opinion leadership rating of 4.23. The rest of the
respondents with opinion leadership scores of 3 or

Gender
Male

67

80

Female

17

20
6
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below have been classified as non opinion leaders.
This includes 33 non opinion leaders with mean
opinion leadership rating of 2.85.

opinion leaders give maximum satisfaction feedback
to multi touch screen user interface (mean rating of
4.22) followed by to storage space (rating of 3.84)
(table 3). Non opinion leaders have maximum
satisfaction from physical appearance (rating of 4.39)
followed by from user interface (table 3). Table 3 also
provides comparative evaluation of the perception
of opinion leaders and non opinion leaders
regarding the three innovative features of storage
space, application store and multi touch screen user
interface vide hypothesis 2. Opinion leaders derive
higher and statistically significant satisfaction from
innovative features of storage space (t=2.36; p<0.05),
application store (t=3.57; p<0.05) and multi touch
screen user interface (t=1.87; p<0.05). Hence,
hypothesis 2 has been supported. This gives a deeper
insight into the adoption and user readiness towards
innovative products, as the attributes that are quite
unique to the iPhone have been given high ratings by
the opinion leaders. Also, non opinion leaders have
higher and statistically significant satisfaction from
physical appearance and there is no statistically
significant difference on post purchase service
between opinion leaders and non opinion leaders
(table 3).

The Channels of Communication for
Awareness Building for Apple iPhone
In the present study, highest proportion of 59% of
opinion leaders use advertisements (electronic and
print media) as initial sources of product related
information whereas non opinion leaders primarily
use feedback from peers (users) (61%) for the same
(table 2). Information from peers (users) is used by
higher proportion of non opinion leaders than the
opinion leaders (z=-3.62; p<0.05) (table 2). Hence,
hypothesis 1A is supported. Higher and statistically
significant proportion of opinion leaders use source
like advertisements (electronic and print media)
(z=5.50; p<0.05) compared to non opinion leaders
(table 2). Hence, hypothesis 1B is supported. Higher
and statistically significant proportion of opinion
leaders use a source like mobile related websites and
forums (z=2.86; p<0.05) compared to non opinion
leaders (table 2). Hence, hypothesis 1C is supported.
In terms of the respondent satisfaction rating,

Table 2: Sources of Information for Initial Awareness
Media/Contact Option

Opinion Leaders
proportion

Non Opinion Leaders
proportion

Test statistic (z): difference between
opinion leaders and non opinion leaders

Peers (Users)

0.22

0.61

-3.62 *

Advertisements (Electronic and Print Media)

0.59

0.00

5.50 *

Mobile related Websites and Forums

0.22

0.00

2.86 *

* Difference statistically significant at =0.05 level

Table 3: Key Attributes of Apple iPhone by Opinion Leaders and Non Leaders
Key Attributes

Opinion
Leaders
Mean

Opinion
Leaders
Std. Deviation

Non Opinion
Leaders
Mean

Non Opinion
Leaders
Std. Deviation

Test Statistic (t): Difference
between Opinion Leaders
and Non Opinion Leaders

Storage Space

3.84

0.76

3.18

1.49

2.36 *

Application Store

3.82

0.39

2.58

1.98

3.57 *

Physical Appearance

3.63

0.82

4.39

0.93

-3.85 *

Multi Touch Screen User Interface

4.22

0.42

3.79

1.27

1.87 *

Post Purchase Service

3.22

0.42

3.30

0.47

-0.87

* Difference statistically significant at =0.05 level

Amity Business Review
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leaders that option was not there as many of them
were the first among the product adopters also. With
information dissemination from opinion leaders, the
diffusion of these products will become easier to the
non opinion leaders and will raise the penetration of
the category.

CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGERIAL
IMPLICATIONS
Survey of the 84 Owners
The smart phone category is booming in India and
many manufacturers are vying for success with new
models being introduced at a steady pace. It may be
worthwhile to do opinion leadership research in an
emerging country like India. This study extends the
international research that has studied opinion
giving in computer mediated environment to India
to derive a comprehensive understanding of opinion
leadership phenomenon in high end smart phone
category specifically in the context of Apple iPhone.
This study has attempted to develop a comparative
understanding between opinion leaders and non
opinion leaders given that research has found that
substantial differences exist between the two
groups.

Higher and statistically significant proportion of
opinion leaders use source like advertisements
(electronic and print media) compared to non
opinion leaders. Hence, high end smart phone
makers need to have an active communication
strategy in India. There should be significant focus
on marketing communication. Hence, service
providers need to advertise more aggressively in
Indian mainstream as well as in category specific
media.
The findings on the usage of peers (users) and
advertisements (electronic and print media) is
broadly in line with international research on multi
step flow of communication (Katz and Lazarsfeld,
1955; Summers, 1970; Rogers, 1983 ; Stocking, 1992).
Also, higher and statistically significant proportion
of opinion leaders use sources like mobile related
websites and forums compared to non opinion
leaders.

The opinion leaders gather, use and disseminate
information creating knowledge base for less
informed consumers through the information
exchange and transfer mechanism. The key
contribution of the paper lies in providing a
comprehensive picture about initial sources of
awareness building for smart phone products.
Usage of various sources of initial information (both
impersonal and interpersonal) like peers (users),
advertisements in the electronic and print media and
mobile related websites and forums has been
analyzed. In addition, this study has attempted to
understand the importance of innovative product
features that influence decision making of opinion
leaders.

The research has provided comparative evaluation
of the perception of opinion leaders and non opinion
leaders regarding the chosen five salient attributes of
smart phone products. Opinion leaders derive
higher satisfaction from innovative features of
storage space, application store and multi touch
screen user interface compared to non opinion
leaders. This gives a deeper insight into the adoption
and user readiness towards innovative products, as
the attributes that are quite unique have been given
higher ratings by the opinion leaders.

Non opinion leaders primarily use feedback from
peers (users) highlighting especially the need for
detail and explanation from knowledgeable sources
for these people. Information from peers (users) is
used by higher proportion of non opinion leaders
than the opinion leaders for initial product related
information. Hence, non opinion leaders are
receiving feedback from users who have used the
product already whereas for many of the opinion

In the present study, opinion leaders attach higher
ratings to multi touch screen user interface,
however, as novelty wears off over time; non
opinion leaders who buy later attach less ratings to
this feature compared to the opinion leaders. Hence,
there is a need to incorporate novelty factor and
focus on style/design improvements in each new
8
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version. In the present study, opinion leaders have
given higher rating to application store feature. The
marketers need to display more interest in India by
providing more localized applications for Indian
consumers. In line with the findings of this study, the
product can be advertised in smart phone category
specific magazines to target the opinion leaders.
Also, branding of category specific websites, forums
and blogs can be considered to target the opinion
leaders. This study provides ideas on product and
promotion strategies for marketers below given that
the high end smart phone market in India is still
relatively new and small and the 3G infrastructure is
not adequate.

its FM radio, video calls functionality and stereo
speakers in some of its products.
Localized applications for Indian consumers are
critical as applications are becoming commonplace
in smart phone owner's life and localization will
provide relevance and widespread adoption. Those
applications will be useful to consumers which
provide real benefits whether social, entertainment
or functional. The marketer needs to focus more on
usage based applications like web transaction and
mobile money related applications. The customized
applications should be based on Indian consumers'
specific requirements and should not be more or less
the replicas from west. Specialized features like local
language feature (e.g. keyboard in Hindi and
regional languages) may be useful. Application
makers in India need to incorporate applications like
traffic information, train time tables and other
banking and investment related useful information
among others.

The study findings have key managerial
implications given that in recent times opinion
leadership has been found to be a well established
tool often playing a significant part in the marketing
communication mix in different industries like the
pharmaceutical sector (Smith, 2009) and on brand
communication and online social behaviors (Acar
and Polonsky, 2007). Accordingly, the consumer
research has attempted to provide a few pointers to
smart phone marketers for tapping upmarket
audience in India with proper media and contact
options and for focusing their marketing efforts
towards opinion leaders.

Urban youth audience with access to internet and
social networking websites can be tapped more
actively with information like college admission
details and suitability of various Institutes for
different streams of higher studies (information on
ratings of the Institutes from reputed sources) which
may be quite useful for them. Periodic evaluations of
the usefulness of each of the additional features can
be quite useful.

Focus Group of 14 Category Enthusiasts
The focus group highlights the market dynamics
and attempts to provide insights to high end
smartphone manufacturers like Apple to help them
in increasing the penetration of the category by
assisting them in understanding how best to target
the consumers in the category through focused
product and promotion strategies..

Promotion Strategy
For success, Apple should be positioned as the real
deal (unique product) but with marginally lower
prices than the price points at which Apple products
have been made available in Indian market. More
affordable and somewhat lower prices will provide a
better value for money proposition for consumers
and will help Apple to compete better with Android
based high end smart phones. Better value for
money proposition should help the innovators and
opinion leaders to buy the more advanced 3G
models and upwards. With subsequent information
dissemination from opinion leaders about the
advanced 3G models and upwards, the diffusion of

Product Strategy
iPhone may have to improve upon audio facilities
for music and video player which are sub optimal on
some respects at present. Huge battery back up is
required in the products. Consumer awareness
campaign is required to educate and to ensure that
battery life and battery lifespan remain longer.
Apple may consider feature based improvements in
Amity Business Review
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these products will become easier to the non opinion
leaders and will raise the penetration of the category.
This is important given that presence of informed
interpersonal sources helps in development of
market economics and efficient functioning of the
same.

winning acceptance from corporate IT managers;
however, in India it has not got the same acceptance
from this segment. For this, it needs to carry out
awareness campaigns targeted to local corporations
who are willing to shell out US $700 equivalent for
Blackberrys but not for Apple iPhone products as
many of them perceive iPhone as an entertainment
tool for young people. For this purpose, large
enterprise and small and medium enterprises need
to be focused extensively to tap the business smart
phone market.

Apple through its promotion strategies need to
penetrate into tier II cities by extending beyond the
main metros. This is important because some of
India's fastest growing cities are in tier II cities.
Economic prosperity and job opportunities are
rising in some of these cities creating a demand base
for many lifestyle products.

Limitations and Directions for Future
Research

Brand acceptance of Apple is less in India compared
to in many western markets. Apple needs to develop
emotional connect with Indian consumers and
requires to understand Indian consumer
psychology. iPhone is the ultimate smart phone.
Apple needs to have an active communication
strategy compared to the low profile communication
strategy that it has employed in India till date. There
should be significant focus on marketing
communication. Apple and its service providers
need to advertise more aggressively in Indian
mainstream as well as in category specific media
with simple communication strategy. Product
communication needs to focus on the iPhone user
experience as the touch screen of most of the
competing Android based products is not as
effective as the touch feel in iPhone. Youth segments
need to be targeted aggressively. It also needs to
introduce its products in India either simultaneously
or immediately after the worldwide launch of its
products to ensure that it does not lose the market
share to the growing Android phenomenon. Apple
can target the key opinion leader segment with
unique services like electronic newsletters or with
special promotions to build long term relationships
with the segment. It may be also promoted through
select TV Shop 18 types of channels in an innovative
manner.

The limitations of the paper lie in the fact that iPhone
has been used as a proxy for smart phone category in
this study. As for future research directions,
marketers need to conduct comprehensive
consumer research with larger sample size in India
for understanding the measures of preference for
their product and understanding how really the
information exchange and transfer mechanism
develops within the broader youth target audience
in different age groups. This is important as at each
generational stage, the psychological needs vary and
so also the lifestyle and consumption needs. With
respect to classifying the respondents into opinion
leaders and non opinion leaders, one stream of
future research with bigger sample size may be
considered whereby the need is to divide the sample
into three groups and use only the groups with high
and low scores ignoring the middle group. Finally,
for future research, it needs to be understood that the
different iPhone market segments might be different
from each other, each with their own opinion leaders
and seekers and may have to be studied separately
and comprehensively for Indian market.
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Questionnaire for Survey of the Owners
Name of the respondent:
Age of the respondent:
1.

2.

; Gender:

How did you first hear about the Apple iPhone? (Choose one if appropriate and tick multiple ones if
appropriate)
a.

Peers (Users)

b.

Advertisements (Electronic and Print media)

c.

Mobile related Websites and Forums

Rate the following attributes of the Apple iPhone (on a 1-5 scale) from below (please put one option)
1 - Very unsatisfactory; somewhat unsatisfactory; Neither satisfactory nor dissatisfactory; Somewhat
satisfactory; 5 - Very Satisfactory
- Storage Space
- Application Store
- Physical Appearance
- Multi Touch Screen User Interface
- Post-Purchase Service

3.

Please put appropriate rating against each item (please put one option)
5 -Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Neither agree nor disagree (N), Disagree (D), 1 -Strongly Disagree (SD)
•

I often persuade other people to buy smartphone products that I like

-------

•

Other people rarely come to me for advice about choosing smartphone products

-------

•

People that I know pick their smartphone products based on what I have told them

-------

•

My opinion on smartphone products seems not to count with other people

------

•

I often influence people's opinions about smartphone products

-------

•

When they choose smartphone products, other people do not turn to me for advice

-------
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Most studies in the area of ICT and Enterprise
Applications are in the context of businesses. However,

INTRODUCTION

enterprise applications in Public Sector and Government
are also fast emerging in India. While Public Sector has
seen an earlier and faster adoption, Government
organizations are also keenly evaluating and adopting this
paradigm. Research indicates that enterprise applications
impact the performance of public sector and government
organizations that can be measured as public value just as
for businesses it can be measured with ROI and other
related performance measures. This paper describes the
choice, analysis, decision, implementation and benefits of
enterprise applications at one of the largest Urban Local
Body (ULB) of the country. The objective of this Paper is to
provide insights into the paradigm of enterprise
applications for E-Government and its impact on public
value.

Adoption of Enterprise Applications (ERP, SCM,
CRM etc.) in the Public Sector in India has now got
established, particularly in the PSUs/PSEs, and to
some extent in the Government Organizations at the
Central, State and Local Bodies levels. As these
adoptions continue to happen, it is important that
the public value derived from such implementations
are understood and documented for the benefit of
like Organizations willing to take this route for
implementation of information systems in
Government. This can happen only if some of the
iconic cases are analyzed for their choice and
implementation of Enterprise Applications. In
addition, since implementations of Enterprise
Applications
are
also expected to benefit
organizations by providing best practices for their
various processes, an analysis of relevant cases could
well result in the development of a new paradigm
towards information systems in Government,
whilst, at the same time, ensuring that the lessons
from such cases are well reckoned to avoid any
pitfalls and reduced chances for success.

Keywords: Enterprise Applications; ERP; SCM;
CRM;
ICT
in Public
Sector; E-Governance;
E- Government; Citizen Services; Urban Local Body
(ULB)

It is in this context that this Paper tries to delve deep
into the choice, procurement and implementation of
Enterprise Applications at the Municipal
Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM) the
largest ULB in the country with an annual revenue
14
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budget of approx Rs. 27,000 Crores, well above some
of the States' budgets. It is expected that the MCGM
Case Study will benefit:
-

several large municipal corporations across
the country to understand the end-to-end
process for adoption of Enterprise
Applications and its impact on Public Value,

-

the policy makers to consider and provide
an alternative/complimentary paradigm
for information systems in Government
towards E-Governance not only in
Municipalities (particularly the ones being
pursued under JNNURM) but also other
Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) under the
National E-Governance Plan (NEGP)

-

other Government and Public Sector
Organizations who are “sitting on the
fence” or actively considering adoption of
Enterprise Applications

the Internet, which is used to enhance the access to
and delivery of governmental information and
services to citizens, businesses, government
employees, and other agencies. A broader definition
is given in Gil-Garcia and Pardo (2005), where egovernment has been conceptualized as the
intensive use of information technologies for the
provision of public services, the improvement of
managerial effectiveness and the promotion of
democratic values and mechanisms. In BeynonDavies (2005), the term e-government denotes the
use of information and communications technology
(ICT) to change the structures and processes of
government organizations. This is also the way egovernment is seen by the authors and the way it is
understood for the purposes of this Paper.
According to Scholl (2004), the complex relationship
between information technology and government
has become a major focus of academic research
in several fields such as public administration,
organizational behavior, information science, and
technology innovation. Thus, researchers who have
chosen e-Government as a problem domain might
have their theoretical starting points in several other
disciplines. Thus there are different approaches
depending on the starting point and chosen problem
domain. Given the context above, Ulrica Lofstedt
(2005) gives a rough approximation of some of the
current research in the field of e-Government and
how different aspects and some researchers in the
field are connected to each other. He mentions the
areas of Management and Organization; E-Services;
E-Security; E-Democracy; and Interactions. Also,
Case Studies have been a key mechanism to bring
forth the knowledge in this domain as can be noted
from some noteworthy researches such as Torres,
Pina, and Acerete (2005), Beynon-Davies (2005),
Gupta and Jana (2003), Joia (2004), Liang, Xue, Byrd,
and Rainer (2004), and Smith (2001). For this Paper,
Enterprise Systems, discussed through a Case Study,
form the key underpinnings.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Academic literature on both fronts E-Governance
as well as Enterprise Applications has increased
significantly over last few years. However, literature
on adoption and implementation of enterprise
applications/systems for E-Governance
(intersection of the two areas), particularly in the
Indian context, is sporadic and limited.
Augmentation of this domain will have a significant
use in decision making process for E-Governance,
both for the customers (Government) and the
vendors (ERP providers and implementers). It is this
domain of literature that this paper tries to add to in
the limited context of a specific implementation,
even as we have several other similar
implementations using enterprise applications of
other vendors.
A brief and relevant literature survey, that follows,
will help provide a context to the domain of
knowledge addressed through this Paper.

Enterprise Applications in Public Sector

IT/IS in Public Sector and E-Governance

As public sector and governments work to transform
their environments from an internal resource
optimization to a process integration and external

In Hernon, Reylea, Dugan, and Cheverie (2002), egovernment is defined as a technology, particularly
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collaboration focus, Enterprise Applications stand at
the forefront of solutions that will achieve this goal.
Enterprise Application is expected to significantly
increase efficiency, improve information access,
reduce total cost of ownership, and help public
sector and government achieve the highest levels of
accountability and constituent service. For the past
several decades, we have seen organizations on a
global scale continue to streamline their business
processes enabled by enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems. Despite the downturn in the global
economy, there has been a growing trend of new
ERP implementations in the public sector around the
world. As a result the public sector has emerged as a
key initiative for the top ERP vendors and consulting
partners alike, with some having established new
divisions dedicated to the public sector. These
vendors are primarily targeting public sector and
government agencies including Federal, State, and
Local/Municipal Governments (Wagner et al. 2004;
Makulowich, 1999). Earlier, most of the public sector
implementations have been on a small-scale,
focusing on a few ERP modules within a department
or agency. These small scale ERP implementations
have been attempted in various governmental
agencies in Australia, Germany, and the US (Chang
et. al., 2000; Watson et. al, 2003; Boyer 2001).
However, lately, there have been attempts to
integrate several agencies of one public sector
organization into one single ERP package. The scale
of these public sector projects can be immense as
evidenced by the $3B US Navy's ERP
implementation and the US Army ERP
implementation of over 135,000 end users
(ProcessWorld 2003 presentation).
Several
government agencies implementing ERP projects,
such as in the US, Germany, Australia, and Malaysia,
have reported that the integration of agencies and
systems in the public sector can be quite different
from the private sector, requiring the use of a
different approach and model. While comparing
ERP implementations between the public and
private sectors, there are several areas indicated
in
the literature that appear to be different
(References in 7, 8, 9, 10, Blick et al., 2000, Sjoquist
and LeBel, 2002). These include Culture,
Organization Structure, complexity of political
system and fragmented power system, funding

source differences, process and country differences
etc. Implementation of ERP systems, and the
consequent life cycle issues, provide the rationale for
several studies, but very few deal specifically with
major ERP life cycle implementation, management
and support issues in the context of the public sector
(this need is espoused in Gable 1998; Gable et al.
1998, 1997). This Paper, in a limited context,
contributes here.

Business Process Change, E-Government
and Enterprise Applications
Enterprise Applications have the potential to
improve information management and the quality
of governmental services. However, to take full
advantages of IT, it requires organizations to
understand and to overcome several challenges.
Technological complexity and incompatibility are
neither the only, nor the most difficult challenges to
overcome. One of the major challenges is to develop
credible business processes for enterprise
information management (Williams, Scifleet, &
Hardy, 2006). Only a few papers deal with the
necessary changes
in
business
processes,
organizational structures, and information system
(IS) inside governmental institutions that have to be
performed in order for e- governmental initiatives to
be truly successful. In Andrea Di Maio (2001), the
progression of the activities in an e-services
introduction project should be: first inside processes
and then activities in which customers take part.
Similarly in Beynon-Davies (2005) opinion, egovernment implementation is not just a
technological but also organizational change. It
particularly demands a greater customer oriented
focus from government agencies and is clearly tied
to performance improvement. The paper also
reports of the lack of clear case material, which
describes the potentialities and pitfalls experienced
by organizations grappling with this change. The
root of the problems to be solved in introducing EGovernance has moved from the technological into
the information and process management domain
(Mutula & van Brakel, 2006). Therefore, the business
process change methods should be used in the
framework of E-Governance introduction. It is in
16
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this context, that the Case Study on implementation
of enterprise applications at MCGM is particularly
relevant.

Primary Education and Town Planning, etc. There
are 24 wards (with over 500 medium and small
offices) across Mumbai through which over 260
services are rendered to the citizens. There are 34
departments functioning in tandem to ensure the
services to the citizens.

ULB CASE STUDY
This case study is about the choice, procurement,
implementation and benefits of Enterprise
Application deployment at MCGM. The information
and analysis contained herein is primarily based on
interviews and discussions with the solution
provider; key officials of the implementing
Organizations and officials from MCGM. In
particular, inputs from the implementers were
extremely useful in understanding the critical
aspects like change management, need and
methodology of implementing BPR and various
challenges faced by MCGM in this paradigm shift.

MCGM Functions
MCGM is an Urban Local Body (ULB) and
essentially provides civic services for the benefit of
its citizens apart from being a regulatory
organization for property and other taxes, and
several permissions and licenses. The key functions
of MCGM are summarized in Figure 1 below:

Enterprise Applications Project at MCGM
The objective of the project is to provide efficient
service to citizens, administrators and corporators
by implementing IT systems to enable MCGM's
processes and workflows. Better IT systems were
required to integrate all the workflows/processes
seamlessly for a faster and efficient service to the
citizens, employees, administrators and corporators.

About MCGM
The transformation of Mumbai from a group of
islands to a financial and cultural megapolis has seen
it become the 'Urbs Prima in Indis'. The MCGM was
formed in the year 1865 as Mumbai's civic body.
The MCGM is veritably the 'cradle of local selfgovernance in India'. It embodies the principle of
democracy of 'governance of the people, by the
people and for the people'. Today, MCGM stands as
the largest local government in Asia. Through the
multifarious civic and recreational services that it
provides, the MCGM has always been committed to
improve the quality of life in Mumbai. The MCGM
now looks forward to greater co-operation from the
citizens to make Mumbai a better place.

A key requirement during the implementation of the
systems is that they must all be tightly and
seamlessly integrated such that:

MCGM covers an area of over 437.71 Square
Kilometers, catering to the civic needs of over 1.5
crore citizens. The Corporation operates an annual
budgetary outlay of approximately Rs. 27000 Crores
and has approximately 1.2 Lakh employees. Most of
the functions carried out by this Corporation are
service oriented. The services offered include
Sanitation, Health (Public Healthcare and Secondary
Healthcare services through its Hospitals, Maternity
and Child Health units, Polyclinics, Dispensaries
and Field services), Community Services, Nursery &
Amity Business Review
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•

Any item of data needs to be entered only
once and is then made available as often as
necessary to all the systems that need to use
it,

•

Disparate information can be consolidated
from a number of systems as required to
produce reports and carry out ad hoc
analysis and reporting;

•

Single sign-on for all elements of all systems
that can be accessed - subject to
authorization - from any single user
workstation, and

•

Service Oriented Architecture is available
wherein all systems can be orchestrated into
a business process by exposing applications
as web services.

Impact of Enterprise Applications on Public Value in the context of an
Urban Local Body (ULB)
The implementation of the business solution is for
various functionalities that include Finance and
Accounts, Human Resources/Employee Self
Services, Materials Management (which includes
procurement, inventory and stores), Fleet and
workshop Management, Citizen's Portal with Ward
Management, Project Systems, and Real Estate
Management. For achieving this, it was imperative
to have Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) Solution,
Customizations (Blue Prints/Workflows), Services
components (one time + recurring), Enhances and
Bug fixes, Training, and Post Implementation
services, which include onsite and online Help
needed to institutionalize the solution, as well as
system support helpdesk. Since it was important to
complete the assignment (accomplishing the
implementation, all acceptance tests, Training,
Parallel and independent runs and Data Migration)
as per the schedule given and go live in one financial
year, MCGM offered to collect all data required for
the modules listed above and keep it ready in digital
form prior to commencement of the parallel runs
and adopt the practices best suited to MCGM's
operations (as proposed by the Bidder as a part of the

Business Solution) rather than modify the ERP
system proposed by the Bidder.

Choice of Enterprise Applications at
MCGM
Given the Objectives of MCGM for the
modernization of the IT Systems, it was fairly
evident that Enterprise Applications was the best
route to pursue. MCGM appointed Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS) as their Consultants to
study their processes and existing systems and
make suitable recommendations and provide a
clear IT Roadmap. TCS carried out an MCGMwide
study and recommended adoption of
Enterprise Applications pursuant to a due
government procurement process for such
applications. RFP Documents were prepared and
issued by the Consultants along with a committee of
MCGM employees duly constituted for this
purpose. Since the quality of Applications and
Services was paramount, technical performance in
the Bid was given a weight of 75% versus a
Commercial weight of 25%. The overall scoring
for the Bidders was based on the evaluation
parameters shown in Table 1 below:

Figure 1: MCGM Functions
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Table 1: Evaluation Criteria for selection of Enterprise Applications at MCGM
Sr. No

Criteria

A

Business Solution
1.

2.

Weightage
Business Functionality of the Solution
a.

Best Practices

35%

b.

Best Fit to compliance matrix

Technological attributes of the Package
a.

Tools

5%

b.

External Interfaces

5%

c.

Presentation

5%

d.

Technology

5%

e.

Risks

5%

B

People 10%

C

Bidders’ Competence

5%

D

Cost

25%

Total

100%

At the end of the due process and evaluation, a
consortium of Solution Design and Implementation
partner and domain expert and post implementation
support partner was selected for providing the
Enterprise Applications portfolio and turnkey
services to MCGM as per the scope of the RFP, and a
legal contract was finalized.

The Project started in May 2006 with a team of
approximately 25 consultants module leads plus 2
to 3 consultants for each of the 7 modules for core
ERP. This team grew to a size of 50 by July 2006. This
team reached a peak size of approximately 100
consultants by October 2006. Simultaneously, a team
of about 25 consultants worked on the Citizen Portal
and Ward Management (CPWM) applications from
July 2006. The implementation followed the typical
methodology as shown in Figure 3 below:

Enterprise Application (EA) Deployment at
MCGM
The status before EA consisted of front end based
automation of all wards with 3-4 legacy systems in
place. However, this did not have any semblance of
an integrated and MCGM-wide and citizen-centric
deployment. As discussed earlier, the Enterprise
Approach was adopted subsequently. The scope of
EA implementation included Finance, Projects,
Materials Management /E-procurement, Human
Resource Management, Fleet Management, Real
Estate, Citizen portal/Ward Management, and
Integration with legacy systems.

Business Blueprint was completed by end of July
and Final Preparation for Go-Live began in October
2006. CPWM roll-out was started in phases i.e. 24
wards were made live in batches of 3 - 5 Wards. By
March 2007 CPWM was live in all wards. Core ERP
Go-Live started in April 2007 again in modular
phases. The gaps were identified in the Go-Live and
were resolved during Apr-June, 2007.
The significant and notable issue in this
deployment is the network architecture that has
been created for online functioning of the diverse
and various units that needed to be connected up
together for the deployment of MCGM-wide
enterprise applications. Figure 4 below provides the
high-level view of the Network Architecture that
supports the deployment of enterprise applications
at MCGM.

The implementation commenced under the
guidance of the Additional Municipal
Commissioner of MCGM and was subsequently
carried out under the supervision of successive
officials. Large parts of implementation have been
carried out and the deployment status can be
summarized as shown in Figure 2 below:
Amity Business Review
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24 CFCs, 550
Locations, Portal

Citizen Services with CFC and Internet
210+ Services

Applications managing important services
Approx 335 Back
end Business
Processes

Core modules managing Re-engineered rules of business
Entire City of
Mumbai
networked

All locations Networked

Figure 2: EA Deployment at MCGM (as provided by implementation partner)

Figure 3: EA Deployment at MCGM Implementation Methodology
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Figure 4: MCGM's Network Architecture supporting the Enterprise Applications
A few key challenges of this implementation have
been changes to the standard implementation
methodology to suite the specific need of MCGM there isn't a clear line separating each phase from
preceding or succeeding phases; Go-Live - instead of
being a milestone - became a phase; Challenges of
full time availability of core team members; core
teams in all cases do not have even representations
from all departments since MCGM is a mammoth
organization; Challenges in data preparation; and
limited understanding of Municipal Accounts
Manual.

Materials Management
•

More than 1,00,000 POs worth about 5,000 Cr are
created from System every year

•

Created by around 70 Departments, 24 Ward
Offices and other field offices

•

Inventory of about 80,000 Materials is
maintained, items varying from Dietary items
for Hospitals to School Books for Students to
Engineering Equipments

Project Systems

Analysis of MCGM Implementation Key
Indicators and Benefits (Public Value)

•

More than 2,000 Capital Projects and 2,000
Maintenance Projects created every year

•

13 Engineering Departments and 24 Wards

Applications for Administrative Efficiencies
Fleet Management

Some of the major benefits of implementation of
Enterprise Applications have been seen in the area of
back-office functions of MCGM. Based on the study,
the following key indicators wer e observed in this
area:
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Fleet of more than 2,000 Vehicles varying from
Office Vehicles to Solid Waste Vehicles to
Ambulances to Fire Brigade maintained on
System

Impact of Enterprise Applications on Public Value in the context of an
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•

Allocation (to various user departments) is done

•

Maintenance Orders are being created

•

Internal Labor planning and allocation is being
done

•

External Work Orders (for maintenance) also
being done

Table 2 below provides an indicative list of Citizen
Services that are being transacted through the
enterprise applications:
Table 2: Indicative List of Citizen Services on
Enterprise Applications at MCGM

Accounting and Finance
•
•

•

Financial transactions like Invoice Booking,
Payments, JV entry
Accounting transactions are as per the Accrual
Accounting norms of National Municipal
Accounts Manual
Budget of more than 27,000 Cr is implemented
and granular level controls are maintained

Revamp of MCGM Portal

Srl

Citizen Service Category

1

Birth Certification Processes

No. of Services
6

2

Death Certification Processes

3

3

Health Services

6

4

MPFA Licenses

8

5

Shops & Establishments

6

6

Trade Licenses

8

7

Hoarding licenses

6

8

Advertisement - Other Licenses

6

9

Movable Advertisement Licenses

3

10

Projection and Stall Board Licenses

8

11

Complaints

1

A major impact of the EA implementation has been
seen in the area of MCGM portal delivered through
the Enterprise Portal component of technology
infrastructure. Some of the key benefits of this
revamp are:

12

Nursing Home and Sonography

6

13

Building and Factories

9

•

On line availability of services to citizens
through interactive forms

14

Gardens and Trees

5

15

Maintenance Services

13

•

Secured Payment Gateway for online payments

16

Water Works

1

•

Online registration of Complaints and its status
monitoring including the escalations through
backend workflows

17

Markets- IN PROCESS

•

Single point of entry for EA back-end as well as
other system like Property tax , Water billing
and Octroi

•

E tendering process available through portals to
prospective bidders

Under Implementation

One of the major achievements of the
implementation of enterprise applications is the
resultant reengineering of citizen services. The key
highlights of this reengineering include reduced
delivery time by 25-50% due to reengineered
services; minimized employee discretions with high
objectivity and reduced touch points for citizens;
anytime, anywhere availability of the services; and
the tight integration of the online processes to the
back-end systems of ward management through
workflows.

Citizen Services
With respect to Citizen Services, EA trials began in
February 2007 in all 24 Wards which started using
EA applications for giving about 100 Services. By
July 2007, more than 210 services were
implemented with an average of 2500 transactions
per day, with over 2 Lac services. Citizen Portal was
dedicated to Citizens of Mumbai in September 2007.
As of now, an average of 30 Lac Citizen Services are
delivered through CFCs and online per year.

The key benefits to the citizens are in terms of:
•
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Registration, Approvals and Complaint
management Flexible access through multiple
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channels, Anytime
Anywhere access to
services, Easier complaint reporting and
tracking
•
•

Payments & Receipts
payment are supported

In a nutshell, the Citizen of Mumbai stands to benefit
by more responsive services to citizens, Service
delivery planned at doorstep of the citizen, and a
planned Service availability of 24 * 7 * 365.

Multiple modes of

Responses on Resource Capability
enhancements and Public Value

Integration with legacy systems Property tax,
Water Billing, Octroi

During the interviews, responses were collected
from the key informant of the project w.r.t. the
enhancements of resource capability and public
value as a result of the EA implementation. These
responses are on a scale of 7 (1 being lowest and 7
being highest) and are shown below:

A sample of benefits envisaged for the citizens on
the “Services” due to adoption of enterprise
applications, based on which the Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) would be established, are shown
below in Figure 5:

Figure 5: Citizen Services Benefits envisaged

Resource Capability
Increase in number of people/staff

1

Improved alignment of people/staff to job function

4

Increase in IT/IS infrastructure

6

Increase in non-IT/IS physical infrastructure

NA

Increased Business Process Reengineering (BPR)

4

Improved visibility of information and transparency

6

Improved understanding of processes and work

6

Figure 6: Enhancement of Resource Capability
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Constituent Service
Increase in number of service levels with customer,
supplier, employee or any other stakeholder

6

Increased “tangibles” in service to customer, supplier,
employee or any other stakeholder

6

Increased “reliability” in service to customer, supplier,
employee or any other stakeholder

6

Increased “responsiveness” in service to customer,
supplier, employee or any other stakeholder

6

Increased “assurance” in service to customer,
supplier, employee or any other stakeholder

6

Increased “empathy” in service to customer, supplier,
employee or any other stakeholder

6

Increase in the volume of services off-take by
customer, supplier, employee or any other stakeholder

6

Productivity
Finance Function

7

HR and Personnel Function

4

Materials Management, Stores and Procurement

5

Supply Chain and Logistics

6

Citizen Services

6

Project and Works Management

6

Production Process

NA

Political Consideration
Increased individual recognition

4

Increased individual career progression

5

Increased individual learning and challenge

4

Increased organizational transparency

5

Increased organizational image

5

Figure 7: Public Value Measures
organization. It also establishes the relationship
between enterprise applications, resource capability
and public value. A potential future research into the
process of how “Public Value” can be created for
public sector and government organizations by
deploying “Enterprise Applications” will be an
extremely useful addition to the domain of
knowledge discussed in this Paper. According to
literature, resource capability mediates the

SUMMARY
This Paper is a limited investigation into the case of
enterprise applications' implementation at a ULB.
However, it does reveal that such an approach can
work for government organizations and can also
prove to be efficient and fast in terms of deployment,
apart from bringing significant benefits in
administrative and citizen service processes for the
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Liang, H., Xue, Y., Byrd, T. A., & Rainer, R.K., Jr. (2004),
“Electronic data interchange usage in China's
healthcare
organizations: The case of Beijing's hospitals”, International
Journal of Information Management, 24, 507522.

relationship between enterprise applications and
public value. An empirical research with data from
EA implementations across multiple organizations
by multiple solution providers to test this hypothesis
in the context of public sector and government
organizations will be a significant contribution.

Makulowich, John (1999), “Enterprise Resource Planning: It's
in the Morphing”, Washington Technology, April 26, 1999.
Mutula, S. M., & van Brakel, P. (2006), “An evaluation of ereadiness assessment tools with respect to information access:
Towards an integrated information rich tool”, International
Journal of Information Management, 26, 212223.
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An Approach Towards Developing Customer
Experience Index in Grocery Retailing
SANJIV MITTAL and AKANKSHA GUPTA
Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University

The retailing sector is growing with the opening up of the
sector by the government, as more and more FDI's is
permitted in the retail sector. The customer experiences
and their mapping are very important for every retailer
because the strength of their business is dependent on the
experiences given by the retailer. Different customers have
different expectations from these retailers and therefore to
understand the nature of experiences met by the customers
is important to be studied. This will help the Retailers to
change the offerings as per the customer's feedback.
The customer experiences changes with the Retail format
and the type of goods being shopped and is of interest for
the organized retailers which can influence their sales. The
experience is strictly personal and implies the customer's
involvement at different levels (rational, emotional,
sensorial, physical, and spiritual)”.

INTRODUCTION
The study of consumer experience in a way is related
to the study of consumer behavior but only relates to
in store and after purchase behavior. The retailing
being more service oriented hence, gives various
types of experiences to the customers as they visit
them and specifically in case of grocery products.
The experiences are the perceptions which the
customers have about the service quality offered by
the retailers to them. Different retail formats add to
different customer experiences. The understanding
of these experiences is of critical issue for retail
managers because it helps them to understand the
level of satisfaction also. Research focused on
differentiating customer behavior of food retailing
formats would be highly beneficial to academics,
practitioners, audiences for several reasons. One
reason, in particular, is that food retailing presents
different challenges to understanding customer
behavior because not all customers enjoy grocery
shopping (FMI News 2006). While shopping, in
general, is stressful for consumers as studied by
(Fram and Axelrod 1990), whereas (Aylott and
Mitchell 1998) found that customers associated more
stress with grocery shopping than with other forms
of shopping. (Carpenter and Moore 2006)
acknowledge that the changing competitive
landscape within the grocery industry makes it
critical for retailers to better understand grocery
customers. This includes an attempt to examine
customer choice with respect to store format and the
store attributes that drive that choice. Marketing
strategy research has shown that firms with a
revenue emphasis, focusing solely on customer
satisfaction and customer loyalty, have the best
performance (Rust, Moorman, and Dickson 2002).

This research is an effort towards the calculation of
customer experience index (CEI) for grocery retail sector,
which can be further used as an instrument by the grocery
retailers to check the customer experience and their
levels of satisfaction from the different grocery outlets.
Accordingly they can find out the area which needs to be
strengthened.
Keywords: Customer Experience Index, Customer
Experience, Customer Experience Management,
Customer Interactions
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Further, it has become increasingly difficult to
satisfy customers, whose expectations are higher
and loyalties more transient (Colletti and Murray,
1990; Scaaf and Zemke, 1991). Consumers have
become progressively more selective and informed
and have higher expectations of the standard of
retailing owing to the increase in competition
(Belkin, 1985). These represent fundamental changes
in the retail environment and significant challenges
to the retailer who must address such issues and
develop the means by which to tackle them
(McKenna, 1988). Grewal. D, Levy. M (2003) believe
that understanding and enhancing the customer
experience is important, most marketing executives
in consumer packaged goods, manufacturing and
retailing fields consider it important and thus an area
for academic research.

an organization's first step toward managing the
total customer experience is recognizing the clues it
is sending to customers. Companies that sense
troublein the form of falling customer satisfaction
scores or new competitive threats would do well to
consider undertaking the focused, comprehensive
management of all the clues that give off signals
to people. The clues that make up a customer
experience fit into two categories. The first concerns
the actual functioning of the good or service.
Clues relating to functionality are interpreted
primarily by the logical circuitry of the brain. Did the
plumber fix the leak? Did the rental car start when I
turned the key? Similarly did the retail store provide
me the expected goods I am looking for etc? The
second category concerns the emotions and includes
the smells, sounds, sights, tastes and textures of the
good or service, as well as the environment in which
it is offered. The feel of product purchasing comfort,
the sound and smell of a product in the store, the
tone of voice of the person answering the customerservice line are all clues that envelop the
functionality of a product or service. Such clues tend
to address emotions rather than reason, as people
consider whether to buy or move on.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Gentile, Spiller, and Noci, 2007, says that the
customer experience originates from a set of
interactions between a customer and a product, a
company, or part of its organization, which provoke
a reaction. This experience is strictly personal and
implies the customer's involvement at different
levels (rational, emotional, sensorial, physical, and
spiritual)”.

Literature on the retail experience has typically
focused on the retail environment's atmospherics.
For example, research has shown that music
(Cameron et al. 2003; Grewal et al. 2003; Morin et al.
2007; Milliman & Ronald. 1982), scent (Bone and
Ellen 1999; Mattila and Wirtz 2001; Spangenberg
et al. 1996), and color (Bellizzi and Hite 1992)
influence consumers' affective response and
patronage likelihood in the context of retail
experiences. A stream of research in marketing has
also provided support for the notion that retail
environments impact consumers' perceptions of
interpersonal service quality, merchandise quality,
time/effort costs, and psychic costs (e.g., Baker et al.
2002).

Meyer and Schwager, 2007, a second and related
definition is that “Customer Experience is the
internal and subjective response customers have to
any direct or indirect contact with a company. Direct
contact generally occurs in the course of purchase,
use, and service and is usually initiated by the
customer. Indirect contact most often involves
unplanned encounters with representatives of a
company's products, service or brands and takes the
form of word-of-mouth recommendations or
criticisms, advertising, news reports, reviews and so
forth”.

Pan& Zinkhan (2006) discussed the three
antecedents that made an effect on the retail
patronage. They are: (1) Product- relevant factors,
which pertain to product feature and attributes, such
as product quality, price and selection/assortment;
(2) Market-relevant factors, which pertain to the
retailer, such as convenient parking facilities,

Schmitt, 1999, Consumers want to be sold on more
than just attributes; they want to be “entertained,
stimulated, emotionally affected and creatively
challenged”. In order to appeal to the emotions of the
consumer, the experience must be conveyed.
Berry, Carbone and Haeckel (2002) Points out that
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convenient location, convenient opening hours, and
friendliness of salespeople, service quality, store
image, store atmosphere, and fast checkout. (3)
Personal factors, which pertain to consumer
characteristics, such as demographics, which
includes- Store type attitude, Gender, Income and Age.

on the appropriateness of the variables used. 5
academicians and 5 retail experts were consulted to
check the content validity. To construct the final
scale for data collection, an instrument that contains
24 statements of store experiences variables from
review of literature were finally identified and
evaluated on a five point scale, which varies from
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. The
questionnaire consisted of 24 statements, due to the
fact that it is convenient for the shoppers to fill the
same.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1) To identify the factors which have an effect on
the customer experience?
2) To find out the weightage given by customers to
each of these factors helpful in constructing the
Customer Experience Index,
3) To develop the customer experience index (CEI)
which would be useful in future researches for
measuring the customer's perceptions about
retail stores.

Consumers were contacted at the time when they
had made their purchases; sampling was done using
non probability purposive sampling method. One
thousand customers were contacted in 180 stores out
of which 900 gave their responses, making a
response rate of 95 %.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE INDEX (CEI)

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

An attempt has been made by the researchers to
develop a Customer Experience Index (CEI) which
would be a major contribution for future studies for
measuring the customer experiences in grocery
retail sector. Refer Figure for procedure of
measuring CEI.

The survey was confine within the Delhi & NCR
region. For data collection Structured, closed ended
questionnaire was personally administered at
grocery retail outlets. Validation of the survey
instrument was done by taking the experts opinion

Figure : Procedure to Calculate Customer Experience Index (CEI)
Retail stores were divided as per their Sq.Ft area
Numbers of customers to be sampled was decided
Variables were identified effecting customer experience
Factors were identified from the variables effecting
customer experience
Weightage was assigned to each factor
Customer rating was calculated on each factor
Customer weights was calculated on each factor
Customer Index was found out.
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Appendix Showing the Customer Experience Index (CEI) of less than 2000 sq.ft area and more than 2000 sq. ft area

LESS THAN 2000 SQ.FT
STORE

CEI

EFFICIENCY

STORE

CEI

EFFICIENCY

STORE

CEI

EFFICIENCY

1

4.19

Highly Efficient

32

3.37

Efficient

63

2.09

Less Efficient

2

3.50

Efficient

33

2.20

Less Efficient

64

3.76

Efficient

3

3.60

Efficient

34

4.37

Highly Efficient

65

3.33

Efficient

4

3.88

Efficient

35

3.25

Efficient

66

2.14

Less Efficient

5

3.11

Efficient

36

3.80

Efficient

67

3.43

Efficient

6

3.78

Efficient

37

3.62

Efficient

68

3.56

Efficient

7

3.93

Efficient

38

3.25

Efficient

69

3.95

Efficient

8

3.64

Efficient

39

3.60

Efficient

70

3.84

Efficient

9

3.27

Efficient

40

2.19

Less Efficient

71

2.12

Less Efficient

10

3.19

Efficient

41

3.95

Efficient

72

2.09

Less Efficient

11

4.00

Highly Efficient

42

3.98

Efficient

73

2.15

Less Efficient

12

3.46

Efficient

43

3.33

Efficient

74

3.66

Efficient

13

4.21

Highly Efficient

44

3.72

Efficient

75

4.08

Efficient

14

3.20

Efficient

45

3.17

Efficient

76

2.14

Less Efficient

15

3.86

Efficient

46

4.14

Highly Efficient

77

3.33

Efficient

16

3.43

Efficient

47

3.16

Efficient

78

2.09

Less Efficient

17

3.20

Efficient

48

3.40

Efficient

79

3.76

Efficient

18

3.48

Efficient

49

3.07

Efficient

80

3.11

Efficient

19

3.26

Efficient

50

3.68

Efficient

81

3.00

Efficient

20

3.19

Efficient

51

3.65

Efficient

82

3.72

Efficient

21

3.34

Efficient

52

4.16

Highly Efficient

83

3.02

Efficient

22

2.79

Efficient

53

3.29

Efficient

84

3.47

Efficient

23

3.35

Efficient

54

3.60

Efficient

85

3.19

Efficient

24

3.27

Efficient

55

3.40

Efficient

86

2.87

Efficient

25

3.53

Efficient

56

3.51

Efficient

87

4.17

Highly Efficient

26

3.63

Efficient

57

3.75

Efficient

88

3.08

Efficient

27

3.06

Efficient

58

2.12

Less Efficient

89

2.56

Efficient

28

3.07

Efficient

59

4.92

Highly Efficient

90

4.16

Highly Efficient

29

3.13

Efficient

60

3.71

Efficient

91

3.57

Efficient

30

3.18

Efficient

61

2.17

Less Efficient

92

3.11

Efficient

31

3.98

Efficient

62

4.35

Highly Efficient

93

3.20

Efficient

CEI is Customer Experience Index
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MORE THAN 2000 SQ.FT
STORE

CEI

EFFICIENCY

STORE

CEI

EFFICIENCY

STORE

CEI

EFFICIENCY

1

4.20

Highly Efficient

30

2.19

Less Efficient

59

3.40

Efficient

2

3.33

Efficient

31

3.03

Efficient

60

4.18

Highly Efficient

3

2.13

Less Efficient

32

3.04

Efficient

61

2.20

Less Efficient

4

3.18

Efficient

33

3.05

Efficient

62

3.49

Efficient

5

2.15

Less Efficient

34

3.96

Efficient

63

4.88

Highly Efficient

6

2.17

Less Efficient

35

4.36

Highly Efficient

64

3.66

Efficient

7

3.39

Efficient

36

2.17

Less Efficient

65

3.42

Efficient

8

4.21

Highly Efficient

37

2.23

Less Efficient

66

2.15

Less Efficient

9

2.18

Less Efficient

38

3.90

Efficient

67

4.30

Highly Efficient

10

2.18

Less Efficient

39

3.22

Efficient

68

4.16

Highly Efficient

11

3.45

Efficient

40

4.66

Highly Efficient

69

3.50

Efficient

12

2.17

Less Efficient

41

4.36

Highly Efficient

70

3.94

Efficient

13

3.22

Efficient

42

2.16

Less Efficient

71

4.34

Highly Efficient

14

4.17

Highly Efficient

43

4.12

Highly Efficient

72

2.18

Less Efficient

15

3.76

Efficient

44

3.24

Efficient

73

2.11

Less Efficient

16

2.11

Less Efficient

45

3.40

Efficient

74

2.17

Less Efficient

17

2.14

Less Efficient

46

2.15

Less Efficient

75

2.19

Less Efficient

18

3.16

Efficient

47

2.08

Less Efficient

76

4.35

Highly Efficient

19

3.27

Efficient

48

3.71

Efficient

77

2.09

Less Efficient

20

3.27

Efficient

49

3.64

Efficient

78

4.59

Highly Efficient

21

3.31

Efficient

50

4.74

Highly Efficient

79

4.31

Highly Efficient

22

3.75

Efficient

51

3.77

Efficient

80

4.50

Highly Efficient

23

2.12

Less Efficient

52

4.12

Highly Efficient

81

3.51

Efficient

24

3.69

Efficient

53

4.92

Highly Efficient

82

4.64

Highly Efficient

25

4.16

Highly Efficient

54

4.44

Highly Efficient

83

3.25

Efficient

26

2.19

Less Efficient

55

2.18

Less Efficient

84

3.49

Efficient

27

4.30

Highly Efficient

56

3.55

Efficient

85

3.71

Efficient

28

3.28

Efficient

57

2.20

Less Efficient

86

2.17

Less Efficient

29

2.09

Less Efficient

58

4.44

Highly Efficient

87

3.20

Efficient

CEI is Customer Experience Index
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Retail stores were divided as per their sq.ft area
Retail stores from where the data was collected
among the grocery stores was divided in two
category, a) stores having sq. ft area less than 2000,
makes it 93 stores and b) stores having sq. ft area
more than 2000 sq. ft, makes it 87 stores. The total
sample size of the stores was 180.

(2006), Kumar et al. (2012), Siu & Cheung (2001),
Ramakrishnan (2012) etc., studies on retail
patronage Pan & Zinkhan (2006),Holbrook et. al
(1982), Mcgrath & otnes (1995), Naylor et al. (2008)
etc. studies on service quality and customer
satisfaction Sivadas et al (2000), Cottet et al (2006),
Kim et al (2002), Merrilees & Miller (2001) etc. Refer
Table-1 for variables effecting customer experience.

Numbers of customers was decided as a sampleOnce the stores were divided among two categories,
than the numbers of customer base was also decided,
five customers from each stores was interviewed as
an exit interview with the help of structured
questionnaire which was well administered by ten
experts including five experts from the academia
and five expert from the industry. The total customer
base was 900.

Factors were identified from the variables effecting
customer experience- once the variables were
finalized then comes the factor identification from
the factor analysis that are having a direct impact on
the customer experience. This will help us to get
answer to our first objective regarding the variables/
factors that have impact on the experiences of
customers. Before proceeding for the factor analysis,
appropriateness of factor analysis needs to be
assessed, and it was tested using two test to ensure
that the data is suitable for the factor analysis: The
KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) measure for sampling
adequacy and the Bartlett's Test of sphericity
(Pallant, 2007). KMO value greater than 0.6, can be
considered as adequate (Kaiser and Rice, 1974).
Refer Table-2 for KMO and Bartlett test

Variables were identified effecting customer
experience- Different variables were identified from
different studies which were effecting customer
experiences as per the literature review from similar
kind of researches, which includes, studies on retail
experience Verhoef et al (2009), Palmer (2010), Frow
& Payne (2007), Meyer & Schwager (2007) Berry et al
(2002) etc., studies on Retail Service Quality Parikh

Table-1 Variables Effecting Customer Experience
Authors

Year

Journal

Variables Studied

Retail Experience Verhoef

Researches

2009

Journal of Retailing

Customer experience management strategy which is affected by
social environment, service interface, retail atmosphere,
assortment, price, retail brands, situational moderators and
consumer moderators.

Palmer

2010

Journal of Services Marketing

Service quality and satisfaction, brands relationships,
interpersonal relationships, sequencing of cues and relationship,
effects of emotions on encoding, perceptual distortion over time
and attitude

Grewal et al.

2003

Journal of Retailing

Firm controlled factors (Promotion, price, merchandise, supply
chain and location), Macro factors (economic and financial
uncertainty) and Retail metrics ( brand value, customer value,
word-of-mouth, referral value, retention and acquisition, cross
buying & up buying, multiple channels and product returns)

Berry et al

2002

MIT Sloan management review

Recognizing the clues (actual functioning of the good or service
and emotions that includes- smells, sounds, sights, tastes and
textures of the good or service), Building new competency
(experience audit, in-depth interviews and experience motif) and
emotions.

Parikh

2006

Vikalpa

Application of Dabolkar, Thorpe and Rent’z (1996) RSQS in
measuring the gap between the customer’s expectations and their
perceptions about the service quality of retail stores in India.

Retail Service
Quality
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Researches

Retail Patronage

Authors

Year

Journal

Variables Studied

Kumar et al.

2012

Int. Journal of Engineering and
Mgmt. Sciences

Application of Dabolkar, Thorpe and Rent’z (1996) RSQS in
measuring the service quality of retail stores in Karnataka.

Kim et al.

2002

Journal of Services Marketing

Retail Service Quality Scale (RSOS) by Dabholkar 1996 was used
consisting of 28 items in U.K and Korea for discount retail setting

Siu & Cheung

2001

Marketing Intelligence &
Planning

Retail Service Quality Scale (RSOS) by Dabholkar 1996 was used
for UK department store chain to measure their service quality.

Ramakrishna
& Ravindram

2012

European Journal of Social
Sciences

Retail Service Quality Scale (RSOS) by Dabholkar 1996 was used
for measuring service quality in the south Indian retail stores.

Pan & Zinkhan

2006

Journal of Retailing

Product relevant factors (quality, price, private label brands etc.),
Market relevant factors (ambience, store atmosphere, friendliness
of store people, fast checkout, store image, convenience of
shopping etc.) and Personal factors (gender, income, age etc.)

Holbrook et. al

1982

The Journal of Consumer
Research

Environmental inputs (products, stimulus properties,
communication content) Consumer inputs (task definition, type of
involvement, search activity and individual differences) Intervening
response system (cognition, affect and behavior) and Output
consequences, criteria and learning.

2000

Int. Jr. of retail & distribution
mgmt.

Shopping frequency, overall satisfaction with the department
store, likelihood to visit the store again, likelihood to recommend
the stores to others, relative attitude, service quality measures of
Parasuraman, loyalty, related shopping behaviours and
demographics

Cottet et al.

2006

Journal of consumer marketing

Atmosphere (five items), Peripheral services (two items), Store’s
employees (four items),Products (three items) and Crowding ( two
items)

Merrilees &
Miller

2001

Int. Jr. of retail & distribution
mgmt.

Merchandise selection (four items), Personal service (five items),
store design and atmosphere (eight items) and store loyalty (four
items)

Service Quality & Sivadas et al
Customer
Satisfaction

Table-2 Showing KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

.680

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square

2.413E4

df

276

Sig.

.000

KMO stands for Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin criteria, where
high KMO values signify high co-relation among the
variables. KMO- the measure of sampling adequacy
was used to measure the adequacy of the sample for
extraction of factors. MSA is the Measure of Sample
Adequacy criteria, where low values of the variables
indicate that they are not sufficiently co-related to
other variables in the model. From the table it can be
seen that KMO value was found to be .680 which was
acceptable and which is indicative of a data set
considered to be highly desirable for factor analysis
(Kim and Jin, 2002).
Amity Business Review
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The Bartlett test for sphericity was used to test the
multivariate normality of the set of distributions.
This procedure also tests whether the co-relation
matrix is an identity matrix or not, because factor
analysis would be meaningless with an identity
matrix. A significance value of p=0.00 indicates that
the data do not produced in identity matrix or differ
significantly from identity (George and Mallery,
2000). The analysis focusing on the Bartlett's
sphericity test implies that the data is approximately
multivariate normal and acceptable for factor
analysis where chi-square value is 2.41, df = 276, p= 0.000.
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The most common method of factor analysis is a
principal component analysis (Kinnear & Gray,
2010; Cooper & Schindler, 2008) and the most
common method of factor rotation is the varimax
rotation. (Kinnear & Gray, 2010; Zikmund et al,
2010). Principal component technique looks at the
correlation of different variables to reveal the
relationship between them, and then reduces the
variables by empirically summarizing them or
combining them into small number of factors under
common themes (Tavachnick & Fidell, 2007).
Usually, a few components will account for most of
the variations, and these components can be used to
replace the original variables.

with their factor loading more than .4 and left all
having factor loading less than that, that ways we
end up with final 19 items that satisfied the criteria.
Refer Table-3.
Rotated component matrix shows the loading of
each variable on each of the extracted factors. The
objective of this matrix is to find variable which have
high loading on one factor, but low loading on other
factors. After the number of extracted factors is
decided, the next task is to interpret and name the
factors. (Table-3) This is done by the process of
identifying the factors that are associated with the
original variables. The rotated component matrix is
used for this purpose.

The mathematical technique for simplifying the
results of the factor analysis results is called factor
rotation (Zikmund et al, 2010). Varimax rotation was
favored since it minimized the correlation across
factors and maximized within the factors. This
helped to yield clear factors (Munnally, 1978).

2.3.5 Naming of the Factors-All the factors have been
given appropriate names according to the variables
that have been loaded on factor. The five factors
which were identified from factor analysis with
acceptable factor loading are-Store Image, Service
Interface, Customer Service, Retail Atmospherics
and Reliability Refer Table-3 for factor analysis
results.

All the factors in the form of 24 statements were
tested using principal component factor analysis
and varimax rotation. The commonalities for the 24
statements were derived. The commonalities values
of .4 and above are being accepted by most of the
studies using factor analysis, so we have also
followed the same trend. (Stewart, 1983). Since
extraction communalities values were all greater
than or equal to 0.4 suggesting that the data set was
appropriate for further analysis.

Croanbach alpha values was also calculated to see its
reliability, store image-.999, service interface.806,customer service-.961, retail atmospherics-.760,
reliability-.619.As all values are more than .6 then the
scale is taken as reliable.
Weightage was assigned to each factor- Weightage
was calculated from the percentage variance
explained by each factor in the factor analysis. As can
be seen from the table given below, firstly, the
percentage variance explained by each factor in
factor analysis was recorded, then the cumulative
variance explained by all factors was seen, here it is
60 % which is good as it means that all five factors
identified are contributing 60 % in all in effecting the
customer experiences of the stores under
consideration. Then the variance values were
converted into 100 % which decides the final
Weightage given to each factor. Refer Table-4 for
Weightage assignment.

Factor analysis was used to identify the factors
having an impact on customer experiences and retail
patronage. With principal component analysis five
factors were extracted depending on eigen values
and variance explained. Eigen value represents the
total variance explained by each factor. The standard
practice normally used is that all the factors with an
Eigen value of one or more should be extracted, in
our case five factors comprising 24 items all having
an Eigen values of unity and above were extracted.
The inclusion of the item in the factor was
determined by their factor loading. The factor
loading was more than .4. We have taken all items
34
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Table-3 Factors Analysis Results
Factors

Statements

Factor
Loading

Eigen Values &
Cummulative %
(in brackets)

Store Image
(3 Items)

All the products and brands you were expecting to buy are available

0.962

6.714 (28)

The products available in the store are fresh and not close to their expiry dates

0.963

The store layout makes it easy for customers to find what they need

0.963

The staff are welcoming

0.784

Staff are available and quick to help

0.738

The employees here are friendly

0.796

The behavior of the employees in the store instill confidence in customers

0.768

Employees of this store are able to handle customer’s complaints
directly and immediately

0.451

The products at this store are reasonably priced

0.97

The store insist on error free sales transactions

0.969

This Store has fast checkout (requires less time at billing)

0.892

The atmosphere of the store is pleasant

0.846

The store has good ambience with modern outlook

0.808

This store has Clean and tidy environment

0.519

The stock displays are visually appealing

0.567

The store gives customers individual attention.

0.653

All the products are accessible and within reach

0.725

The products at this store is of good quality

0.718

The store has operating hours convenient to all their customers

0.662

Service Interface
(5 Items)

Customer Service
(3 Items)

Retail Atmospherics
(4 Items)

Reliability
(4 Items)

2.750 (11)

2.121 (8)

1.631 (7)

1.425 (6)

Extraction Method: Rotated Component Analysis
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

Table-4 Weightage Assign to Factors
Factors

% variance explained by
factor analysis

Calculation in 100 %

Weightage (A)

Store Image

28

=28*60/100

0.47

Service Interface

11

=11*60/100

0.18

Customer Service

8

= 8*60/100

0.14

Retail Atmospherics

7

=7*60/100

0.11

Reliability

6

=6*60/100

0.10

Total

60 %

100 %

2.3.7 Customer rating was calculated on each factorcustomer rating was calculated separately for each
store (all 180 stores), for this firstly, scores of each
factor was calculated by multiplying the number of
variables under the concerned factor by the number
Amity Business Review
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of customers, say for example here we have shown
the calculation for first store where under first factor
3 variables are coming which was responded by 5
customers so the total would be 15, and
subsequently for all the factors. These scores will
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remain same for all the stores as the number of
customers and the numbers of variables under each
factor will remain the same. For calculating scores of
each factor per store, unique cumulative rating
scores of each store on each separate variable has to
be summated, as in the case of store one we have
summated 18 (cumulative score of variable 11 by all
5 customers), 20 (cumulative score of variable 15 by
all 5 customers) and 19 (cumulative score of variable
18 by all 5 customers) which makes it 57 for the factor
store image and the same procedure is repeated for
all other factors. Finally, for calculating customer
rating y is divided by x that gives final value B that is
customer ratings. Refer Table-5 for calculation of
customer rating.

weightage scores into customer rating scores. This
will help us to get answer to our second objective
regarding the variables/ factors that have impact on
the experiences of customers. Refer Table-6 for
calculation of customer's weights.
Customer Index was found out- finally to calculate
the customer index, we have to summate the values
of customer weights for all the five factors, which
will give us unique customer index value for each
store. The same procedure needs to be repeated for
calculating all the values for each different store.
Once the customer indexes for all the stores are
calculated then we can compare their scores.
For intra comparison between the stores, we have to
calculate the maximum customer weightage scores.
Maximum customer weightage score can be
calculated by multiplying the each factor's unique
weightage score by 5 (as there are 5 customers from
each stores) and their total would be the maximum

Customer weights were calculated on each factorOnce the customer rating was found out the next
step would be to found out the customer weights.
Customer weights were calculated by multiplying

Table-5 Calculation of Customer Rating
Factors

Scores of each factor by
5 customers (x)

Scores of each factor per store
(y)

Customer Rating
y/x= (B)

Store Image

15 = 3 variables * 5
customers

57= I11+I15+I18 scores
(18+20+19)

57/15=3.80

Service Interface

25= 5 variables * 5
customers

68= I5, I6, I7, I8, I9 scores
(19+14+14+7+14)

68/25=2.72

Customer Service

15= 3 variables * 5
customers

39= I19+I22+I13 scores
(10+16+13)

39/15= 2.6

Retail Atmospherics

20= 4 variables * 5
customers

80= I1, I2, I3, I4 scores
(21+19+19+21)

80/20=4

Reliability

20= 4 variables * 5
customers

85= I10+I12+I14+21 scores
(20+20+25+20)

85/20= 4.25

Table-6 Calculation of Customer Weights
Factors

Weightage (A)

Customer Rating (B)

Customer
Weights (C) = (A) * (B)

Store Image

0.47

3.80

3.80 * .47= 1.786

Service Interface

0.18

2.72

2.72*.18= 0.49

Customer Service

0.14

2.60

2.6*0.14= 0.36

Retail Atmospherics

0.11

4.00

4*0.11= 0.44

Reliability

0.10

4.25

4.25*0.10= 0.42
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score one store can have. To check whether the store
is effective from the point of view of customers or not
we have to check whether the customer index is
greater than the max. score or not, i.e.- any customer
index score which is greater than 2.27 (in this case it is
mean of the total score) would mean that the store is
effective from the customer point of view.
Weightage assigned to all the factors and the no. of
respondents multiplied gives the total score for each
factor. Refer Table-8 for seeing the average score of
efficiency.

Customer Experience Index (CEI) for all the 180
stores is given in Appendix, where we have divided
180 stores into two parts- stores less than 2000 sq. ft
area (93 stores) and stores more than 2000 sq. ft (87
stores). As per their index scores we have rated the
stores on Experience Index from the customer's
point of view as, stores having scores 4 or more are
rated as highly efficient stores, stores having scores
3-3.99 are efficient stores and stores having scores
less than 2.27 (half of the max. weightage score) are
less efficient. When stores are rated on the basis of
their weighted scores it was found out that there
were highly efficient -10 stores in less than 2000; 24 in
more than 2000, efficient stores; 72 in less than 2000;
36 in more than 2000 and finally less efficient stores11 in less than 2000 and 27 in more than 2000 sq. ft
area.

Table-7 Calculation of Customer Index
Factors

Customer Weights (C)

Store Image

1.786

Service Interface

0.49

Customer Service

0.36

Retail Atmospherics

0.44

Reliability

0.42

Customer Index (D)

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
All the underlying factors of customer experience
play an important role in stimulating repeated store
patronage and developing good customer's
perceptions. However, the first factor is the one
which is contributing the most among all the others
factors identified, having a high eigen value, i.e-6.7
and cumulative variance of 28 %. So, the Retail
Managers of all the less efficient stores should
concentrate more on improving their store image to
become efficient stores from the customer point of
view .They need to carry further studies on store
image or services cape which could help them to
identify which specific areas in improving the store
image need improvement.

3.496

Table-8 Calculation of Average Score of Efficiency
Factors

Max. score

Store Image

2.35=0. 47*5

Service Interface

.90= 0.18*5

Customer Service

0.7=0.14*5

Retail Atmospherics

.55=0.11*5

Reliability

.05=0.10*5

Total

4.55
Average = 4.55/2 = 2.27

So, the formula for calculating the Customer
Experience Index (CEI) would be:-

Next factor of importance has been the Service
interface with eigen value of 2.7 and 11% cumulative
variance having an impact on the customer
experience of the Retail Stores. Service Interface can
be interpreted as Sales service and it could be
enhanced by providing continuous personal
empowerment programs to store staff, training on
interpersonal communication skills, continuous
product knowledge, how to handle the customers,
knowledge about competitor products. Staff

CEI = ΣCW[FW@100% *CR {I1+I2+I3……..In/I*βC}]

Where, ΣCW is summation of all customer weights
FW is factor weights at 100%
CR is customer ratings of all Items taken, i.e. I1+I2+I3……..In
Divided by number of items taken, i.e. Alpha 
into * beta β number of customers per Store
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empowerment will enable staff in the retail business
to be more responsive to the needs of their
customers.

Due to the importance of store size to in consumer's
perception of grocery stores this research will use
store size as a basis of categorization for consumer's
evaluation of a store customer experience.

Due to cultural differences, retailers need to be
responsive in understanding as to what customer
service is of relevance to a particular section of the
cultural segment. In this regard, a thoughtful and
continuous customer research should be conducted
to advance an understanding of local customer's
behavior and their shopping experience (Siu and
Cheung 2001).

CONCLUSIONS
Customer experience is long been the most basic
marketing tool for retailers to create competitive
advantage and to enhance customer shopping
experience. There are many studies who have
discussed much about the customer experience and
the items concerned under it. But this study
demonstrates the practicality of measuring the
customer experience quotient and the rating of the
stores with the help of Customer Experience Index
(CEI) to see where the stores falls in the Index as seen
from the eyes of the customers and what are the
areas where action is required to improve them and
make the required action plan. In this respect the
findings reported here provide some insights for
other supermarket retailers in India on how to create
good customer experience and develop the customer
retention strategies.

Further in terms of customer experience, it is found
that the retail atmospherics and reliability are also
two relatively influential and important factors that
will affect customer's future consumption behavior.
This can be a significant reference point for retailers
when developing their retailing strategies. Schlosser
(1998) argues that, since store atmosphere has a
social identity appeal, a pleasing atmosphere in the
store should influence perceptions of socially
communicative products in the store. A pleasing
store atmosphere provides substantial hedonic
utility to consumers and encourages them to visit
more often, stay longer and buys more. Reliability
factor which consists of giving individual attention
to the customers, accessibility of the products,
products quality and the store operating hours has
its own importance in the eyes of the customers
beyond the factual things as apart from the product
how it is being delivered has its own importance for
the customers.
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Since been founded in 1997, UT Holdings Ltd. has
been considered as one of the largest and diversified
firms in Ghana. By 2012, it had fundamentally changed
the banking industry in Ghana, and created new
opportunities by pushing boundaries and challenging the
status quo by diversifying into a Bank, Life Insurance,
Logistics, Properties Management, Debt Collection,
Private Security Services and non-banking financial
firm in Nigeria, South Africa and Germany. But how
UT became successful is still shrouded in secrecy.
This paper therefore considers the ingredients of UT
Holdings' success, focuses on: (1) ubuntu philosophy
(2) KYC concept (know your customers) (3) garbage in,
garbage out (4) expansion through mergers and
acquisitions (5) growth and sustainability through
stabilising financial resources (6) sustainability through
effective monitoring system (7) emergent opportunistic
and innovative behaviour.

INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurs in many developing countries
demonstrate a surprising ability to surmount
challenges that their counterparts in developed
economies may not face. That expedient way of
doing business has ensured firm sustainability and
in some cases opened up avenues for expansion in
regions where established firms struggle to survive,
and it may give developing countries' firms' the edge
as they compete head-to-head for the same markets
with companies from developed economies. What
strategies do macro-level entrepreneurs in
developing countries adopt that makes them
establish themselves and sustain their activities
amid stiff competition from firms of developed
economies. An in-depth research into six indigenous
entrepreneurial firms' base in Ghana shows that
indigenous entrepreneurial firms share specific
strategies, many of which may not be part of the
conventional forms that are taught in business
schools.

Key Words: ubuntu, emergent opportunistic, innovative
behavior, mergers and acquisitions, behavioural patterns

These entrepreneurial firms are able to sustain,
expand and grow their activities, and become
competitive due to a strategic mindset formed and
adapted to the business environment, that are nonlinear, unpredictable, constantly emerging,
fluctuating, and in a state of constant chaotic flux
where the entrepreneurial process is politicised,
infrastructure is underdeveloped, access to
adequate long term financing is highly limited,
inadequately skilled human resources, inefficient
regulatory structures, unpredictable regulations,
fierce competition from cheaper imported goods,
Amity Business Review
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political particularism, economic particularism,
unpredictable and unfavorable macroeconomic
situation (fiscal and monetary policies), as well as
political instability. In spite of these constrains, these
firms have either expanded their activities beyond
the shores of Ghana or export their products beyond
the shores of Ghana. For example, from 20082011,
UT Holdings through acquisitions and joint-venture
has expanded to South Africa, Germany and
Nigeria. UT holdings has also diversified its
activities into Logistics, Properties, Collection (Debt
Recovery), Private Security and Insurance sectors,
since 2008. Antrak Group, Ghana, has for instance
expanded to found OTAL Holding Group, Cross
Marine Services in Nigeria, Tema Container
Terminal and Antrak Air. Antrak Air is for example
in the process of commencing flights to major cities
in West Africa and sub-region, UK, Germany, South
Africa, Saudi Arabia, UAE and Lebanon. And the
lists go on.

hence sexual relationship between colleagues is
even considered as incest.
-

The sense of belonging to a greater whole and is
diminished when others are diminished.

-

Human beings cannot exist in isolation and
what one does affect the whole;

-

Selflessness, consultation and respect for
opposing views;

-

I can never be what I want to be until you are
what you ought to be.

According to the CEO, this approach to running a
business played several significant roles and have
several implications for the transformation of the
business, as enumerated below;

In this paper, the author describes emerging
entrepreneurial strategic mindset in detail of a nonbanking financial services firm, which pursues
expansions and growth in beyond the shores of
Ghana. Globally, especially in the developing
countries, entrepreneurs operate and respond to
changing and chaotic environments. Developing
countries' entrepreneurs know how to deal with
non-linear, chaotic and unpredictable business
environments. Lessons from their strategies can be
applicable to firms in different geographic and
similar contexts.

-

It breeds trust, empowerment, and respect
among employees and between employees and
their executives. Employees feel empowered to
make and contribute to decisions by taking risk,
which lead to several creative and innovative
ways of doing business. In consequence, the
firm is able to fully harness its human resources,
and hence worker productivity is high.

-

It minimises favoritism and promotes shared
responsibility, which leads to results-oriented
commitment, and hence lead to the growth of
the firm.

-

It promotes teamwork, which ensures that each
employee executes tasks on time as well as
reduces the incidence of risks hence generate
new ideas of improving services and products.
The CEO further indicated that working
practices through teamwork created by the
Ubuntu philosophy result in high productivity,
high efficiency and high quality of work.

-

It reduces potential negative behaviourial
patterns on the part of employees that have the
potential to collapse the firm. These negative
behavioural patterns, as stated by the CEO
included pilfering, dishonesty, apathy,
indifference and the lack of the sense of urgency.
Getting rid of or minimising these behavioural
patterns impact on worker productivity and

Ubuntu Philosophy
“…we have what we call Obuntu…which stands for I am
because you are. It is the connectivity, the togetherness…I
can never be what I want to be until you are what you
ought to be…we build a company on…we nurture a
culture of collaboration, as together everyone achieves
more…” (CEO, UT Holdings Ltd).
To the CEO of UT, the Ubuntu philosophy applied to
develop their business share the following
assumptions:
-

We build a company on a family philosophy,
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increases employees quest to contribute to the
development of the firm, as implied by the CEO.
For example, according to the CEO,
“…employees become conscious of time, which
is uncommon in our culture…the effect is that
customers needs are respondent to on time…we
are able to retain and expand our customer base
because of this positive attitude created by the
Ubuntu philosophy”.

diversification of the firm. Adopting these three
strategies have had effect on the retention of
customers, who unconsciously become
propaganda machines for the firm and therefore
increasing the market share in all the
subsidiaries under the Holdings. These three
strategies are: First, in the Ghanaian context, UT
has innovatively built the capacity to grant and
issue loans within 48 hours. The flexibility and
timely delivery of financing to clients has the
effect of attracting and retaining customers. This
innovative way of banking in the context of this
research is based on the precept, as the CEO
emphasised “if an SME person needs money
now and you give it to them tomorrow or a week
later, you have wasted that business…we were
giving loans less than 48 hours…that is
unprecedented in this part of the world…that is
our unique selling point”. Secondly, customers
are at liberty to call the CEO and talk to him at
any time. The CEO talked about the importance
of this approach to the business, “…the situation
where customers have easy access to the CEO
work for our good on three fronts…it places
psychological weight on employees to treat
clients in a professional way…it breaks the
barrier of bureaucracy in fixing appointment to
see the CEO, who is readily available to respond
to customers calls and request…there is this
psychological contract that make our clients see
themselves as stakeholders in the firm…and
hence speak to their friends about us…”.
Thirdly, UT initiated the Fon4loan concept, a
contextual innovative concept where SMEs
owners are saved the trouble of leaving their
premises to negotiate a loan. This service allow
clients to either call or text a unique number and
follow up is done within two hours of receiving
the texts or call by the nearest branch. According
to the CEO, adopting this approach means that
clients are able to optimize the use of their time,
giving them the opportunity to engage their
customers without interruption.

According to the CEO, adopting Ubuntu philosophy
has been a means to ensure collective responsibility,
teamwork and empowerment of employees and
optimises the use of the skills, capabilities and
competencies of the human capital of the firm in
building a healthy firm.

KYC (Know Your Customers) Philosophy
One of the most potent weapons of UT Holdings has
been to adopt a business model that is pivotal on
KYC philosophy. As the CEO commented, “…the
principle of KYC is working for us…our business
decisions are driven by listening to our customers
and responding to their needs and preferences”. The
CEO indicated that KYC serve as a feedback conduit
through which they make informed decisions
resulting in the expansion, diversification and
building synergies that have created an enhanced
effect on the firm, and thus affected the growth and
development of the firm. KYC has several
implications for the growth and development of the
firm, as indicated below:
As remarked by the CEO, “As we went along,
situations or after needs assessments of our people,
we realised that they require certain services as well.
So we decided to create branches that deliver those
services that are needed by our clients”. For instance,
the transformation of UT financial services into UT
Holdings was engineered to meet client needs and
consequently increase the market share of the firm.
The following are some actions taken to meet the
needs of the customers:
a.

Innovative ways of banking in Ghana. The firm
envisaged and implemented three main
strategies that aided the growth and
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needs and the market trend. For example, first,
on realising that security personnel trained in
other firms lack the professionalism to provide
excellent service to customers, the owners
decided to start UT Private Securities. Second,
UT Properties was established so the parent
company can do valuation and identify the
location of properties used as collateral, within
hours, so as to ensure that loans are processed on
time. Third, UT Logistics was established to
meet the needs of customers who need financial
assistance to clear and (or) export goods at the
ports and harbours. Also, UT Collections was
formed so as to meet the needs of their clients,
who were Banks and other financial institutions
that lack the capabilities of debt collection.
Moreover, UT Life Insurance was established to
provide individual and group life insurance
cover to its customers and their activities. UT
Financial Services Germany was first started as a
logistics firm, catering for the acquisition and
registration of lands, buildings and travel
assistance of the customers who are involved in
overseas transactions. But was later change to
non-banking financial services firm to meet the
financial needs of its customers involved in
doing business abroad. UT Financial Services in
Nigeria serve the needs of indigenous traders,
whereas UT South Africa is a partnership with
FABCOS in South Africa to support SMEs and
business community in South Africa.

the process and give their best to the development of
the firm. Thirdly, the firm created an atmosphere of
easy communication between executives and
general management, as an attempt elicit innovative
and creative ideas from employees. Moreover, the
firm introduced a reward system based on integrity
used in decision-making process and not on
outcome of the decision. This has created an
atmosphere of experimentation, initiatives and risk
taking by employees. The CEO further talked about
several ways they attract quality employees, reduce
employee turn-over rate, and pass on the values of
the firm to employees, as itemized below:

“Garbage in, Garbage out” and Motivating
Employees
“…in a firm if you put gabbage in, you will get
garbage out…if you continue to refine them and help
them add value to themselves, you will get high
value added productivity…” (CEO, UT Holdings
Ltd).
The CEO further remarked that one of the first keys
to transforming the firm is to understand the
importance of the quality of the human capital to the
development of the firm. Secondly, the CEO
underscored the importance of appreciating the
inputs of employees, as that motivates them to own

•

Discounts all sorts of socio-cultural ties that
attempt to influence decisions on who to
employ. The CEO identified some of the sociocultural factors that influence the employers'
decision on who to employ, to include extended
family, religion, friends, spouses, and
chieftaincy. He indicated that discounting these
socio-cultural factors allow them to employ
highly qualified people for the job, who in turn
contribute to the growth and profitability of the
firm.

•

Provides continuous in-service professional
training for employees so as to make sure that
employees have the necessary skills and use the
best practice in the performance of their duties.
This enables the staffs abreast themselves with
the ideals, values and philosophies on which the
firm is built.

•

Guarantees employment security for
employees who work hard and hold the ideals of
the Bank. This reduced the turnover rate of the
firm and reduce the tendency of our
hardworking employees been poached from us.

•

Offers competitive and industry standard
remuneration policy, so as to make the Bank the
best place to work and achieve professional
goals, as well as motivate staff to
deliver
extraordinary performance for the Bank.

The CEO further implied that adopting these
strategies have the following implications for the
firm:
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-

The firm influences the perception, attitudes,
behaviors and mentalities of the employees and
hence employees become innovative, creative
and adopt and adapt to change and new ways of
doing business.

-

The shared beliefs of the firm regarding the best
practices, procedures, policies and expectations
are continually freshened in the minds of
employees creating a psychological impact on
the work environment, and consequently
enabling employees to optimise their time at
work to benefit the firm.

strategy to ensure sustainably flow of capital into the
firm. In this regards, UT adopted two main
strategies. First, the firm adopted endogenous
strategy to ensure that the Bank is self-sustaining by
not overly dependent on external sources of funds to
sustain and grow its activities. To pursue this
strategy the firm developed an effective monitoring
and collection system to ensure that loans issued are
paid on time, as well as reduce the bad debt of the
firm. [See the next point for more on this strategy].
Secondly, the Bank enlisted on the stock market and
other miscellaneous strategies to obtain external
funding so as to ensure the solvency of the firm to
achieve its purpose. For instance, in 2008, UT
Financial Services launched an Initial Public
Offering to raise GHC 27m (US$ 15m) to finance the
firm's acquisitions and expansion programs. The
firm further put on sale 90.2 million shares at GHC
0.30 per share to increase the capital of the firm,
which was intended to strengthen the company's
balance sheet, expand the firm's resource base for
funding loans and new market expansion.
Consequently, UT has entered new markets in South
Africa, Germany, and Nigeria, as well as diversifies
its activities into other areas that support its core
business of lending.

Expansion through Mergers and
Acquisitions
UT Holdings started as a non-banking financial
services firm in 1997, and evolved into a Holding.
Part of this expansion was done through mergers
and acquisitions. UT has shown a knack for
piggybacking on the strategic advantage of
established Banks, through mergers and
acquisitions. For instance, in 2008, the owners of UT
Financial Services acquired majority shares in BPI
Bank Ltd and took over the operations and
management of the Bank, under a new name UT
Bank. In June 2010, UT Financial Services listed 91
million shares to acquire UT Bank and merge to
operate under the Universal name UT Bank. This
move finalized the merger between UT Financial
Services Ltd and UT Bank into one entity, UT Bank.
In 2011, UT Holdings Ltd. Ghana targeted the South
African market by entering into joint-venture with
FABCOS, and Leeanne Cape, with UT having the
majority shares of 78%. UT Life Insurance is majority
owned by UT Holdings Ltd. (92.95%), with a
minority shareholding by NSIA Ghana Insurance
Company (3.31%), CDH Financial Holdings (2.66%),
and Individuals (1.08%). UT has therefore been able
to transform, expand and diversify its activities
through mergers and acquisitions.

Aside entry into new markets, the firm raised further
funds to overcome Bank of Ghana's regulatory
constraint that could have closed down the Bank.
Thus, Bank of Ghana's capitalisation regulation
requires Banks to have GHC 60 million as minimum
capital requirement by the end of 2012. To meet this
requirement the Board and Management entered
into agreement with International Finance
Corporation and African Capitalization Fund Ltd. to
raise US$25 million in exchange for 20.2% share in
the Bank. Further arrangement has been made to
secure US$10 million credit line and US$10 million
senior loan to help facilitate SMEs businesses. In
addition, the Bank negotiated a long term loan of
Euro 8million from European Investment Bank, so as
to fund projects that have long maturity periods. The
CEO remarked, “The fresh capital will help provide
investment capital to reinforce the contributions of
various units of the company and enhance growth
generally”. As already mentioned, this strategy has

Growth and Sustainability through
Stabilising Financial Resources
One of the important steps that has ensured the
growth and sustainability of UT Holdings is a
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Ingredients of
UT Holdings' Success
transformed UT Financial Services into a Holding
with several subsidiaries
UT Collections, UT
Property, UT Life, UT Logistics, UT Bank, as well as
international affiliates in South Africa, Nigeria and
Germany. The table below shows UT Holdings
shareholding structure, which gives an idea of the
number of external firms that have investment
stakes in the Bank.

collect their loans. The debt recovery success is about
70%. Thirdly, UT Holdings have Client Portfolio
Managers who are assigned specific accounts, which
they monitor on a daily basis, make frequent
collection of loan installments in person on a daily,
weekly or monthly basis, so as to reduce the risks of
default. In consequence, UT Holdings has built a
strong endogenous flow of capital, as a revolving
fund, that provides injections in the phenomenal
growth of the firm.

Sustainability through Effective
Monitoring and Collection System

Emergent Opportunistic and Innovative
Behaviour

Another example of how UT Holdings Ltd operates
amid inadequate infrastructure and institutional
structures was to develop effective monitoring and
collection systems. For instance, the first challenge
faced by UT, was holding borrowers accountable
and responsible due to the absence of address
systems and proper documentation to track
collaterals used to secure loans. To mitigate this
constraint, UT established UT Properties, which
among other functions sketches and valuates
customers' collaterals to authenticate collateral
existence and easy identification of loan
beneficiaries, and collaterals in case of default.
Secondly, UT broke through the challenge of
collecting loans and minimising bad debts by
establishing UT Collections. In this Unit, personnel
are specially trained to mostly use negotiations to
persuade defaulters to repay outstanding loans. This
Unit represents UT Holdings as well as other
clientele in the financial sector who are unable to

UT Holdings started as a small non-banking
financial firm in 1997 by two people, Mr. Joseph
Nsonamoah (now the Board Chairman), and Mr.
Prince Kofi Amoabeng (Chief Executive Officer).
Their decision to become a full fledge bank and to
diversify their activities resulted from an emergent
strategy process, which aimed to provide value to
their customers. For instance the CEO said:
“Because we realised that when our customers get money,
even to cash the money became an issue, so we had to find a
way of solving that problem for our clients…what
culminated into the establishment of the UT bank”
Further, they realised the opportunity to fill a need
and most especially to take advantage of inefficient
institutions and managerial efficiencies. Thus, the
CEO said that the take most of these difficult
decisions during their strategic sessions, and hence

Table 1: UT Bank Shareholding Structure
Firm

Number of Shares

%

UT Holdings

184,565,098

40.4

Others

67,795,511

14.9

DEG

61,709,333

13.5

Africa Capitalization Fund

46,282,000

10.1

International Financial Corporation

46,282,000

10.1

Investment Public Fund

21,557,800

4.7

Kura Capital

17,037,639

3.7

Duet

11,080,800

2.4

Source: UT Holdings, 2013
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of business do what we do but every business sort of
outsource the private security bit to others but it just dawn
on me and I said we want to serve the customer as best as
we can but until the customer enters our doors we do not
know what happens to them. And you will be surprise to
find private security personnel who are not part of your
company actually maltreating or mishandling your
clients outside your doors and in your gates. So from the
time they enter the gate and they give them somewhere to
park and show them the way to your door, the customer
might have probably lost it…they would experience all the
disservice that you can imagine. That is the only reason
why we formed UT Private Security”.

making use of the human capital available to the
Bank, as remarked:
“…we often have our strategic sessions…There are some
of the things that before we go into it, a lot of strategic
thinking goes into before we come up with those ideas…”
Also, according to the CEO, the phenomenal growth
of the firm has been as a result of inefficient or lack of
institutions:
“we have grown because of the lack of institutions,
institutional support and structures and rules…you must
think out of the box and do things differently…”

An amazing effect of the diversification is that, apart
from its effects on creating value for the customer
and facilitating the activities of the customer in terms
of easy and timely access to resources, the synergy
provide financial support for each unit of the firm.
For instance, when customers take loans from the
Bank to clear their goods at the port, the money is
retained within the Holdings and hence increasing
the clientele and hence the profitability of each unit
of the Holdings. Thus, the diverse offshoots of the
Holdings in turn serve and sustain the parent firm
and are also sustained by the parent firm.

The business model used by UT Holdings could be
described as both innovative and emergent
opportunists, as this model created diverse firms
that are synergistic in nature to the parent company,
UT Financial Services. The CEO described the
emergent opportunistic and innovative behavior of
the firm:
“We were in the business of lending money but in our bid
to lend and lend efficiently, we had to find somebody in
house to do valuation and manage properties…so by
default we now have UT Properties; in the same way
because it was difficult to finance goods and services at the
port, by default we had to create our own institutions to
deal with that so we have UT Logistics…we have UT
Collections because we needed to effectively collect our
loans…were very effective in debt collection and others
wanted us to collect their loans for them; we realized that
our clients needed money to insure their goods, life and
loans, so we have UT Life Insurance…now we have UT
Life; UT private security. These companies were created
not because we wanted to expand into those fields but
because we wanted to expand our cores business of
lending…so our growth was the results of the presence of
inefficient institutions or better still the absence of certain
core institutions needed in any economy…. let me use our
latest company as an example, UT private securities. A lot
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Corporate Governance and
Role of the Forensic Accountant:
An Exploratory Study of An Asian Country
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An increasing number of researchers are finding that 'poor'
corporate governance (CG) is a leading factor in “poor
performance, manipulated financial reports, and unhappy
stakeholders.” The recent accounting scandals (Enron,
WorldCom, Madoff, Satyam, etc.) have induced a crisis of
confidence in financial reporting practice and effectiveness of CG
mechanisms. Corporations and regulatory bodies are, therefore,
trying to analyze and correct any existing defects in their
reporting system. In the current reporting environment,
forensic accountants (FA's) are in great demand for their 'niche'
accounting, auditing, legal, and investigative skills. Influenced
by business, government, regulatory authorities and the courts,
there is evidence that a higher level of expertise is now required to
analyze present-day complicated financial transactions and
events. As a result, forensic accounting has been thrown in the
forefront of the crusade against financial deception and
accounting scandals.

INTRODUCTION
A corporation is a 'congregation' of various
stakeholders, namely, customers, employees,
investors, vendor-partners, government and society.
The relationship between shareholders and
corporate managers is fraught with 'conflicting'
interests that arise due to the 'separation' of
ownership and control, divergent management
and shareholder objectives, and information
'asymmetry' between managers and shareholders.
Due to these conflicting interests, managers have
the incentives and ability to maximize their own
utility at the expense of corporate shareholders. As a
result, corporate governance (henceforth, CG)
structures have evolved that helps in mitigating
these “agency” conflicts (Dey 2008). Simply stated,
CG is the system by which businesses are directed
and controlled. It provides a principled process
and structure through which the objectives of
the corporation, the means of attaining the
objectives, and systems of monitoring performance
are set. Indeed, CG is a set of accepted principles by
management of the inalienable rights of the
shareholders as a true owner of the corporation and
of their own role as trustees on behalf of the
shareholders. Accountability, transparency, fairness
and disclosure are the four “pillars” of the modern
corporate regulatory system.

This paper investigates through a survey study, which was
conducted in the National Capital Region of India “if there are
differences in the views of the relevant skills of FA's among
accounting practitioners, academics, and users of forensic
accounting services.” In all, nine questions were asked to 40
practitioners, 80 academics and 80 users of forensic accounting
services that pertain to solicit their views of “what skills are
deemed inherently important to FA's?” At present, some
Universities in India are considering adding forensic accounting
course to their curriculum. The results of the present study may
provide some guidance to educators for the development of
forensic accounting curriculum by identifying the pertinent
skills to accompany a program of study.
Keywords: Corporate governance, forensic accountant,
exploratory study, Asian country, accounting frauds, forensic
accounting, required skills, academics, practitioners, users of
services.
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The CG system first came into vogue in the 1970s in
the United States. Within 25 years, the CG
philosophy and system had become the subject of
debate world-wide by academics, regulators,
executives and investors (Cheffins, 2012). An
increasing number of researchers are finding that
'poor' CG is a leading factor in “poor performance,
manipulated financial reports, and unhappy
stakeholders.” In addition, the corporate scandals of
the last few years came as a shock not just because of
the enormity of failures, but also because of the
discovery that questionable accounting practice was
far more insidious and widespread than previously
envisioned. Thus, a definite link between the various
accounting failures and poor CG is beginning to
emerge. For instance, Badawi and Fitzsimon (2003)
have very aptly observed: “Adelphia was given a
very low 24 percent rating by Institutional
Shareholder Services on its CG score. In Europe,
Parmalat and Royal Ahold were ranked in the
bottom quartile of companies in the index provided
by Governance Metrics International.” Similarly, the
Corporate Library had issued early failure warnings
in respect of both WorldCom and Enron. Thus, an
increasing number of researchers now are finding
that poor CG is a leading factor in poor performance,
manipulated financial reports, and unhappy
stakeholders. Corporations and regulatory bodies
are currently trying to analyze and correct any
existing defects in their reporting system. The recent
financial crisis has been a trigger for regulators,
policy-makers, investors, and others to consider
what improvements could be made to the corporate
reporting system.

auditors, regulators, and analysts, among others.”
According to a study of organizations world-wide,
30 percent of companies were victims of an economic
crime (fraud) in the last year (Murphy and Dacin,
2011). From Enron, WorldCom, Madoff, and
Satyam, it appears that corporate accounting fraud is
a major problem that is increasing, both in its
frequency and severity. According to The
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners' (ACFE,
2012) 'Report to the Nations,' “the cost of fraud to the
US organizations is extensive5 percent of annual
revenues, despite increased emphasis on anti-fraud
controls and recent legislation to combat fraud.”
Indeed, the ACFE survey found that whistleblowing is the single most common method of fraud
detection (Robinson and Robertson, 2012). Although
it is generally accepted that the Sarbanes-Oxley
(SOX) Act of 2002 has improved CG and decreased
the incidence of fraud, recent studies and surveys
indicate that investors and management continue to
have concerns about financial statement fraud, as
summarized in Table 1.
During the last few decades, there have been
numerous financial frauds and accounting scandals,
which were “milestones with historical
significance.” The media had reported scandals and
bankruptcies in companies both from the
'developed' and 'developing' countries. The recent
high-profile accounting scandals involving major
companies worldwide, such as, Enron, WorldCom,
Parmalat, and most recently, India's Satyam, along
with recent outcries over the excessive remuneration
paid to some CEOs have raised questions about the
relationship between ethical leadership, financial
incentives and financial misreporting (Chen, 2010).
Unfortunately, the corporate collapses of recent
times have suggested that there are major 'systemic'
problems facing the way in which corporations and
CG systems operate across the globe. On a number of
occasions, over the past few decades, major public
companies have experienced financial reporting
frauds, resulting in sudden turmoil in the US capital
markets, a loss of shareholder value, and, in some
cases, the bankruptcy of the company itself. During
the recent series of corporate fraudulent financial

The recent accounting scandals have induced a crisis
of confidence in financial reporting practice and
effectiveness of CG mechanisms. No doubt,
fraudulent financial reporting can have significant
consequences for the 'organization' and its
'stakeholders,' as well as, for 'public-confidence' in
capital markets. For instance, according to COSO
Report (2010), “Periodic high-profile cases of
fraudulent financial reporting raise concerns about
the credibility of the US financial reporting process
and call into question the roles of management,
Amity Business Review
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reporting incidents in the US, “almost all cases of
foreign corporate accounting frauds were
committed by the entities that conducted their
businesses in more than one country, and most of
these entities are also listed on U.S. stock
exchanges.” The list of corporate financial
accounting scandals in the US is very extensive, and
each one was the result of one or more “creative
accounting” irregularities. For example, Table 2

identifies a sample of US companies that committed
such fraud and the nature of their fraudulent
financial reporting activities (Badawi, 2003).
Overseas, nine major international companies,
based in eight different countries have also
committed financial accounting frauds. Table 3
identifies these nine international companies and the
nature of the accounting irregularities they
committed.

Table 1: Magnitude of Losses Suffered due to Frauds-A Global Scenario
Reporting Authority

Main Findings

The ACFE “Report to the
The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners’ (ACFE) found that financial statement fraud, while representing
Nations on Occupational Fraud less than 5 percent of the cases of fraud in its report, was by far the most costly, with a median loss of $1.7 million
and Abuse” (2010)
per incident. Survey participants estimated that the typical organization loses 5 percent of its revenues to fraud
each year. Applied to the 2011 Gross World Product, this figure translates to a potential projected annual fraud
loss of more than $3.5 trillion. The median loss caused by the occupational fraud cases in our study was
$140,000. More than one-fifth of these cases caused losses of at least $1 million. The frauds reported to us
lasted a median of 18 months before being detected.
The COSO Fraud Report
(2010)

The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission analyzed 347 frauds investigated by
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) from 1998 to 2007 and found that the median dollar
amount of each instance of fraud had increased three-times from the level in a similar 1999 study, from a median
of $4.1 million in the 1999 study to $12 million. In addition, the median-size of the company involved in fraudulent
financial reporting increased approximately six-fold, from $16 million to $93 million in total assets, and from $13
million to $72 million in revenues.

The KPMG Survey (2009)

A Survey of 204 executives of U.S. companies with annual revenues of $250 million or more found that 65
percent of the respondents considered fraud to be a significant risk to their organizations in the next year, and
more than one-third of those identified financial reporting fraud as one of the highest risks.

Deloitte Forensic Center
Webcast

Fifty-six percent of the approximately 2,100 business professionals surveyed in a webcast about reducing fraud
risk predicted that more financial statement fraud would be uncovered in 2010 and 2011, as compared to the
previous three years. Almost half of those surveyed (46 percent) pointed to the recession as the reason for this
increase.

National Fraud Authority (U.K.), The scale of fraud losses in 2012, against all victims in the U.K., is in the region of £73 billion per annum. In 2006,
Annual Fraud Indicator (2012) 2010 and 2011, it was £13, 30 and 38 billions, respectively. The 2012 estimate is significantly greater than the
previous figures because it includes new and improved estimates in a number of areas, in particular against the
private sector. Fraud harms all areas of the UK economy.
The Ernst & Young’s “India
Fraud Indicator report” (2012)

The losses suffered due to fraud amount to INR 66 billion. Delhi witnessed the largest number of fraud cases and
suffered the highest aggregate losses by fraud (as compared to the rest of the country) in 2011–12. The
financial-services sector was the worst hit, with more than 63 percent of the total fraud cases reported in
2011–12, followed by technology and transportation. In the financial-services sector, banking was the major
victim with 84 percent of the total number of reported fraud cases. According to the data compiled by the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI), the money lost by banks due to scams and fraud has doubled in the past four years. Losses
incurred by banks due to fraud increased by 88 percent in 2010-11 to exceed INR 37.9 billion (more than INR
20.1 billion in 2009–10).
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Table 2: A Sample of Cases of Corporate Accounting Frauds in the USA
Adelphia Communications

Founding family collected $3.1 billion in off-balance-sheet loans backed by company. Earnings were overstated
by capitalization of expenses and hiding debt.

AOL Time Warner

Barter deals and advertisements sold on behalf of others were recorded as revenue to keep its growth rate high.
Sales were also boosted via “round-trip” deals with advertisers and suppliers.

Bristol-Myers Squibb

Inflated 2001 revenues by $1.5 billion by “channel stuffing,” forcing or giving inappropriate incentives to
wholesalers to accept more inventory than they needed, to enable company to meet its 2001 sales targets.

CMS Energy

Executed “round-trip (buy and sell)” trades to artificially boost energy trading volume and revenues.

Enron

Tops the list of biggest US corporate collapses. Company boosted profits and hid debts totaling over $1 billion
over several years by improperly using partnerships. It also manipulated the Texas power and California energy
markets and bribed foreign governments to win contracts abroad.

Qwest Communications

Inflated revenues using network capacity “swaps” and improper accounting for long-term deals. The SEC is
investigating whether the company was aware of his actions, and possible improper use of company funds and
related-party transactions, as well as improper merger accounting practices.

WorldCom

To cover losses, top executives overstated earnings by capitalizing $9 billion of telecom operating expenses and
thus overstating profits and assets over five quarters beginning 2001. Founder Bernard Ebbers received $400
million in off-the-books loans.

Xerox

Overstated earnings for five years, boosting income by $1.5 billion, by misapplication of various accounting
rules.

The wave of financial scandals at the turn of the 21st
century elevated the awareness of fraud and the
auditor's responsibilities for detecting it.
Unfortunately, the frequency of financial statement
fraud has not seemed to decline since the passage of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in July 2002 (Hogan et al.,
2008). The high-incidence of fraud is “a serious
concern for investors as fraudulent financial reports
can have a substantial negative impact on a
company's existence, as well as, the market value.”
For instance, the lost market capitalization of 30
high-profile financial scandals caused by fraud from
1997 to 2004 is more than $900 billion, which
represents a loss of 77 percent of market value for
these firms, while recognizing that the initial market
values were likely inflated as a result of the financial
statement fraud. Despite intense efforts to stamp out
corruption, misappropriation of assets, and
fraudulent financial reporting, it appears that fraud
in its various forms is a problem that is increasing in
frequency and severity.
As pointed out by Black (2010), “Financial statement
fraud was a contributing factor to the recent financial
crisis and it threatened the efficiency, liquidity and
safety of both debt and capital markets.”
Furthermore, it has very significantly increased
Amity Business Review
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'uncertainty' and 'volatility' in financial markets,
shaking 'investor' confidence worldwide. It also
reduces the creditability of financial information
that investors use in their investment decisions
(Rezaee and Kedia, 2012). When taking into account
the loss of investor confidence, as well as,
reputational damage and potential fines and
criminal actions, it is clear why financial
misstatements should be every manager's worst
fraud-related nightmare. Undoubtedly, fraud is a
world-wide phenomenon that affects all continents
and all sectors of the economy. From time-to-time,
corporations and regulatory bodies have tried to
analyze and correct any existing defects, if any, in
their reporting systems. In addition, discussion on
the relevance of “forensic accounting” in detecting
accounting scandals has emerged in recent years. All
theses cases imply that the corporations have failed
to supply accurate information to their investors,
and to provide appropriate disclosures of any
transactions that would impact their financial
position and operating results. The recent
accounting scandals have induced a crisis of
confidence in financial reporting practice and
effectiveness of CG mechanisms. No doubt, recent
corporate accounting scandals and the resultant
outcry for transparency and honesty in reporting
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have given rise to two disparate yet logical
outcomes. First, forensic accounting skills have
become crucial in untangling the complicated
accounting maneuvers that have obfuscated
financial statements. Second, public demand for
change and subsequent regulatory action has
transformed CG scenario (Bhasin, 2012; 2007).
Therefore, more and more company officers and
directors are under ethical and legal scrutiny. In fact,
both these trends have the common goal of
addressing the investors' concerns about the
transparent financial reporting system. However,
the failure of the corporate communication structure
has made the financial community realize that there
is a great need for skilled professionals that can
identify, expose, and prevent structural weaknesses
in three key areas: poor CG, flawed internal controls,
and fraudulent financial statements. Forensic
accounting skills, therefore, are becoming
increasingly relied upon within a corporate
reporting system that emphasizes its accountability
and responsibility to stakeholders.

Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)
have not removed the pressures on CFOs to
manipulate accounting statements. The PCAOB
recommends that “an auditor should perform, at
least, one walk-through for each major class of
transactions.” However, SAS 99 does not require the
use of forensic specialists but does recommend
brainstorming, increased professional skepticism,
and unpredictable audit tests. The PCAOB has
raised concerns about auditors' fraud judgments and
the quality of their brainstorming sessions (Chariri,
2009; Brazel, 2010).
India has been amongst the fastest growing
economies in the world in the last decade. In India,
the question of CG has assumed importance mainly
in the wake of economic liberalization, deregulation
of industry and business, as also the demand for a
new corporate ethos and stricter compliance with
the legislation. Periodic high-profile cases of
'fraudulent' and 'creative' financial reporting in
India have raised concerns about the credibility of
the financial reporting process, and called into
question the roles of management, auditors,
regulators, and analysts, among others (Bhasin,
2012). The need for improving “CG and ethical
culture across public and private sector companies
has never been felt as acutely as is being felt now.”
This resounding sentiment is echoed in the 'KPMG
India Fraud Survey (2012)' as: “The last few years
have seen increased number of frauds reported in
India, as well as, globally. From Satyam, AdidasReebok, Common Wealth Games and OnMobile in
India to LIBOR manipulation, securities trading,
over-riding international sanctions on the global
front, we have seen some of the more sophisticated
and large frauds coming to light.” India is a
'developing' economy where corporate-sector is
contributing a major part in national income. Most of
the Indian corporations are spreading their wings all
over the world where they get lots of opportunities
to go for “creative” accounting since all countries
have different accounting systems which creates
ambiguity in investor's mind. Thus, the number of
accounting scandals is increasing in India. Table 4
highlights some 'glaring' examples of Indian
companies practicing creative accounting from
1996-97 to 2008-09.

In general, it can be claimed that the above
accounting scandal occurred because of integrated
factors, such as, lack of auditor independence, weak
law-enforcement, dishonest management, poor
internal-control and inability of CG mechanisms in
monitoring top-management behaviors. The SOX
2002 imposes potentially serious penalties on firm
executives with fines of up to $5 million and/or
imprisonment up to 20 years. At the same time, this
legislation requires that these firms tighten their
internal controls over financial reporting (Barra,
2010). Unfortunately, it is also true that most frauds
are perpetrated by people in positions of trust in the
accounting, finance, and IT functions (Carpenter et
al., 2011). Consequently, there should be alternative
tools to detect the possibility of financial frauds.
Forensic accounting can be seen as one of such tools.
An understanding of effective fraud and forensic
accounting techniques can assist forensic
accountants (henceforth, FA's) in identifying illegal
activity and discovering and preserving evidence
(Bhasin, 2011). According to Christensen et al.,
(2005), “Some regulators have apparently noticed
the need for forensic accounting.” For example, the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), the Statement on
Auditing Standards-99 (SAS 99), and the Public
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Table-3: A Sample of Cases of Corporate Accounting Frauds Overseas
Adecco International
(Switzerland)

The world’s largest international employment services company, it was formed in Switzerland in 1996. The
company confirmed existence of weakness in internal control systems and accounting of Adecco staffing
operations in certain countries, especially in the U.S. Manipulation involved IT system security, reconciliation of
payroll bank accounts, accounts receivable and documentation in revenue recognition. These irregularities
forced an indefinite delay in the company’s profit figures, which eventually caused a significant decline in the
company’s stock prices in Switzerland and the U.S.; and intervention of the SEC.

Ahold NV
(Tbe Netherlands)

Company is the world’s third largest food retailer and food services group after Wal-Mart and Carrefour. Ahold
U.S.A. is the regional office in the U.S. On July 27, 2004, the Dutch parent company announced that the SEC
brought charges against four former executives of its U.S. food services operations relating to accounting fraud
and conspiracy. U.S. executives were accused by the SEC of orchestrating an accounting fraud that battered the
food distributor and its Dutch parent company by inflating the company's earnings by roughly $800 million over a
two-year period. The invented cost savings technique recorded fictitious rebates know as “promotional
allowances” that never existed, to give the appearance of cost savings, which in turn boosted profits. Executives
also faced charges of filing false documents with the SEC.

Asea Brown Boveri
(Sweden)

The Swedish-Swiss firm Asea Brown Boveri was seen as “a paradigm of European capitalism at its best.” In
2002, it suddenly turned into a “Swedish version of Enron.” Company discovered that after CEO Percy Barnevik
resigned, he secretly cashed in a $148 million severance package for himself and his successor, Goran Lindahl.

Elan
(Ireland)

A pharmaceutical company listed on Nasdaq. In January 2004, company admitted improperly using off-balancesheet vehicles, placing it under SEC investigation. It also suffered a setback on a drug developed to treat
Alzheimer's disease. The CFO and Chairman left the company, but were retained as consultants.

Global Crossing Ltd.
(Bermuda)

One of the hottest telecom companies and only five years old, it engaged in “network capacity swapping
activities” with other carriers to inflate revenues. It then shredded documents related to these accounting practices.

Nortel Networks Corp.
(Canada)

The Canadian company, headquartered in Ontario, is the largest telecom equipment maker and provider in
North America. Company remained tied up in a long SEC review of its financial results for 2001-2003, and the
first-half of 2004, due to material weaknesses in internal controls. Several top executives were fired as securities
regulators performed investigations. In 2004, the company delayed restating its financial results for the third
time, as it underwent investigations. Former top executives are suspected of committing accounting
irregularities, aimed at inflating earnings, which helped make the company the largest telecom equipment
supplier. Under investigation is the appropriateness of the company’s reserve accounts, whether there was an
intentional inflation of reserves, which would be released to earnings in later years and the company’s
questionable bonus program.

Parmalat
(Itlay)

Parmalat, a global food and dairy conglomerate, is Italy’s eighth-largest company and the No. 3 provider of dairy
(and cookie-maker) in the US. In Dec. 2003, a bank account with Bank of America holding 3.9 billion was
revealed not to exist. More than 50 individuals were investigated. They were suspected of committing fraud and
false financial accounting, which contributed to the company’s bankruptcy. The company acknowledged a multibillion-dollar gap in its balance sheet accounts. Parmalat’s jailed founder estimated the size of deficiency in its
finances at $10 billion, and admitted that he shifted $620 million from the company’s coffers to unprofitable travel
businesses that were controlled by his family.

Royal Dutch/Shell Group

Shell, the third largest oil company, is a global group of energy and petrochemical companies, operating in more
than 145 countries. In July 2004, the company reported paying a total of $150 million in fines to the SEC and its
British counterpart, the Financial Services Authority, following investigations into the company’s overstatement
of its oil and gas reserves. Since Jan. 2004, the company was subject to intense criticism and scrutiny when
executives made the first of four restatements related to its oil and gas reserves. Shell agreed with Britain’s
FSA’s findings that it abused the provisions of the FSM Act. It paid 17 million pounds in fines, the largest the
regulator has ever levied. Shell also agreed to an SEC order that finds that the company violated antifraud
reporting, record-keeping and internal control provisions of US federal securities laws. The company also was
investigated by the US Department of Justice and by Netherlands regulators.

Vivendi Universal (France)

The SEC accused this Paris-based company of misleading investors in its news releases and financial
statements. Management was engaged in misconduct trying to meet earnings goals and intentionally violated
certain accounting principles to inflate profits. For 18 months, senior executives refused to acknowledge the
company’s liquidity problems and earnings shortfalls. Its former CEO transformed the company from a water
utility into a film and media empire but saddled it with huge debts (33 billion), which were difficult to pay. On Dec.
23, 2003, the company agreed to pay $50 million to settle accusations by the SEC and it did not have to revise
any financial statements.
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Table 4: Creative Accounting and Fraudulent Practices followed by the Indian Companies
Company

Years

Nature of Fraud

WIPRO Ltd.

1996-97 to
1999-2000

Transfer of land to stock creating capital reserve with the fair value and using it to neutralize the
effect on profit of reduction of land value.

Bombay Dyeing &
Manufacturing
Company Limited

2003-04 and Creating provisions for possible loss on firm purchase contract and subsequent write-back of
2004-05
such provision thereby converting operating losses into operating profit.

Larsen & Toubro
Limited

1999-2000 Income recognition through transfer of loan liabilities at a lower consideration.
and 2001-02

Apollo Tyres Ltd.

2004-05

Debiting profit and loss account with additional excise duty payable to the government and
transferring equivalent amount from general reserve to neutralize the effect.

Asian Electronics Ltd.

2004-05

Impairment of assets: treatment of deferred tax.

Oil and Natural Gas
Commission, Mukund Ltd.,
Torrent Power ACE Ltd.
and Tata Motors Ltd.

2004-05

Capitalization of interest as well as other intangible assets to show fixed assets value upward
and understating revenue expenses.

Hindustan Zinc Limited

2003-04 and Reclassifying assets in the balance sheet.
2004-05

Tata Motors,
Bombay Dyeing,
Mahindra and Himachal
Futuristic

2001-02

Direct write-offs from reserves.

Satyam Computers
Services Limited

2008-09

Fraudulently incorporated a non-existent cash component by inflating the bank balances, fudging
bills, accounts receivables, interest, and liabilities.

(Source: Jones, M. (2011) 'Creative accounting, fraud and international accounting standards,' John Wiley & Sons, London, page 235)

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the repercussions of the poor CG
systems, leading to accounting frauds, and related
problems within the reporting systems. Section 3
defines forensic accounting, and the core knowledge
and personal skills required on the part of FA's.
Section 4 highlight the contribution which can be
made by the FA's to improve CG of a company. The
review of literature that motivates this study is
performed in section 5. Section 6 discusses the
research methodology followed and procedures
used in gathering and analyzing the survey data for
the study. Section 7 presents the main findings,
discussion and analysis of results, and implications
of the study. Last section summarizes the
conclusions.

'POOR' CORPORATE GOVERNANCE,
PROBLEMS WITHIN CG AND
REPORTING SYSTEMS
The interests of investors and other stakeholders are
usually protected by a three-tier security system. At
the top-level is the company's “Corporate
Governance Code,” which is directed toward
enforcing company policies, achieving company
objectives, monitoring company performance, and
ensuring adequate disclosure of the company's
activities. At the other end are the “reporting
system,” which is regulated by various public and
private institutions, such as, the Securities and
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Exchange Commission (SEC), the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), and
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB),
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), etc.
These regulatory agencies require public companies
to follow various accounting and disclosure
standards, such as, Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP), and their auditors to audit as per
Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) like
independence, ethical, and quality control
standards. Linking the two extremes, however, is a
company's “system of internal controls,” which
provides reasonable 'assurance' on the effectiveness
and efficiency of operations, the 'reliability' of
financial reporting, and 'compliance' with applicable
laws and regulations. This system, however, seems
to have been inadequate in many companies. As
corporations scramble to realign their interests with
those of their stakeholders, three main areas of
weaknesses are emerging. They are summarized
below.
•

Lack of a well-developed and Implemented
Policy of Corporate Governance: The primary
goal of CG is to enhance the value of a company
through ethical behavior, espousing a policy of
openness and fairness and ensuring informed
decision-making throughout the company.
Unfortunately, the centre of corporate ethics
(viz., board of directors) in certain cases became
a magnet for unethical practices. Blinded by the
glare of a rapidly growing stock market,
pressured by stockholders for ever-increasing
returns, and led by executives seeking to
maximize bonuses based on stock performance,
certain boards of directors and audit committees
failed to constrain “creative” accounting to keep
up their earnings numbers. It must have seemed
to some directors that the investing public really
did not care about issues (such as executive
compensation) as long as they made their
double-digit returns. The ratio of executive pay
to that of the average worker ballooned to 600 to
1 in 2000, from 100 to 1 in 1990. Closed,
entrenched boards magnified the problem as
directors rewarded themselves for “quality”
performance until, finally, the bubble burst.
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•

Lack of Honesty and Transparency in
Reporting: The financial reporting standards in
the U.S. are the most “highly specified” in the
world. But falling stock markets, corporate
failures, dubious accounting practices, abuses of
corporate power, and criminal investigations
indicate that the system is under stress. Some
corporations have grown dramatically through
acquisitions funded by inflated stock prices and
promises of an even brighter future. In others, it
seems as if the checks and balances that should
protect shareholder interests were pushed to the
side, driven by pursuit of the bottom line. It has
traditionally been an auditor's responsibility to
express an opinion on whether financial
statements are presented according to GAAP.
Contrary to the expectations of many in the
public, the auditor does not have an absolute
duty to uncover fraud, although Statement on
Auditing Standard (SAS-99 2002) prescribes
steps for auditors to take in order to ensure that
they have planned and implemented their
audits in a way that responsibly addresses fraud
considerations.

•

An Inefficient and Ineffective System of
Internal Control: A good system of internal
control will usually help a company to achieve
its objectives of profitability and minimize loss
of resources. Internal control cannot, however,
change an inherently weak management
system, or provide absolute assurance as to the
reliability of financial reporting. Companies are
now facing increasing levels of legal regulatory,
and economic reporting requirements, because
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOA).
Companies are spending millions of dollars
examining their existing systems, and adopting
or improving their CG and internal controls to
meet the standards set by SOA sections 403 and
404. Undoubtedly, there will be lot of growth
opportunities for various professionals to
contribute to improve the corporate world. In
today's rapidly changing business landscape, it
is now necessary for accountants and companies
to step away from the 'traditional' approach that
emphasized mere compliance with the GAAP
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and the annual ritual involving check-box of
items around legal requirements. Instead, they
should focus on the study and investigation of
the traits and follow the right spirit of various
laws so as to improve performance, underlying
corporate and management behavior in the
long-term. This could be the key to preventing
future meltdowns, and to guaranteeing the two
important qualities of corporate reporting,
namely, transparency and honesty.

accounting may involve the application of special
skills in accounting, auditing, finance, quantitative
methods, the law, and research. It also requires
investigative skills to collect, analyze, and evaluate
financial evidence, as well as the ability to interpret
and communicate findings. FA encompasses
litigation support, investigation, and dispute
resolution and, therefore, is the intersection between
accounting, investigation and the law.”
Forensic accounting includes the use of accounting,
auditing and investigative skills to assist in legal
matters. According to Golden (2011), “Forensic
accounting consists of two major components:
litigation services that recognize the role of an
accountant as an expert consultant, and
investigative services that use a forensic
accountant's skills and may require possible
courtroom testimony.” This implies that the forensic
accountant should be skilled not only in financial
accounting, but also in internal control systems, the
law, other institutional requirements, investigative
proficiency, and interpersonal skills. Corporations
can rely on these skills for developing a consistent
system of CG, disseminating such information
within and outside the company, ensuring that
governance policies and objectives are interwoven
into the internal control system, setting up fraud
prevention systems, and investigating any existing
fraud.

FORENSIC ACCOUNTING PROVIDES
THE CONNECTING LINK
What the use of fingerprints was to the 19th century,
and DNA analysis was to the 20th century, so
financial information and forensic accounting has
come to be one of today's most powerful
investigative and intelligence tools available.
Worldwide, we consider Sherlock Holmes to be the
first Forensic Accountant. However, the
contribution of some historic characters in India
cannot be ignored. In India, 'Kautilya' was the first
person to mention the famous forty ways of
embezzlement in his book 'Artashastra' during the
ancient times. He was the first economist, who
openly recognized the need of the FA's. Similarly,
'Birbal' was the scholar in the time of 'King Akbar'.
He used various 'tricks' to investigate various types
of crimes. Some of his stories gave the fraud
examiner a brief idea about the litmus test of
investigation (Bhasin, 2007).

'CORE' KNOWLEDGE AND
'PERSONAL' SKILLS REQUIRED BY
FORENSIC ACCOUNTANTS

The definition of forensic accounting is changing in
response to the growing needs of corporations.
Bologna and Lindquist (1995) had defined forensic
accounting as “the application of financial skills, and
an investigative mentality to unresolved issues,
conducted within the context of rules of evidence. As
an emerging discipline, it encompasses financial
expertise, fraud knowledge, and a sound knowledge
and understanding of business reality and the
working of the legal system.” According to the
definition developed by the AICPA's Forensic and
Litigation Services Committee (2011), “forensic

There is no doubt that “qualified, trained and mature
accounting professionals, possessing forensic skills,
can prove to be a valuable asset to the corporatesector, and gradually help to improve their CG
systems.” Initially, Forensic Accountants
(henceforth, FA's) were used by government
agencies (such as, the CIA, the FBI, and the IRS), to
uncover and investigate leading frauds. They
became financial detectives; independent experts
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employed by management to uncover fraudulent
financial reporting and misappropriated assets
(Bhasin, 2011). In the current reporting environment,
FA's are in great demand for their accounting,
auditing, legal, and investigative skills. They can
play a vital role in coordinating company efforts to
achieve a cohesive policy of ethical behavior within
an organization.

company's ethical policies and help forensic
accountants to conduct interviews and obtain
crucially needed information.

An in-depth knowledge of financial statements
and the ability to critically analyze them. These
skills help forensic accountants to uncover
abnormal patterns in accounting information
and recognize their source.

•

A thorough understanding of fraud schemes,
including but not limited to asset
misappropriations, money laundering, bribery,
and corruption.

•

The ability to comprehend the internal control
systems of corporations, and to set up a control
system that assesses risks, achieves
management objectives, inform employees of
their control responsibilities, and monitors the
quality of the program so that corrections and
changes can be made.

•

Proficiency in computer and knowledge of
network systems. These skills help forensic
accountants to conduct investigations in the area
of e-banking and computerized accounting
systems.

•

Knowledge of psychology in order to
understand the impulses behind criminal
behavior and to set up fraud prevention
programs that motivate and encourage
employees.

•

Interpersonal and communication skills, which
aid in disseminating information about the
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Thorough knowledge of company's governance
policies and the laws that regulate these policies.

•

Command of criminal and civil law, as well as, of
the legal system and court procedures.

With this background, the FA is distinctly positioned
to explore the design of CG systems, the role of the
financial reporting system in corporate governance,
the effect of the governance board on employee and
managerial behavior, and the efficacy of the internal
control system.

FA's are expected to be 'specialist' in accounting and
financial systems. Yet, as companies continue to
grow in size and complexity, uncovering fraud
requires FA's to become 'proficient' in an everincreasing number of professional 'core' skills and
competencies. Here, are some of the broad areas of
useful expertise for FA's:
•

•

So what 'personal' skills are required to become a
FA? In addition to the 'specialized' knowledge about
the techniques of finding out the frauds, one needs
patience and analytical mindset. One has to look
beyond the numbers and grasp the substance of the
situation. It is basically the work of the intelligent
accountants. There is a need for the same basic
accounting skills that it takes to become a good
auditor plus the ability to pay attention to the
smallest detail, analyze data thoroughly, think
creatively, possess common business sense, be
proficient with a computer, and have excellent
communication skills. A “sixth” sense that can be
used to reconstruct details of past accounting
transactions is also beneficial. A photographic
memory helps when trying to visualize and
reconstruct these past events. The forensic
accountant also needs the ability to maintain his
composure when detailing these events on the
witness stand. Finally, a forensic accountant should
be insensitive to personal attacks on his professional
credibility. According to Wells (2011), “A fraud
accountant (forensic accountant are sometimes
called) should also observe and listen carefully. By
this, you can improve your ability to detect lies
whether they involve fraud or not. This is so because
“not all liars are fraudsters, but all fraudsters are
liars.”
In addition to these personal characteristics,
accountants must meet several additional
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requirements to gain the position of forensic
accountants, say a Certification, acknowledging
his competence. One can learn forensic accounting
by obtaining a diploma given by the Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE, see
www.acfe.org) in the US. The Indian chapter of
ACFE offers the course based on the white-collared
crimes prevalent in US, based on their laws.
However, it is most unfortunate that till now there is
no formal body that provides formal education of
the frauds in India. We can follow the good example
shown by the Canada. The Canadian Institute of
Chartered Accountants (CICA) had taken initiative
in this direction and issued guidelines and
pronouncements regarding investigative
accounting (Rosen, 2007). Besides the formal
certificate, one can deepen his knowledge and
sharpen his skills in forensic accounting by
undergoing training under experienced forensic
accountant, participating in various international
conferences, reading relevant journals, books and
other literature on forensic accounting.

ROLE OF FORENSIC ACCOUNTANT IN
I M P R O V I N G C O R P O R AT E
GOVERNANCE
Companies need a centralized program and an
established system to measure and monitor internal
controls effectiveness and the alignment between
CG, internal control, and external reporting
activities. Many are setting up “Governance Officers
or Governance Committees” to meet the demand for
corporate integrity. The governance committee must
be active in every area of corporate activity to ensure
that the company is operating as a synergistic whole.
As part of the CG Committee, FA's can make a
significant contribution in each of the following
areas:

As Bhasin (2011) emphatically stated, “To combat
the frauds effectively one needs the active
support of government at every stage. There are
three-four such agencies in India, which are
dedicated to the mission of combating frauds.
Serious Fraud Office looks into violations of
Income Tax, FEMA, RBI Act, etc.; CBI (Economic
Office Wing) deals with big financial frauds;
Central Vigilance Commission deals with
corruption are the major government agencies that
combat frauds of different types. Unfortunately,
there is no specialized education provided by
any of the Universities in the country. “Fraud
Today” is the next generation of the fraud
examinations in India. They plan to develop and
market software, and develop resources for various
world-class universities. Recently, TCS has also
come out with software to combat money
laundering and Subex Systems have designed
software to combat the telecom frauds. Thus,
combating the frauds with software has started
picking up in India, with few big companies like
ACL and IDEA, joining the race.”
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•

Corporate Governance: With a strong
background knowledge of the legal and
institutional requirements of CG, a forensic
accountant can help to formulate and establish a
comprehensive governance policy that: ensures
an appropriate mix of management and
independent directors on the board; sets out the
appropriate responsibilities of the board and the
audit committees; has a fair allocation of power
between owners, management, and the board;
and ensures there is a company code of ethics for
employees and management. Ethical behavior is
reinforced when top management shows,
through its own actions, that questionable
behavior will not be tolerated.

•

Preventing Fraud: Forensic accountants
understand that the best way to prevent fraud is
to establish an efficient control system that
encompasses: a good control environment
determined by management's philosophy of
ethical behavior and strong CG policies; a
superior accounting system that ensures the
proper recording, classification, and reporting
of all relevant transactions; and strong
procedural controls that provide for
safeguarding of assets, proper authorizations,
audit mechanisms, and proper documentation.
Amity Business Review
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•

Creating a Positive Work Environment: A good
fraud prevention program also accompanies a
positive work environment where highly
motivated employees are not tempted to abuse
their responsibilities. Forensic accountants can
ensure that CG policies are formulated to avoid
high-risk environments where management is
apathetic, pay is inadequate or too high, there is
a serious lack of proper training and compliance,
or there are unreasonable profit and budget
goals. It is also necessary to have well-defined
hiring policies that result in honest, wellqualified employees.

•

Establishing Effective Lines of Communication:
Communication is a key element in ensuring
that employees and other stakeholders are
aware of their rights and responsibilities.
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO) has very
categorically stated: “Effective communication
must flow not just from the top to lower levels,
but also across employee lines of responsibility.”
Forensic accountants can, no doubt, support the
dissemination of the required information about
governance and ethics policies to interested
parties within and outside the organization.
Adequate reporting is also necessary to meet the
compliance requirements of the SEC and the
stock markets.

•

Vigilant Oversight: Any system needs to be
constantly monitored and evaluated to make
sure that it is functioning well. A forensic
accountant can monitor not only compliance at
the top levels of corporate power, but also
management procedures and employee activity.
Information gathered as a result of the
monitoring can be used to readjust and
reformulate governance, ethics, and control
policies.

•

•

All of the larger accounting firms, as well as, many
medium-sized and boutique firms have 'specialist'
forensic accounting departments. Within these
groups, there may be further sub-specializations:
some forensic accountants may, for example, just
specialize in insurance claims, personal injury
claims, fraud detection, construction, or royalty
audits. Nearly 40 per cent of the top 100 US
accounting firms are expanding their forensic and
fraud services, according to “Accounting Today.” If
this data is an indicator of Indian scenario, then the
day is not far away when forensic accounting
practice will contribute significantly to the total
revenue of the Indian CA firms. In short, these
services are in great demand and rendered at a
premium in current context of flourishing business
and rising instances of frauds and litigations.

THE LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature on forensic accounting and its
adoption in accounting and finance curriculum is
rather limited and they are US centric. However, our
objective in this section is to highlight the core
findings in the few relevant current studies rather
than an extensive examination of tangential issues to
forensic accounting and its adoption in accounting
and finance curriculum. In fact, related literatures on
the subject matter are briefly reviewed with a view to
showing vividly the gap in knowledge. Many
researchers have indicated that “technical skills are
regarded as implicit in the skills base of a person
entering an accounting career, but that it is a range of
broader personal characteristics that facilitate career
success and make accounting graduates more
valuable to employers.” Furthermore, long-back Lee

Establishing Consequences: Fraud deterrence
should also include an expectation of
punishment. The forensic accountant can help in
creating policies that clearly state the company's
intent to take action against any criminal
activities, and that such action will apply to all
levels of employees.

Amity Business Review
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Fraud Investigations: A forensic accountant can
ensure the integrity of financial statements by
actively investigating for fraud, identifying
areas of risk and associated fraud symptoms,
pursuing each anomaly aggressively, and
delving into the minute's details of accounting
and financial anomalies. By helping companies
to prevent and detect fraud, therefore, the
forensic accountant's role can easily evolve into
a key component in the CG system.
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and Blaszczynski (1999) suggested that “employers
expected accounting students to learn a multitude of
skills, not simply how to generate and use
accounting information. These skills include being
able to communicate, work in a group environment,
solve real world problems, and use computer and
Internet tools.” Aderibigbe (2000) in his study
suggested that “FA's requires high-level of
competence, integrity and honesty to perform his
job.” Moreover, he is of the opinion that FA's must be
thoroughly trained, must prove his competence by
passing all relevant examinations to become a
member of a recognized accountancy body, should
always be outstanding in terms of integrity, honesty
and probity, and must maintain a professional
attitude in the performance of his responsibilities.”
Similarly, Harris and Brown (2000) have identified
“specialized skills and technical abilities of FA's.”
FA's are usually familiar with criminal and civil law,
and understands the courtroom procedures and
expectations. These researchers also stressed
investigative skills, including theories, methods,
and patterns of fraud abuse. FA's thinks creatively to
consider and understand the tactics that a fraud
perpetrator may use to commit and conceal
fraudulent acts. Additionally, they need to clearly
and concisely communicate findings to various
parties, including those with less knowledge of
accounting and auditing.

They must be able to interview and elicit information
from potentially uncooperative people and possess a
strong amount of skepticism.” The challenge of
delivering graduates with a more extensive and
special skill sets is highlighted in a recent 'European'
study (Hassall et al, 2005). Their research points to
similar employer demands for non-technical skills,
but reported at the same time that employers were
unsympathetic with claims from Universities that
they had limited capacity to deliver on these greater
demands. Consequently, a special training process
can be fashioned out to give interested accounting
graduates an opportunity to acquire these special
skills that will make them specialists.
Ramaswamy (2005) believed that “FA's are
distinctively positioned to be able to uncover
financial deceptions,” his prominent skills being an
in-depth knowledge of financial statements, the
ability to critically analyze them, and a thorough
understanding of fraud schemes. He also believed
that FA's should have the ability to comprehend the
internal-control systems of corporations and be able
to assess their risks. The knowledge of psychology
helps FA's to understand the impulses behind
criminal behavior that motivate and encourage
financial deception. Also, interpersonal and
communication skills that aid in disseminating
information about the company's ethics and an
understanding of criminal and civil law and of the
legal system and court procedures are skills that aid
FA's. Moreover, Rezaee, Crumbley and Elmore
(2006) surveyed opinions of practitioners and
academics regarding the importance, relevance, and
delivery of forensic accounting education. Their
results indicated that “the demand for and the
interest in forensic accounting will continue to
increase.” Their study further shows that both
practitioners and academics viewed accounting
education as relevant and beneficial to accounting
students. However, the groups differed in opinions
regarding topical coverage of forensic accounting. In
searching for the skill area of FA's, DiGabriele (2008,
2009), in a US study found that “both academics and
practitioners agreed that critical thinking,
unstructured problem-solving, investigative
flexibility, analytical proficiency, and legal
knowledge are important and core skills for FA's.”

In 2002, Rezaee examined a sample of undergraduate and graduate accounting students, and the
results indicated that “the students believed that
forensic accounting is a viable career option but is
not getting the proper attention in Colleges and
Universities.” However, Grippo and Ibex (2003)
illustrated that “the most important skills of FA's
come from experience in accounting and auditing,
taxation, business operations, management, internal
controls, interpersonal relationships, and
communication.” Furthermore, Akers and Porter
(2003) advocated that “the AICPA and the Institute
of Management Accountants recognize emotional
intelligence skills as critical for the success of the
accounting profession.” Similarly, Messmer (2004)
stated that “successful FA's must have analytical
abilities, strong written and verbal communication
skills, a creative mindset, and business acumen.
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Ahadiat (2010) conducted a study in which he asked
respondents to rate the skills expected of an
accountant and the auditor. The results from his
study shows that “accounting curricula across the
United States were revised to include instructions
aimed at improving students' knowledge, skills, and
abilities, which would go beyond their technical
knowledge. These skills included, communication
skills, analytical skills, presentation skills, team
orientation, critical thinking, among others.”
However, a study conducted by Sugahara and
Coman (2010) attempted to compare the differences
in 'Japanese' accounting faculty and practitioners'
perceived importance of generic skills for CPAs in
order to assess the CPA Law Amendment of 2003. It
was found that “Japanese accounting faculty and
practitioners commonly perceived the information
skill type as the most important, and the behavioral
skill type as the second most important, but they
tended to regard the interpersonal skill type as less
important.” Several implications are also raised
from the findings to improve the quality education
of Japanese CPAs and also to facilitate the
international harmonization of accounting
education. Studies by scholars, such as Davis, Farrell
and Ogilby (2010), and Ekeigwe (2011), highlighted
that “analytical skill remains the foremost trait that
FA's are expected to possess.” Their results also
revealed that the skill sets of FA's are eclectic. These
include general civilization, communication,
accounting, business, auditing, technology,
psychology, criminology, courtroom behavior, and
meta-thinking skills are critical to the effectiveness of
a FA. Similarly, in a study conducted by
Chukwunedu and Okoye (2011) revealed that
“forensic accounting techniques injected in an audit
and given cost/benefit considerations is capable of
increasing the ability of the auditor to detect fraud
and thus help bridge the audit expectation gap. This
finding has implications for both accounting
education and accounting practice.

weekends. This challenge is yet to be embraced by
most of the Indian Universities providing higher
education. At present, very few academic
institutions are offering a full course on forensic
accounting, either at undergraduate or graduate
level, despite the high need for this category of
professionals. For example, India Forensic (Pune) is
one of the few, which conducts a Certificate course in
Bank Forensic Accounting (CBFA), Certified Anti
Money Laundering Expert (CAME), and Certified
Forensic Accounting Professional (CFAP). The
Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts of India
University (Tripura) also offers a “Postgraduate
Diploma in Forensic Accounting.” However, some
colleges/universities are providing “Forensic
Science” courses in India. Most probably, this is on
account of lack of information about universally
accepted skill-mix of FA's. Both academics and
professionals should agree on the required skill-mix
of FA's, which could be embedded in their course
structure. This scenario highlights “a gap between
forensic accounting practice and education in the
country.” As academic institutions contemplate the
addition of fraud and forensic accounting into their
curricula, there is a need for an in-depth examination
of the knowledge, skills and abilities necessary for
individuals to function in these fields. In spite of the
fact that forensic accounting is offered by some
professional accountancy bodies and Universities in
the United States, Canada, United Kingdom etc.,
controversies are still looming the academic
environment on the best skills needed for this crucial
function. The international academic community
has tried to address the question: who are the right
people to suggest forensic accounting skills?
It is apparent that the “academic literature has
identified some of the forensic accounting courses
and course contents, whereas the practitioner
literature suggests core skills necessary in
practice.” However, the literature has not yet
empirically identified the views of three major
stakeholdersaccounting academics, forensic
accounting practitioners, and users of forensic
accounting servicesregarding which skills are
important for FA's. All the three stakeholders will be
significant in shaping the future of forensic
accounting. An attempt is made here “to uncover the

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
(ICAI) has taken the challenge of training some
Chartered Accountants to become Certified Forensic
Accountants (CFAs). It is providing a “Certificate
Course on Forensic Accounting and Fraud Detection
using IT and CAATs,” with 100 hours spread over 6
Amity Business Review
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basic skills needed for traditional accounting and
auditing services, and the ones required for
specialized services in the areas of fraud
investigations, forensic accounting and forensic
auditing.”

possible inclusion in their syllabi. To fully achieve
this objective and to certify part of the conditions for
empirical studies, a propositional statement is
formulated, thus: “Special skills are not required for
forensic accounting investigations.” This statement
will either be proven or otherwise in our later
discussions.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY USED

During 2011-12, we conducted a survey in the
NCR region (viz., Delhi, Gurgaon and Ghaziabad)
of India using a random sample of 600
accounting academics, potential FA's (all external
auditors are used in this study), and potential users
of forensic accounting services. For this study, we
classified lawyers as the potential primary users of
forensic accounting services. We asked potential
practitioners, academics and potential users of
forensic accounting services “nine questions that
attempted to solicit their views about what skills
are inherently important for being a FA?”
Despite number of reminders and follow-up visits,
just 200 respondents completed the questionnaire.
Thus, a total of 200 respondents fully completed
the survey instrument, of these 40 (20%) were
professional/FA's, 80 (40%) accounting academics,
80 (40%) were users of forensic accounting services.
The overall response rate was 33 percent, which is
slightly below average.

The current study complements the two prior
studies undertaken by Razaee, Crumbley and
Elmore (2004, 2006) by surveying “forensic
professionals for their perceptions of the necessary
skills and characteristics for FA, as well as the
education requirements.” We prepared and pretested our survey instrument before sending it out to
all our respondents. Participants were asked the
extent to which they agreed with statements
addressing each of the nine competencies that were
deemed by previous researchers to be important
skills of FA's (FA). The agreement ratings were made
on 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 0 (strongly
disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). We asked the views of
our respondents on what they think should be the
'core' skills of FA's. The responses from this aspect of
the survey instrument enabled us to assess their
views on the core skills of FA's and the extent of
differences in views about these skills between
current and previous research. Knowledge of what
skills are important for success can help Universities
in India (or elsewhere) to design and select courses to
be completed by forensic accounting students.

We prepared and sent out the survey questionnaire
by e-mails and/or by post, where respondents were
asked the extent to which they agreed with the
statements addressing each of the nine competencies
that were deemed by prior literature, to be important
skills of FA's. In fact, nine questions were asked to
practitioners, academics and, users of forensic
accounting services that pertain to their views of
“what skills are deemed inherently important to
FA's?” These questions are summarized in Table-5.
The ratings were made on a 5-point Likert-type scale,
ranging from 4 (strongly agree), 3 (agree), 2 (neutral),
1 (disagree) to 0 (strongly disagree). Finally, we used
correlation analysis to test the hypothesis that says,
“Special skills are not required for forensic
accounting investigations.” This test of statistics was
subsequently validated with a t-test at 10% level of
significance.

In the present study, we have used a survey
methodology “to investigate whether differences
exist in the views of the relevant skills of FA's among
accounting / professional accounting practitioners,
accounting academics/educators, and users /
potential users of forensic accounting services,
which include lawyers.” Some Universities in India
are currently considering incorporating forensic
accounting courses to their curriculum. This
evolution has unearthed an absence regarding the
significant skill-set outcome that should accompany
forensic accounting education. The main objective of
this study is to examine the necessary skills that will
be required by would-be FA's for the purpose of
recommending them to Indian Universities for
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Table-5: Important Skills of a Forensic Accountant
Q. No.

Questions asked to respondents

1

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Deductive Analysis: the ability to aim at financial contradictions that do
not fit in the normal pattern of an assignment.

2

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Critical Thinking: the ability to decipher between opinion and fact.

3

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Unstructured Problem Solving: the ability to approach each situation
(inherently unique) and be prepared to solve problems with an unstructured approach.

4

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Investigative Flexibility: the ability to move away from standardized audit
procedures and thoroughly examine situations for a typical warning signs.

5

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Analytical Proficiency: the ability to examine for what should be provided
rather than what is provided.

6

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Oral Communication: the ability to effectively communicate in speech via
expert testimony and general explanation; the bases of opinion.

7

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Written Communication: the ability to effectively communicate in writing
via reports, charts, graphs, and schedules; the bases of opinion.

8

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Specific Legal Knowledge: the ability to understand basic legal processes
and legal issues including the rules of evidence.

9

An important skill requirement of a forensic accountant is Composure: the ability to maintain a calm attitude in pressured situations.

important ones. Not surprisingly, 87.5% academics
and practitioners agreed that this is an important
skill of FA's. In consideration of the barrage of recent
financial reporting scandals across the globe, this
skill appears to be necessary and essential for FA's to
meet the objective of uncovering a potential financial
fraud. Thus, forensic accounting courses taking aim
at financial misrepresentations should incorporate
course objectives to meet this ability.

DISCUSSION OF MAIN FINDINGS AND
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
In fact, ten questions were asked to a total of 600
practitioners, academics, and users of forensic
accounting services that pertain to “soliciting their
views on what skills are deemed inherently
important to a forensic accountant.” Unfortunately,
just 200 respondents completed the questionnaire, of
these 40 (20%) were professional/FA's, 80 (40%)
accounting academics, 80 (40%) were users of
forensic accounting services. The overall response
rate was 33 percent, which is little below average.

The second question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Critical Thinkingthe ability to
decipher between opinion and fact.” The essence of
being an expert witness is to be able to perform the
task of discerning fact from fiction in order to
maintain a credible testimony. Critical thinking
skills are essential to understanding, applying, and
adapting concepts and principles in a variety of
contexts and circumstances. The FA's professional
skepticism of questioning management's responses
involves critical thinking that entails an attitude of
examining and recognizing emotion-laden and
explicit or hidden assumptions behind each
question. FA's must master critical thinking skills
because business organizations continue to evolve in

The first question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Deductive Analysisthe ability
to aim at financial contradictions that do not fit in the
normal pattern of an assignment.” An expert witness
must be able to discern fact from fiction to maintain
'credible' testimony. Courses developed in this area
should emphasize the ability to remove any noncorroborated opinions from expert reports and
testimony. This skill was rated as one of the more
Amity Business Review
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response to new IT and greater worldwide
competition. Fundamentally, computer fraud is
people fraud, and the required computer skills will
vary greatly depending on the type of fraud being
perpetrated. Frauds such as data diddling require
only basic skills; on the other hand, theft of
information in a secure database will require more
advanced computer skills from the fraudster
(Bawaneh, 2011). In addition to rendering of
'traditional' accounting services, FA's are nowadays
involved in fast evolving services, such as,
attestation reviews, forensic accounting, and fraud
examinations. Today's FA's must thus, possess the
knowledge to remain updated and the skills to
critically analyze various problems. Courses
developed in this area should emphasize to students
the ability to remove any non-corroborated opinions
from expert reports and testimony. While critical
thinking is necessary for FA's in today's business
world, cultivating students' critical thinking skills in
an accounting classroom can be a challenge (Camp
and Schnader, 2010). Table-6 illustrates this skill was
rated as one of the more important (100%) by all.

illustrating the need in accounting for a more 'openminded' skill set. The results of the present study
indicate that potential practitioners and academics
agreed on the importance of FA's moving away from
a 'narrow' approach and applying a more 'holistic'
technique. These findings further illustrate the need
for a more open-minded skill set in accounting.
Considering the post-financial-fraud regulatory
environment, researchers can infer that the ability to
solve a financial puzzle with an incomplete set of
pieces is an extremely important characteristic for
FA's. Practitioner and academics agree on the
importance of this skill.
The fifth question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Analytical Proficiencythe
ability to examine for what should be provided
rather than what is provided.” Analytics can be of
use to FA's because they often reveal unusual
relationships that need to be carefully examined.
Consequently, the post-financial fraud regulatory
environment, solving a financial puzzle with less
than a complete set of pieces appears to be the
direction the current business environment is
heading. Practitioners and academics agree (75%) on
the importance of this skill.

The third question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Unstructured Problem
Solvingthe ability to approach each situation
(inherently unique) and be prepared to solve
problems with an unstructured approach.”
Academics and practitioners agreed (70%) that
problem-solving is an important skill of a FA.
Accounting education has been based around
concentrating on compliance with rules and
procedures. However, forensic accounting is
different because problem-solving becomes
more of an 'improvised' approach rather than a
'structured' plan. This skill type is in direct
opposition to the traditional accounting skills. It can
be argued that a shortcoming of auditors is “not
seeing the proverbial forest beyond the trees.”

Question six is: “An important skill requirement of a
FA is Oral Communicationthe ability to effectively
communicate in speech via expert testimony and
general explanation; the bases of opinion.” Part of
the job of the FA is to go into the field and speak to
company personnel, who may or may not be
involved with the suspected fraud. In addition, they
are often called to be expert 'witnesses' and testify
during litigation, presenting often complex evidence
to the jury in an understandable manner (Sanchez
and Trewin, 2004). Almost 95% of all respondents
strongly agree that oral communication is an
important skill of a FA.
The seventh question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Written Communicationthe
ability to effectively communicate in writing via
reports, charts, graphs, and schedules; the bases of
opinion.” Indeed, a FA needs to document their
work. A well-written report by a FA can be a vital
tool in litigation, and may help to impress the

The fourth question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Investigative Flexibilitythe
ability to move away from standardized audit
procedures and thoroughly examined situations for
a typical warning signs.” The results of this study
indicate that practitioners and academics agree
(80%) on the importance of this skill, thus, further
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judge/jury (Crumbley et al., 2007). All groups
'agreed' (100%) on the importance of this skill, with
60% of all respondents 'strongly agreeing'. Almost
95% of all respondents strongly agreed that oral
communication is an important skill for FA's, as
shown above in Table 6. This skill is particularly
important in expert testimony when a FA explains
findings to a judge and panel of judges. Each group
agreed on the importance of FA's possessing the
ability to effectively communicate in writing, and
100% of all respondents agreed strongly. Expert
reports are routinely scrutinized and the need to
convey findings properly is of paramount
importance. The ability to communicate effectively,
in both oral and written forms, is essential for today's
practitioners.

composure of an expert can be an integral
component in the ultimate case outcome. From our
test of hypothesis, it has been discovered that
accountants require special skills to work as FA's
and fraud investigators. Perhaps, this is so in view of
the prevalent nature of corruption and scandals in
the country. The tenth question asked the
participants to identify themselves as a practitioner,
academics, or a user of forensic accounting services.
All the respondents agreed that maintaining
composure is an important skill for FA's.
A total of 200 individuals completed the survey
questionnaire after series of follow-up actions. Of
these, 40 were practitioners, 80 were users, and 80
were academics. Descriptive statistics for the nine
areas of competencies are shown in Table-6. The
items rated as “the most important were critical
thinking, written communication and composure
(100% each), followed by specific legal knowledge
(97.5%), oral communication (95%) and deductive
analysis (87.5%).” However, the items rated as the
least important were “investigative flexibility (80%),
analytical proficiency (75%) and unstructured
problem solving (70%).” The findings of our study
are, more or less, similar to a survey conducted by
McMullen and Sanchez (2010), which concluded as
“The skill ranked highest in terms of importance is
analytical skills, followed closely by basic
accounting skills, problem-solving skills, and data
analysis skills. The characteristics ranked highest
in terms of importance are persistence and
skepticism, followed closely by puzzle and people
skills.” Thus, the identification of relevant skills of
FA's illustrated in the results of this study would
contribute to progress the literature in forensic
accounting education by identifying the necessary
proficiencies to be merged with the accounting
course contents.

The eighth question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Specific Legal Knowledgethe
ability to understand basic legal processes and legal
issues including the rules of evidence.” Academics
and practitioners agreed and strongly agreed
(97.5%) that this is an important skill of FA's. One of
the interesting results of this study is the fact that
'users' of forensic accounting services did not view
this as an important skill. The reason for this can only
be speculated. Since the users were attorneys, they
may have read too far into the question possibly
thinking FA's may practice law without proper
licensing. However, the main point of the question
was to emphasize the need for FA's to understand
certain legal issues. Academics and potential
practitioners agreed that FA's should have a
working knowledge of the legal process and the
rules of evidence. As pointed out by DeZoort,
Harrison and Schnee (2012), “Despite a traditional
advocacy role, tax professionals face growing
pressure to help manage the tax-fraud problem.”
The ninth question is: “An important skill
requirement of a FA is Composurethe ability to
maintain a calm attitude in pressured situations.”
The groups did not differ in opinion of this skill. All
groups 'agreed' (100%) on the importance of this
skill, with 75% of all respondents 'strongly agreeing'.
The most prevalent area where this is necessary is
expert testimony in either deposition or court. The
Amity Business Review
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The correlation analysis, as shown in Table 7, which
was subsequently validated by t-test, became a
prerequisite for either accepting our null hypothesis
that says, “Special skills are not required for forensic
accounting investigations,” or rejecting it and
accepting the alternative hypotheses that says in the
affirmative direction.
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Table 6: Percentage of Respondents Choosing Each Competency Skill Item
Item

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Total

Agree

Strongly Agree

Total

(0)

(1)

(2)

(0, 1, 2)

(3)

(4)

(3, 4)

Deductive Analysis

0.0

5.0

7.5

12.5

30.0

57.5

87.5

Critical Thinking

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

25.0

75.0

100

Unstructured Problem Solving

8.3

8.3

13.4

30

22.5

47.5

70

Investigative Flexibility

0.0

0.0

20.0

20

16.6

63.4

80

Analytical Proficiency

0.0

16.7

8.3

25

16.7

58.3

75

Oral Communication

0.0

8.3

8.3

5

41.7

41.7

95

Written Communication

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

41.7

58.3

100

Specific Legal Knowledge

0.0

0.0

8.3

2.5

50.0

41.7

97.5

Composure

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

25.0

75.0

100

(Source: Survey Results compiled by the author)

Table 7: Testing of Hypothesis
Item

Total (Ag)

Total (Ng)

Di (X Y)

Di2

X2

Y2

X2Y2

1

175

25

4

Rank Y
4

0

0

16

16

256

2

200

0

1

7

-6

36

1

49

49

3

140

60

7

1

6

36

49

1

49

4

160

40

5

3

2

4

25

9

225

5

150

50

6

2

4

16

36

4

144

6

200

10

3

5

-2

4

9

25

225

7

200

0

1

7

-6

36

1

49

49

8

195

5

2

6

-4

16

4

36

144

9

200

0

1

7

-6

36

1

49

49

184

142

238

1190

Total
(Source: Based on Survey Results)

The general set up for the testing of this hypothesis,
using the correlation coefficient, is as follows: Null
Hypothesis (Ho); Alternative Hypothesis (H1); and
the Statistical Test:
2

2

2

2

Decision Rule at 0.10 (α) significance level or 90%
confidence level is given thus:
Reject H0: if / t / - calculated ≥ t-tabulated (), and /t/
= 1.6908. While t() at (n-2)df = 1.415, where n=9. But
1.6908 > 1.415, that means, t-test calculated is greater
than t-test tabulated. Therefore, our H0 is rejected
while the alternative hypothesis (H1), which says,
“Special skills are required for forensic accounting
investigations” is upheld. Again, our test statistics
for the second hypothesis shows that there are
significant differences in the relevant skills of FA's,
as given by previous researchers with the current
research. This is a confirmation to the result obtained
from testing the first hypothesis which shows that

2

rxy = (∑X +∑Y - ∑Di )/{2√((∑X x (∑Y )};
While t = rxy √(n- 2)/ √{1 - (rxy)2}
Hence, rxy = (∑X2 +∑Y2 - ∑Di2)/{2√((∑X2 x (∑Y2)}
= (142 +238-184) = 196
2√ (142x234)
2x182
Therefore, Rxy = 0.5385
But t= rxy√(n-2) ……. t-distribution = 0.5385 x √ (9-2) = 1.4247
√(1-rxy2

√(1-0.5385)2

0.8426

t = 1.6908
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core skills are not enough requirements for forensic
accounting practice. Most of the early researchers,
such as DiGabrille (2008), who has researched in this
area focused on core skills of FA's. Finally, our test of
hypothesis clearly states that necessary skills of FA's,
as identified by both academics and professionals,
will hopefully meet employers' expectations too.
Employers, who include lawyers and anti-graft
agencies personnel, are the ultimate users of forensic
accounting services, and if they concur with what
accounting academics and professionals say should
be the skill requirement of FA's, then academic and
professional institutions should not hesitate to
incorporate these skills in their curricula.

examining their existing systems and improving
their CG and internal control systems to meet the
standards set by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. It is,
therefore, necessary for the professionals and
companies “to shift their focus from mere
compliance approach to study and investigate the
behavior of board of directors, CG practices, and
financial reporting systems.” FA's are positioned to
explore the design of CG systems, the role of the
financial reporting system in CG, the effect of the
governance board on employee and managerial
behavior, and the efficacy of the internal control
system. As part of the CG Committee, a FA can make
a significant contribution in the areas of CG, fraud
prevention and investigation, creating positive work
environment, establishing effective lines of
communication and vigilant oversight. Let us hope,
these moves could ensure two important qualities of
CG and corporate reportingtransparency and
honesty.

Undoubtedly, there is a definite need for FA's in the
business world today, but not everyone possesses
the many characteristics and qualities that comprise
high-quality FA's. To briefly recapitulate, FA's need
to possess strong written and oral communication
skills. In this profession, it is very much imperative
to have a strong accounting background; a thorough
knowledge of auditing, risk assessment, control and
fraud detection; and of course, a basic
understanding of the legal system. It is important for
FA's to “possess the ability to interview and
effectively elicit information from people who may
not be willing to give truthful answers. Therefore, it
is important for FA to be skeptical of those people
that they deal with.” Knowledge and experience in
financial planning and management techniques, as
well as advanced computer skills, including an
ability to understand and apply various information
technology and accounting systems, are also key
characteristics of any FA. It is also recommended by
Wells (2010) that “an accountant that wants to
become a fraud expert should go and work for a law
enforcement agency. The experience of working on
complex fraud cases in law enforcement for several
years offers invaluable knowledge.”

When speaking about the 'fight on terrorism',
Chancellor of the Exchequer Mr. Gordon Brown,
former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
stated, “What the use of fingerprints was to the 19th
century, and DNA analysis was to the 20th century,
so financial information and forensic accounting has
come to be one of today's most powerful
investigative and intelligence tools available,”
(Muehlmann, Burnaby and Howe, 2012). There is no
doubt that a “qualified, trained and mature
accounting professionals, possessing forensic skills,
can prove to be a valuable asset to the corporatesector, and gradually help to improve their CG
system.” Forensic accounting in India, of late, has
come “to limelight due to the rapid increase in
'white-collar' crimes and the belief that our lawenforcement agencies do not have the 'expertise'
needed or time to uncover frauds.” Forensic
accounting, in fact, integrates accounting, auditing,
and investigative skills to conduct an examination
into a company's financial statements. Broad-based
knowledge (within the themes listed above) is
crucial to the success of entry-level FA's. In 2011, the
AICPA conducted a survey to evaluate trends within
the 'Forensic and Valuation Services' practice area.
The vast majority of participating forensic

CONCLUSION
In the 21st century, the corporate-sector all over the
world is facing 'rapidly' increasing levels of
regulatory and reporting requirements. They are
'forced' to spend millions of dollars annually
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accounting professionals reported “significantly
increasing demand for their services in recent years.
They also forecast greater demand in the next two to
five years accompanied by an uptick in litigation and
regulatory enforcement during the same period.”
Moreover, DeLoach (2012) characterized forensic
accounting as “somewhat of a 'niche' because it
requires multi-disciplinary expertise that crosses the
realms of accounting, criminal investigation,
regulatory legislation and judicial litigation. FA's are
expected to understand the way small and large
enterprises operate, prepare valuations in
commercial and civil disputes, and provide insight
into the darker-side of business.” We have seen
growth in all areas of forensics, especially in
computer forensics, which is being driven by the
increasing use of technology and concerns about
cyber-security. The FBI and Justice Departments are
looking for FA's because the reach of the profession
has spread to areas such as money laundering and
even terrorism cases (Brooks et al., 2005). KPMG, a
large accounting firm, believe the market is
sufficiently large to support an independent unit
devoted strictly to 'forensic' accounting. All of the
larger accounting firms, as well as, many mediumsized and boutique firms have recently created
forensic accounting departments.

(2011), “SAS 99 is unique because it claims that there
is a risk of fraud in every business. The new standard
describes specific steps that the auditors must follow
during an audit engagement. These steps include
pre-audit brainstorming, increased professional
skepticism, additional inquiries, consideration of
risk factors, a determination of the response to the
risk factors, and extensive documentation.” SAS 99
also requires that the audit staff be evaluated to
determine if they have enough fraud expertise. The
degree of professional skepticism auditors currently
employ differs from the level used by FA's. This is
primarily why the AICPA and education leaders
have called for “more forensic accounting education
for auditors” (Arens and Elder, 2006). In addition,
the PCAOB has emphasized that the detection of
fraud should be an important objective of an audit
(Carpenter, 2007). Despite the depth and breadth of
authoritative standards available to guide
accountant and auditor conduct, numerous stories
in the press, as well as, academic research indicate
that these standards have not been completely
successful in eliminating ethical violations by
accountants. Because of these continued breaches,
confidential reporting mechanisms have received
significant attention in recent years.
The increasing demands in the current regulatory,
legal, and business environments should stimulate
accounting programs to emphasize and embrace
forensic accounting. This research surveyed in 201112 200 potential practitioners, academics, and
prospective users of forensic accounting services
from NCR region (viz., Delhi, Gurgaon and
Ghaziabad from India) as representative of the entire
country to determine whether there are differences
in views of the relevant skills suggested in the
literature. The results indicate that “potential
practitioners and academic agree that critical
thinking, unstructured problem-solving,
investigative flexibility, analytical proficiency, and
legal knowledge are more important skills of FA's.
Potential practitioners of forensic accounting
services rated analysis the more important than did
academic staff. However, both groups agreed with
prospective users, who viewed deductive analysis as
very important. The groups did not differ on oral

The recent wave of corporate fraudulent financial
reporting has prompted global actions for reforms in
CG and financial reporting, by governments and
accounting and auditing standard-setting bodies in
the US and internationally. The enactment of
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) of 2002 was the US
government's response to the wave of fraudulent
corporate financial reporting experienced during the
1980s and early 2000s, and represented a significant
step in regaining investors' confidence in the global
financial reporting process. The Act created new and
stricter statutes to avoid a repeat of previous
corporate financial disasters. The arrival of the SOX,
the subsequent formation of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), and the
implementation of the Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 99 (SAS 99) has presented the current
auditing environment with a new paradigm that
makes finding fraud a priority. According to Wells
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communication, written communication, or
composure rankings.” These results show that some
skills are relevant and important to the outcome of
forensic accounting education. Educators can use
these skills as a guide to direct academic curriculum
with the proper learning outcome objectives.
Accounting students need to be familiar with the
role IT and the digital environment play. Knowledge
and application of technology is increasingly
essential in effective forensic accounting, anti-fraud
programs, and fraud investigations. Accounting
students need to be aware of IT-based schemes and
have an appreciation for the need to use specialists to
support the work of the accountant in auditing or
investigating computer-based fraud and forensic
accounting issues. Many higher education
accounting programs are considering incorporating
fraud examination and forensic accounting content
in their curricula. Further research in this area could
progress to classifying skills to identified courses.
The auditing environment after the passage of SOA
demands students with greater understanding of
risk assessment (including business and fraud risks),
forensic accounting skills, the ability to understand
and document controls and link controls to
assertions and audit evidence, and the competence
to deal with CG and other PCAOB requirements.
Acquiring these skills will require changes in the
basic auditing course and one/more advanced
auditing courses, as well as changes in the core
business and accounting curriculum.

role in coordinating company efforts to achieve a
cohesive policy of ethical behavior within an
organization (Bhasin and Shaikh, 2012). By helping
companies to detect and prevent fraud, create a
'positive' work environment, establish 'effective'
lines of communication, and be vigilant as a
corporate 'watchdog', the FA's role can gradually
evolve into a key component in the CG system. Let
us hope that FA's, through their specialized
knowledge, training and skills, will be able to
improve CG scenario, still a work-in-progress,
across the globe.
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Internet Banking:
Issues of Security, Trust, Usefulness
& Customer Satisfaction
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Internet Banking has been growing exponentially with the
advent of advanced technology. But this technology has
also brought with it some major issues i.e. Security, Trust
& Usefulness. The present study is an attempt to study
association among these factors and how these factors
determine the level of satisfaction. The study is done on
sample of 150 internet banking users. Hypotheses were
developed after reviewing existing literature, indicating
possible associations among the factors. Path analysis was
used with the help of correlation & regression analysis to
determine the association between the four factors. The
study revealed that the factors, Security, Trust,
Usefulness& Customer Satisfaction are closely and
positively associated with each other. The results of the
study have serious implications for bankers & online
customers. This paper concludes that security and trust
should be integrated to establish usefulness & customer
satisfaction.

INTRODUCTION
E-business is now a standard in industry. Many
companies have found successful ways for
advertising, marketing, and distributing their
products and services online. Others are hesitant
because they are afraid of being left far behind by the
current online. Lots of activities such as
communicating, transacting, environmental
scanning and collaborating with other organizations
are now done through the Internet and the worldwide-web.
Banking on an Internet environment involves
building and maintaining customer relationships
using online activities to assist the exchange of ideas,
products, and services. Internet banking makes use
of digital interactive technologies and information
technology to fulfill the traditional practices of
creating, communicating and delivering value to
customers.

Keywords: Internet Banking, Security, Trust,
Usefulness,Customer Satisfaction

Internet-based relationships seem to be sufficiently
different from traditional relationships and
therefore require specialized attention. The Internet
alters the customers' perspective of the benefits
gained from that relationship. As a result of this,
customers are transferring physical, tangible
elements of a relationship into the intangible
Internet environment. By doing this, they try to gain
reassurance and strengthen the relationship. The
Internet influences two types of bonds in a
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relationship. These are grouped into technical and
social elements, or structural and social bonds.

failure/recovery encounters has been developed in
the study. The results of the study revealed that
customers prefer to receive recovery resources that
are in line with the type of failure they experience in
amounts that are corresponds with the magnitude of
the failure that occurs. The research also provided
useful guidelines for establishing the proper fit
between a service failure and the recovery effort.
Roberts &Oueslati-Boulahia (2000) pointed on the
issue of providing Quality of Service (QoS)
guarantees in the Internet. The researchers tried to
find that QoS depends essentially on how much of
the capacity is possessed to handle expected
demand. They argued that flow awareness is
additionally necessary to ensure that traffic is
directed over routes with available capacity and to
avoid congestion collapse in case of overload. Thus
due to this congestion, it may also lead to Denial of
Service (DOS), leading to low QoS. Study conducted
by Bay et al (2003) revealed that during 2000 and
2001 consumers saved an average of 16% off the
average listed price while shopping electronics
products at the lowest prices at shopper.com. They
revealed that when two firms list prices, consumers
save 1% by purchasing at the lowest price rather than
at the average price. These savings jump to 20%
when more than 30 firms list prices. The study also
revealed that the potential savings accrue only to
consumers on the "right" side of the digital divide.
Hensley &Sulek (2007) examined the importance of
customer perceptions of waits in a multi-stage
service. The stages included the wait at the point of
service-entry, the wait during the service stage in
which the core service was experienced and the wait
at the service-exit stage as the customer was
preparing to leave. Researchers used four measures
of customers' perceptions of service quality. These
included overall customer satisfaction, willingness
to recommend the service to friends, willingness to
bring friends to the service and repatronage
intentions. Results of the study showed that the only
wait satisfaction that consistently affected customer
perceptions of service quality involved the serviceentry wait. Trasorraset al. (2009) assessed customers'
perceived value of professional services and
analyzed its influence on satisfaction, loyalty and

As a result of the growing use of the Internet
globally, there has been an apparent increase in the
use of the Internet for financial service transactions.
There are massive opportunities that the Internet has
brought to the banking industry in recent years
including the rise of pure online banks. Online
banking has gained special attention in academic
studies. Attractiveness to Internet banking is
enhanced by the ability to conduct banking
transactions anytime and anywhere, faster and with
lower fees compared to using traditional bank
branches.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Anderson and Narus, (1990) defined trust in
manufacturer-distributor relationships as a belief
that the partner company will perform actions that
will lead to positive outcomes, and that this partner
will not take unanticipated actions that may result in
negative outcomes for the firm. There is some sort of
agreed consent that trust encompasses two essential
elements: credibility; and benevolence (Doney,
Barry, &Abratt, 2007).Woodruff (1997) argued that
satisfaction and value are complementary, yet
distinct constructs. Kotler (2000) opined that
customer delivered value is the difference between
total value and total customer cost. Das and Samanta
(2005)were of the view that Customer satisfaction as
the key element for success in business is a major
concern for any industry. Goutam et al (2007)
identified the drivers that influence the customer
satisfaction in a business-to-business context,
namely: 1) reliability, 2) product-related
information, and 3) commercial aspects. Customer
satisfaction has been considered as an important
factor for determining the re-purchase. Smith et al
(1999) presented a model of customer satisfaction
with service encounters involving failure and
recovery. Customers often react strongly to service
failures, so it is critical that an organization's
recovery efforts be equally strong and effective. A
model of customer satisfaction with service
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retention. Findings of the study revealed that there
exist a significant relationship between service and
customer retention, quality and customer retention,
image and customer retention, price and customer
retention, and value and customer retention. Also, a
significant relationship was observed between value
and satisfaction on customer retention; between
value and loyalty's effect on customer retention; and
among value, satisfaction and loyalty on customer
retention. The study suggested that service, quality,
image and price are each directly related to
customer retention and therefore should be used as
an important strategy to retain customers.
Manzanoet al. (2009) identified &analysed the
determinants of internet banking use, with special
focus on the role of product involvement, perceived
risk and trust. Findings of the study revealed that
ease of use and perceived risks (security, privacy,
performance and social) have a direct influence on ebanking adoption. Trust appeared as a key variable
that reduces perceived risk. Involvement played an
important role in increasing perceived ease of use.
Research suggested that web contents and design
are key tools to increase internet banking services
adoption. The study also provided
recommendations to increase web usefulness and
trust, by a) practicing sincerity and transparency in
terms of being able to fulfill the commitments and
promises made; b) by improving bank's
communication policy; c) by investing to improve
the performance of the tasks and ensure that
consumers perceive greater competence and skill in
the organisation & d) by focusing on the web
information content.Malhotra & Singh (2010)
attempted to present the present status of Internet
banking in India and the extent of Internet banking
services offered by Internet banks. They conducted a
survey on a sample of 82 banks. Researcher applied
multiple regression technique to explore the
determinants of the extent of Internet banking
services. The results showed that the private and
foreign Internet banks have performed well in
offering a wider range and more advanced services
of Internet banking in comparison with public sector
banks. Among the determinants affecting the extent

of Internet banking services, size of the bank,
experience of the bank in offering Internet banking,
financing pattern and ownership of the bank are
found to be significant. Vijya (2011) discuss about
one of the security threats i.e. online identity theft.
The study reveals that there has been an increase in
identity theft in the last few years which could pose a
serious problem in the future, resulting in loss of
trust by the customer towards net banking. Most of
the Indian banks are taking initiatives to address the
problem but still more work is to be done in the case
of small and rural banks. Efforts have been made by
the researcher to come out with the security
measures that can be adopted by different firms in
enhancing security and protect the identity of their
online customers.Yousafzai&Mirella (2012)
indicated the importance of customer-specific
factors in predicting actual behaviour. They opined
that Technology readiness, age and gender
moderate the beliefs-intention relationship. They
found that Customers with varying levels of
technology-related views and demographics hold
different beliefs about technology.
The present research undertakes a study of
association of four factors that have been found very
important in doing business online i.e. Perceived
Security, Usefulness, Trust & Customer Satisfaction.

Perceived Security
Consumers perceive a greater uncertainty when a
transaction is carried out using the Internet and are
very concerned about security in the online context.
Using online applications under security threats is
associated with risk. Consumers associate security
risk with loss of money in cash or through credit
cards. Previous research in countries with different
levels of e-commerce adoption shows that perceived
security risk is an important predictor of Internet
banking adoption.

Trust
Trust is central to the development of successful
service relationships in business-to-business
markets and for the achievement of customer
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Scope of the study

loyalty. In a business-to-customer environment,
trust between parties is established very differently
from business-to-business environments. Trust is
faith of the Customer on the seller.

The study focuses customers who use internet for
banking purposes. Respondents were chosen from
different geographic regions of Punjab to get better
representation of total population of customers who
use internet banking in Punjab.

Perceived Usefulness
Davis (1989) defined “perceived usefulness” as “the
degree to which a person believes that using a
particular system would enhance his or her job
performance”, and perceived “ease of use” as “the
degree to which a person believes that using a
particular system would be free of effort”. Moreover,
“attitude” can be understood in terms of an
individual's feelings or emotions about using the
technology, whereas “intention to use” was
understood in terms of the likelihood that an
individual would use the technology in the future.

Data collection
For the purpose of the present study primary as well
as secondary data were collected. Secondary data
was used to review the present scenario in the
internet banking. Primary data were collected by
administering a questionnaire to 200 customers
using internet banking out which 172 filled in
questionnaires were received back and thus
analyzed.

Statistical method

Customer Satisfaction

In the present study multiple regression analysis has
been conducted and a path analysis is developed
thereon.

In the era of electronic commerce customer
satisfaction is taking a mammoth shape.
Expectations of online customers are much higher
than that of brick-and-mortar customers. More the
expectations, more difficult it becomes to meet the
expectations and hence reduced customer
satisfaction. One way of achieving customer
satisfaction is presented through understanding
customer value, as evident from the vast literature
that perceived value is considered as an important
contributor to customer satisfaction.

Research Hypotheses
H1: Perceived security is positively associated with
usefulness
H2: Perceived security& usefulness are positively
associated with trust
H3: Perceived security, usefulness & Trust are
positively associated with Customer satisfaction

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Research Objectives of the Study

The data collected were analyzed with the help of
multiple regression analysis and developing a Path
analysis thereon. The results are presented in
following tables of regression coefficients.

The study has been undertaken keeping in mind the
following objectives.
1.

2.

To find out the relationship between Perceived
Security, Usefulness, Trust & Customer
Satisfaction of the customer using internet
banking.

Respondents' Profile
Attempt was made to gather data from different sets
of customers using internet banking to get a better
representation of the total universe. Respondents
profile is presented in table 1.

To find out how Perceived Security, Usefulness
& Trust influence Customer Satisfaction.
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H2: Perceived security& usefulness are positively
associated with trust

Table 1 : Respondents' Profile
Frequency

Percentage

Table 3 presents the regression coefficients. In
the following table, Trust has been taken as
dependent variable and Perceived Security &
Usefulness are taken as independent variable.It was
observed that both the factors have a positive &
significant influence on customers' trust. Hence H2
is accepted.

Age
Less than 30 yrs

47

27

31-40 yrs

60

35

41-50 yrs

37

22

51-60 yrs

23

13

5

3

172

100

Male

98

57

Female

74

43

172

100

61 yrs and above
Total

H3: Perceived security, usefulness & Trust are
positively associated with Customer
satisfaction
Table 5 presents the regression coefficients. In the
following table Customer Satisfaction has been
taken as dependent variable and Perceived
Security, Usefulness & Trust are taken as
independent variable. It was observed that all the
factors have a positive & significant influence on
customer satisfaction.Hence H3 is accepted.

Gender

Total

Table 5 presents the multiple regression values.
As already mentioned, that all these variables are
inter-related they were considered as dependent as
well as independent variables one by one. The table
clearly shows high value. Figure 1 also depicts these
values as relationship of all the four variables with
the help of path analysis.

Monthly Family Income
Upto Rs. 20,000

20

12

Rs. 20001-40000

60

35

Rs. 40001-60000

44

26

Rs. 60001-80000

16

9

Rs. 80001-100000

21

12

Above Rs. 100000

11

6

172

100

Total

CONCLUSION
The results show that Perceived Security,
Usefulness & Trust have positive and significance
influence on Customer Satisfaction of customers in
internet banking. Moreover, a channel has been
formulated in the study through a path analysis,
which depicted how different variables influence
each other and finally leading to customer
satisfaction. Thus, bankers must look into this matter
how they can build up more trust, increase
usefulness and ultimately lead to customers'
satisfaction. Perceptions of security directly affect
trust and usefulness and affects customer
satisfaction indirectly. It is therefore a major
contributor to the acceptance of internet banking in
Punjab.

Hypotheses Testing
H1: Perceived security is positively associated
with usefulness
Table 2 presents the regression coefficients. In
the following table, Usefulness has been taken as
dependent variable and Perceived Security is
taken as independent variable.It was observed
that perceived security has a positive &
significant influence on usefulness. Hence H1 is
accepted.
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Table 2 : Coefficients of Regression on Usefulness
Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

1.766

0.266

Perceived Security

0.492

0.074

t

Sig.

6.629

.000

6.621

.000

t

Sig.

3.477

0.001

Beta

0.427

Dependent Variable: Usefulness

Table 3: Coefficients of Regression on Trust
Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

0.845

0.243

Perceived Security

0.490

0.068

0.444

7.245

0.000

Usefulness

0.284

0.059

0.297

4.837

0.000

Beta

Dependent Variable: Trust

Table 4: Coefficients of Regression on Customer Satisfaction
Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

0.771

0.236

3.270

0.001

Perceived Security

0.223

0.072

0.209

3.112

0.002

Usefulness

0.275

0.059

0.296

4.693

0.000

Trust

0.292

0.067

0.301

4.333

0.000

Beta

Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfaction

Table 5: Regression Values
Dependent Variable

Independent Variable(s)

Beta*

Customer Satisfaction

Perceived Security

0.209

Usefulness

0.296

Trust

0.301

Perceived Security

0.444

Usefulness

0.297

Perceived Security

0.427

Trust

Usefulness

*All the values of beta are significant at 0.05
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Caruana, A. (2002), Service loyalty: The effects of service quality
and the mediating role of customer satisfaction”, European
Journal of Marketing, 36(7/8), 811-828.
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'Perception' as one of the 'P' in
Services Marketing Mix:
An Improvisation of Julian Yudelson Work
MRINMOY BHATTACHARJEE
The ICFAI University, Mizoram

In the era of fierce competition where all the corporations
are trying their best to satisfy customers to maintain their
existence profitably in the market especially, in services, it
is mandatory that the customers' bears a positive
perception in their mind about the service offered.
However, it is very difficult to create such perception
among customers because of gap in understanding and
perception of employees who are delivering the service and
the organization or employer who is developing it.
Though, the study of such type of gap is not new but, a
scientific method of bridging such gap can yet prove its
worth. The present study is a noble attempt to further
improvise the work of Julian Yudelson and propose
'Perception' as one of the 'P' in addition to product, place,
price, promotion, people, process and physical evidence of
services marketing mix.

INTRODUCTION
Marketing mix has been a very interesting area for
work among management authors and researchers
all across the world. The study of traditional 4 P's
(Product, Place, Price and Promotion) of marketing
mix has always been a part of any management
program. However, in the post globalised era,
especially in Asia and other developing continents,
the service sector contribution to Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) of the countries increased at a very
fast pace like American and European nations. This
shift in agriculture and manufacturing based
economies to services based economies encouraged
and prompted researchers to focus in service sector
and thereby, increasing the rate of research and
innovations in the area of services. In addition to 4
P's of marketing another 3 P's (People, Process and
Physical evidence) were developed for services and
refereed by the term 7 P's of services marketing mix.

Key Words: Perception, Services, Mix, Gap, Marketing

Marketing mix is not a scientific theory, but merely a
conceptual framework that identifies the Principal
decision making managers make in configuring
their offerings to suit consumers' needs. The tools
can be used to develop both long-term strategies and
short-term tactical programs (Palmer, 2004).
According to Gronroos (1994), the marketing mix
paradigm has dominated marketing thought,
research and practice which is very much evident
from the numerous research and studies in this area.
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The main reasons the marketing mix is a powerful
concept are It makes marketing seem easy to handle,
allows the separation of marketing from other
activities of the firm and the delegation of marketing
tasks to specialists; and the components of the
marketing mix can change a firm's competitive
position.

'marketing mix elements'. According to him, there
were twelve elements in marketing mix namely,
product planning; pricing; branding; channels of
distribution; personal selling; advertising;
promotions; packaging; display; servicing; physical
handling; and fact finding and analysis.
The development in services marketing mix came up
with the research work of Booms and Bitner (1980)
who added three new P's to the traditional
marketing P's namely, people, process and physical
evidence to make it more appropriate for the
services. These meaningful and appropriate
elements gave new dimensions to the study of
elements of marketing mix.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
In the era of fierce competition where all the
corporations are trying their best to satisfy
customers to maintain their existence profitably in
the market especially, in services, it is mandatory
that the customers' bears a positive perception in
their mind about the service offered. However, it is
very difficult to create such perception among
customers because of gap in understanding and
perception of employees who are delivering the
service and the organization or employer who is
developing it. Though, the study of such type of gap
is not new but, a scientific method of bridging such
gap can yet prove its worth. The present study is a
noble attempt to further improvise the work of Julian
Yudelson and propose 'Perception' as one of the 'P' in
addition to product, place, price, promotion, people,
process and physical evidence of services marketing
mix.

Kotler (1986) proposed political power and public
opinion formation to be the part of Ps concept.
MaGrath (1986) suggested the addition of 3 Ps
namely, personnel, physical facilities and process
management in the marketing mix elements.
Yudelson (1999) proposed that the 4Ps are not the
proper basis of the 21st century marketing. The
Marketing developments of the last 40 years require
a new flexible Platform while the simplicity of the
old model remains an attractive facto. He translated
McCarthy's 4Ps in the following manner: ProductPerformance, Price- Penalty, PromotionCommunication or Perception and Place- Process.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Yudelson pointed out some very vital and
significant development in marketing thought since
1960. He highlighted that the first 'P', Product
proposed by McCarthy considers only tangible of
physical products. In 21st century, the concept of
physical product does not work out any more with
varied service offerings and hence, he proposed to
replace Product with Performance as the later is
delivered by majority of the service organizations.

Frey (1961) suggested that the marketing mix
variables should be divided into two parts, a part
named 'the offering' which includes variables
namely, product, packaging, brand, price and
service and another part named 'the methods and
tools' which includes distribution channel,
personnel selling, advertising, sales promotion and
publicity.
Popularly, it was McCarthy (1964) who regrouped
the twelve elements of Borden into four main
elements (Product, price, place and promotion)
which became integral part of management study
eventually.

He translated the second 'P', Price into Penalty, as
customers not only pays a price to obtain a benefit
but, also gives away some valuable things like time,
effort etc. to receive the performance. He also
associated Penalty with the concept of loss that the
seller incurs due to poor performance.

Borden (1965) was the first to have used the term
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Further, he argued that the third 'P' Promotion does
not hold enough meaning when it comes to 21st
century marketing. Promotion should necessarily
include all form of conveyed information that is
required to complete a transaction between buyer
and seller. The exchange which puts both the parties
in mutually adventitious position should rather be
termed as Communication or Perception.

Pci / n = Mean of customers' perception
Pemi / n = Mean of employees perception
Peri / n = Mean of employer's/
Management's perception
Where, Pci = Perception of customers' about the
standard of service on a 5 point rating scale.

In the age of digital communication, the entire world
has transformed into a market place. So, the
definition given by McCarthy and Perreault about
the fourth 'P' Place, as putting the right quantity of
goods and services to the right location where the
customers want them, also seems to be falling short,
as put forward by Yudelson. He rather advocated to
use the term Process in place of the former, because,
it is the process which makes the goods or services
finally available to the customers.

Pemi = Perception of employees about the standard
of service on a 5 point rating scale.
Peri = Perception of employer/ Management about
the standard of service on a 5 point rating scale.
n= Number of customers/ employees/
Organizational member or employer
Further, in order to ensure that the service quality or
standard is perceived by the employees and the
Management or employer in the same way the
customers' perceive, the mean of the individual
perceptions (Customers', Employees and
Management/ Employer) should be equal to each
other as follows:

LOGICAL REPRESENTATION OF
'PERCEPTION' AS ONE OF THE 'P' IN
SERVICES MARKETING MIX

Pci / n = Pemi / n= Peri / n

The role of 'perception' in marketing especially, in
services marketing is undeniable and non debatable.
It is one of the most important factors that govern the
demand of a service. Services being intangible in
nature are more complicated to be perceived.

Any difference among the mean perception of
customers', employees and management will
indicate the gap in understanding and will call for
detail analysis and enquiry on where the difference
lies.

In order to match customer expectation of a
particular service, it has to be exactly perceived in
the same way by the employees who are delivering
the service and the organization or the employer
who develops the service. The matching of
perception can be calculated by developing a 5 point
rating scale where '5' represents 'excellent' service, '4'
represents 'very good' service, '3' represents 'good'
service, '2' represents 'average' service and '1'
represents 'poor' service. All the customers (or
sample of customers), employees and employers
may be asked to rate their service according to the
quality they perceive. This can further be calculated
in the following way:
Amity Business Review
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There may be various factors suggested by many
authors from time to time to rate the standard or
quality of service or the best way of deciding about
the factors which are to be considered in rating the
service can be developed through consultation with
customers and employees by the management or
employer.
An overall mean between 4 to 5 will indicate that the
service is designed, delivered and perceived in a
very good way whereas, lower means will indicate
the scope in improvement in service quality and
delivery.
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Julian Yudelson in his work has proposed 4 new P's
for the 21st century where one of the 'P' proposed by
McCarthy which is 'Promotion' is translated into
'Perception' by him.

MaGrath A. J. (1986). When Marketing Services, 4Ps Are Not
Enough. Business Horizons, 29(3), 45-50.
Yudelson, J. (1999). Adapting McCarthy’s Four P’s for the
Twenty-First Century. Journal of Marketing Education, 21(1), 60.

The present study considers 'Perception' to be of
utmost importance in services marketing mix and
proposes to be the one of the 'P' in services marketing
mix along with 'product', 'Price', 'Place', 'Promotion',
'People', 'Physical evidence' and 'Process'.
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Summary of a PhD Thesis :
Managerial Effectiveness of Implementation
of IT in Business Schools : A Study with a
Perspective to Delhi-NCR
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This literary endevour for which I was conferred a PhD is a
culmination of the experiences I've had in the corporate
as well as in academia. The theses titled “Managerial
Effectiveness of Implementation of IT in Business SchoolsA Study with a Perspective to Delhi-NCR” deals with the
relevance of IT enhanced education and its impact on the
current educational scenarios. The study further explores
the deficiencies of educational computing and technology
(ECT) and addresses the concerns of the stakeholders.

SUMMARY
Literature suggests that over the years, there has
been a paradigm shift in the teaching-learning
pedagogies. From teacher-centric, asynchronous
lecture methodologies which were principally chalk
and talk to the present era where academics have
transcended all boundaries of geography, time and
medium. The deliberations made in the thesis were
“could the IT-enabled processes and IT-enhanced
education be a panacea for all ills that plague the
education sector?” Could an omnipresent
technology ensure that the scholars not only
enhanced their knowledge but also augmented their
skills to ensure their employability and acceptability
in the corporate world? The study in question dealt
with the effectiveness of IT enabled education
especially in Business Schools where the business
leaders of tomorrow are being churned out. The
scope of the research was National Capital Region.
The first chapter highlights how various researches
establish that a large percentage of Indian youth is
not “employable” and lacks skill set to cope with the
current business scenarios. This is a matter of great
concern for students, guardians, academicians and
business leaders alike. There are several reasons
cited for the above mentioned discrepancy-
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disconnect of classroom teaching with practical
scenarios, lack of vocational and life skills,
inadequate communication skills, limited vision
instead of a globalised one. These challenges have to
be overcome by devising suitable teaching learning
pedagogy. This study deals with its relevance and
impact of IT on the current educational systems.

At the outset, the study analyses the demographical
data (i.e. age, sex, student distribution, usage of
various IT tools, preferences and profiles of students
etc) of the sample. The second part of analysis aimed
for understanding the causal and associative
relationships. Statistical tools were used to measure
the magnitude of association and its significance.
Comparative study of various groups was also done.

The second chapter is reviw of several studies
done earlier in similar domains. The gaps of research
done in past studies were identified. The literature
talks about similar implementations in Indian
context, at premium universities (such as Delhi
University) and then across the world such as in
Korea, Singapore etc. It goes on to discuss gender
differentiation in assimilation of IT. It also discusses
the impact of culture diversity on IT enablement.
The differently-abled have devised their own
usage patterns. Studies about usage and impact of
various tools of IT implementation such as GDSS
(Group Decision Support Systems), ALN
(Asynchronous Learning Network), VLE (Virtual
Learning Environment), Learning Ware and Web 2.0
are also incorporated. The chapter further discusses
the pre-requisites and impediments of their
implementations. It concludes, elaborating the
negative aspects of skewing the balance between
technology and learning.

Factor Analysis was used to reduce a large number
of correlated variables into major factors influencing
assimilation of IT in education. Lastly Tests of
association were used, where Pearson Correlation
Coefficient measured degree of association between
variables which were strong influencers in the
effectiveness to IT enhanced education.

RESULTS
Results obtained reflected fair representation of both
private and government institutions vis-a-vis
demographical information. The initial descriptives
indicated that students were willing to spend small
amounts of money on internet use. A simple t-test
revealed that students were willing to study the
easier part of the syllabi online but wanted a healthy
interaction with the instructors who were probably
viewed as “emotional crutches”, for clarifications,
feedback, and removal of doubts and anxieties. Class
capture systems were found to be moderately useful
due to slow downloads. An independent sample ttest yielded complete gender equity in all variables
of perception, attitude and preferences towards
technology use except on the variable “ease of
learning”. In comparison of students of public and
private institutions, no significant difference was
found in variables like linking success of course
work with IT, student centric learning etc. except on
variables leading to factor “Instructor Interaction”
implying teachers of private institutions are more
accessible to their students. Factor analysis lead to
five factors: Experiential Learning
connecting
theory with practice, success in course work
assignments, online resources etc., efficiency in
course work time management etc., interaction with
instructors (interactions, feedback, clarification) and

The third chapter, lays down the blueprint of the
research, The scope of the study was Business
Schools, both private and government, in National
Capital Region
Delhi, Noida, Faridabad and
Gurgaon. The research is empirical and crosssectional. The survey has been conducted in the first
quarter of 2011. The research is exploratory in its
preliminary stages to find out the extent of
implementation of Information Technology in Delhi
NCR region.
A self-administered questionnaire used in a study
done in University of Minnesota, by Walker, JD &
Jorn, L (Office of Information Technology,
University of Minnesota) was adapted to Indian
conditions. It had 15 closed ended questions
employing a Likert scale and 4 open ended
questions.
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collaborative learning. A strong positive correlation
was found to be, between amounts of time needed to
learn educational technologies, amount of time
needed to use educational technologies and lack of
technical support provided. Classrooms must be
transformed into learning complexes where learning
transcends boundaries of time and place and real
time learning is encouraged.

Again the study acknowledges that the population
of student, teacher and administrators come with
their own individual differences which must be
identified and catered to. There are also several types
of institutes with varying cost factors and IT
budgets. IT solutions which are optimum in terms of
available budgets and effectiveness of IT solutions
available must be incorporated into the bouquet
being offered.

CONCLUSIONS

The theses conclude on the note that the results of all
identified efforts will be tangible and diverse
technology will change the learning experience.
Students will become collaborative and not
competitive. Teaching Learning will become an
active, creative and socially interactive process
instead of passive and monochromatic. Knowledge
will be constructed and not transferred.
“Democratization of classrooms” due to IT enabled
teaching learning would be a crucial achievement.

The results highlighted how a healthy mix of
pedagogies both traditional and IT intensive can
ensure that the content delivery at business schools
is not single faceted transmission of knowledge from
lecturer to student. It suggests that a novel kind of
knowledge intensive classroom must be worked out
where the students are not only learning the classic
theories but also being able to connect them to real
life practical situations. They must also learn the
importance of peer learning and team work.
Findings suggest that it must not be assumed that IT
implementation is a universal panacea. Suitable
vision and discussions with all stake holders must
precede it. A well thought out plan of action with
clearly laid out steps of motivation, orientation,
training and support must be laid out.
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Market Your Way to Growth: 8
Ways to Win
Philip Kotler, Milton Kotler
John Wiley & Sons Inc.
ISBN: 978-1-118-49640-4
Publication Year: 2013
Edition: 1st
Pages: 212
Price: US$ 24.95
Change is the way of life.
Business means uncertainty. In
today's environment when most
of western countries are reeling
under slow growth rates and
recession the Darwin's theory of
survival of the fittest comes to
forth. In such difficult times it is
the leadership skills and long
term vision which matters the
most.
The book that we are talking
about is trying to give a survival
guide for the corporate who have
been facing these situations. Now
another thing to understand here
is that it is not only simple
business cycle but more of an
evolving process. So waiting and
watching for the right time to
come does not work here. It is a
process of evolution wherein new
business models have to be
evolved. Philip and Milton Kotler
(Kotler brothers) identify this

challenging situation and
propose 8 ways to win through
marketing for growth. These
ways may act as ray of hope for
the business.
The book starts with the
introduction of recession and the
way various industries are facing
the tough times. Then the
brothers set the tone right with
describing the 'Nine Megatrends'
for future directions in the
coming decade. Following these
trends gives good business ideas
and tells us which areas would be
stars, and which would be dogs.
Even for the startups who find it
difficult to organize their
business models theses trends
will give them insights for
growth.
The Kotler brothers identifies
'Eight Pathways to Sustainable
Growth' in this book aiming to
achieve growth that is firstly
profitable and more importantly
sustainable.
The wonderful thing in these
pathways is that all of these
strategies we have been hear
around us. They have been
successfully implemented by
various corporate companies at
some point of time but still people
88
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miss them. In Indian scenario as
we see the example of Infosys,
one of the most successful
companies which lost track and
stagnated. So here they have
revisited these ways of growth
and presented in a concise
implementable form in the
organizations.
The presentation of these eight
ways has been done in eight
chapters with an introduction in
the beginning and epilogue at the
end. All the chapters focus upon
at first self evaluation what their
current business is and how you
can proceed for the future.
Each chapter comprises of
practical/doable self assessment
exercises which make it a ready
reference for business. In the first
chapter about growing by
building your market share it
talks about SWOT analysis and
scenario planning. In the second
chapter it talks about customer
loyalty and “actions that produce
more loyal customers”, it also
gives ways to identify the
satisfaction of stakeholders
which include your employees
also. The Third chapter talks
about developing strong brands
and exhibits three “I” models,
Amity Business Review
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choice criteria for naming the
brand, Brand dynamics model of
brand building, Brand Asset
valuator model. The fourth
chapter “Grow by innovating
new products” identifies the
innovation process, a company
can use “A to- F” process of
innovation or can have a choice
from a host of other creativity
tools to find better ideas. The
Fifth chapter talks about
internationalization as mode
of growth and sixth chapter
mergers, acquisitions, alliances
and joint ventures. A lot of
success stories of various
corporate have been discussed to
illustrate the points given.
The chapter seven and eight
lays emphasis on building
outstanding reputation for social
responsibility and partnering
with governments and NGOs for
growth respectively.
The various indicators which are
specified in the chapters are
excellent pieces of research and
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make the task of implementation
quite easy.
The book is perfect example
of a product created with
identification of need in the
market, well positioned through
endorsements of 20 corporate
honchos under the heading
'praise for Market Your Way to
Growth' on the first few pages of
the book. Quoting - Yuan Qing
Yang, Chairman and CEO,
Lenovo Group “The Kotler
brothers have made a fresh
contribution to the literature on
growth.”
Now putting all the eight
pathways together in one book
in a concise manner helps the
reader to understand the concept
and develop an implementable
strategy hence I strongly feel that
people from the middle and
upper levels of corporate
pyramid must have this book on
the collection in their personal
library as a ready reference.
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The book has been written in an
interactive manner which binds
the reader's interest.
The book is filled with tips, tricks,
techniques, a few frameworks
and a lot of approaches. But in
my opinion what makes the
book interesting is the large
set of questions that it poses
to the reader. As a CEO,
entrepreneur or anyone taking
the responsibility of the growth
of the enterprise, one or a few of
these eight approaches could
trigger the creation of your ideal
marketing solution. You will
enjoy, relish and benefit from
the book if you are seeking
inputs to trigger meaningful
actions in your marketing and
sales function.

Ashok Sharma
Department of Marketing
Amity Business School

The Luxury Strategy:
Break the Rules of Marketing
to Build Luxury Brands
J.N. Kapferer and
V. Bastien
Kogan Page
ISBN: 978-0-7494-6491-2
Publication Year: 2012
Edition: 2nd
Pages: 395
Price: US$ 40.95
In this book the authors have
tried to shed light on the do's and
don'ts of the luxury industry.
They have clarified the difference
between premium and luxury
products. The authors also
discuss the discriminants
between fashion and luxury
products.
In this book they have followed a
very good flow for people to
understand the evolution of
luxury, to what luxury meant in
the previous centuries and what
it means today.
They have very nicely put
forward 24 un-conventional
principles for marketing luxury
in the chapter titled 'Anti-laws of
marketing'. In this chapter the
authors have very specifically
said, “Don't respond to rising
demand”. In luxury never
overfill the market with your
product, as the very charm of
owning a product not with many
will be otherwise lost. The
authors have quoted, “Each
Rolls-Royce Phantom requires
2,600 hours to be completed, that
is, 10 times as much as a Ford”.
They have re-emphasised the

same with other examples like
“AtFerrari, production is
deliberately kept to fewer than
6,000 vehicles a year rarity value
sells”. The authors have also been
categorical about selling in
limited ways on the internet.

attitudes vis-à-vis luxury',
'Developing brand equity',
'Brand stretching', 'Pricing',
'Distribution', 'Communication'
and 'Financial and HR
management' in the context to
luxury industry.

The CEO of Porsche is generally
credited with the statement:
'When I see two Porsches on the
same street, I begin to worry'.
These are indicators from the
bosses of such iconic brands that
luxury products are not for
anybody, even if it meant that
they could afford it.

In the last part of the book
the authors talk about various
business models which have
shown successful implementation
by companies like Louis Vuitton,
AudemarsPiguet, Rolex etc.
In my opinion the authors in this
part talk about how and when to
enter the luxury segment, and
more importantly how to end the
brands luxury tag and still
remain in the market.

In another chapter, 'Facets of
luxury today' the authors have
described how important a role
does the 'label' play in this
segment. All these products
distinctively showcase their
logos and brands on the
products. For example, the
printing of the classic 'LV'logo
with high visibility on all its
products.
They also talked about how the
history and cultural heritage of
the country of origin of the
product plays a vital role in
giving it a sense of confidence.
They have compared products
from which originate in
European countries vis-à-vis the
one's that would have Chinese
origins.
In other chapters the authors
have covered the all the corporate
verticals of running a successful
luxury brand or a company.
They have touch based on
topics ranging from 'Customer
90

The authors have also showcased
how companies like 'Apple' and
'Mini' follow and define luxury.
In this edition the authors have
made good points for brands
venturing into the new
developing nations like BRICS
(Brazil, Russia, India and China)
and CIVETS (Colombia,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt,
Turkey and South Africa).
If I must criticize any aspect of the
book then I must say the
beginning chapter is more of a
drag talking about the olden
times. However, once you get
past that the book has many
interesting things being
discussed. However, I feel that
more deliberation could have
been made on how newer brands
could compete with the existing
names especially in the BRIC and
CIEVTS countries.
Amity Business Review
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This book is presented more like a
handbook than a text book. I feel
anyone who wishes to venture as
an entrepreneur in the luxury
market must read this book. It
would help in getting insight of
the industry and learn from how
companies started small and
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have made it large with passage
of time and are names well
known to the world.

identity rather than be always
worrying about where it stands in
relation to a competitor”.

In the end I would close
quoting the authors, “Luxury is
'superlative' and not 'comparative'.
It prefers to be faithful to an

Vinamra Jain
Department of Marketing
Amity Business School
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